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l■ou^ Sidney teenagers, 
tliree girls and one boy, 
letirned Stniirday ariernoon 
ol' ilte perils of Itiielt-hiking. 
riiey were picked up by 
two inttle adidts, in tbeir 
early twenties, driving a 
1972 model car, painted a 
metallic green,
,At two the car containing 
the six young persotis was 
ttoiiced in Brentwood 
Village by a Central 
Saanich police constable. 
When the cruiser followed 
onto south Wallace Drive 
its driver suddenly speeded 
up atid a chase ensued. 
When speed approached 60 
mph. the chase was 
abandoned but police
continued to quietly comb 
the area, havitig alerted 
other departments.
Meanwhile, report was 
received at Central Saatiich 
police headquarters that a 
car answering' the 
description stopped on 
Greig Avenue, that four 
young people got out and 
fled and that .some beer was 
ditched in the bushes. The 
car had then left the scene.
At about 2:15 Central 
Saanich stopped four 
teenagers on Wallace Drive 
who told police they were 
Sidney residents, and 
hitched a ride but didn’t 
know the driver and his 
companion-. They said that 
when the car stopped they 
were told “to get out and 
run”, xyhich they did. '
At about 2:20, police 
discovered the car aban­
doned on Sea Drive. It was;
^ idl'htified as a car reported 
: stolen in Langley, .■
At about 2:40 a young 
tnan in the area was stopped 
and gave police his name 
and a Langley address. He 
admitted that he had been 
iti the stolen car and that he, 
had been its driver. His 
story did not satisfy police 
and, on further questioning 
of all five involved in the 
incident, it was ascertained 
that the young Langley 
man’s companion had 
actually been the driver.
The Sidney icenagers 
were returned to the 
custody of their parents 
pending further in­
vestigations,
DEEP COVE CHALET CHEF Pierre Koffel welcomed home 
Found’um, a stray who had gone missing last week, with a feast fit for 
a gourmand. This was in spite of the fact that the dog had run off to- 
another restaurant. (Review photo).
: Hr/: ‘ ‘
Lost’um Now Fouiid’um
r FULL-TIME NIT-PICKING- 
:: KEEPS MOTHER BUST:
Christa Rehnv has never 
1 seen a louse.. But in the last 
two weeks she esiimates she 
has seen and picked out of 
her six-year-old son’s hair 
literally thousands of nits.
Nits arc eggs laid by liny 
lice in an infested head — 
known iti medical jargon as 
the host.
Christa’s little boy has 
played host to the wdngless 
biting iti.sccts along with six 
or seven of his friends and 
according to his mother, the 
experience has been 
dcva.stating.
rpr the past two weeks he 
has sat for an hour in the 
bathroom daily w'hile his 
mother combed and cm his 
hair looking for the liny 
wliiteeggs.
She explained that the 
health nurse told her to use
Deep Sea Submersible 
To Be Modified Here
Miinned offshore diving 
to a depth of 6,000 feel will 
be imdeiiaken for the first 
lime by the deep sub­
mersible Pisces IV after 
modificaiiuns are made at 
rite Instiuile of Ocetin 
Sciencesal I’al Bay,
The alterations which will 
cost $ 179,K90, will allowl lie 
instil me to eondtici two 
oceanographic progriims 
next yciir at or beyond the 
50-mile pad fie shelf.
Cost of the work on ihe 
IMsees, which is based on 
(he tender I’atidora II, 
which recently reiurned 
from the Arctic is being 
borne jointly by the federal 
department of fisheries and 
environment, supply 
services and energy and 
mines and resonrecs. The 
alterations will raise the 
siifeiy factor in the case of 
emergency at great depth,
I lead of ocean physics al 
the insiiime Dr, Pal
Nasmyth said that ahhough 
(he vessel was tested vvhen 
maiuifacitired to sinmhite a 
dive of 6,(X)0 feel, in 











it would mean 
almosi certain disaster in 
ease of emeritency becanse 
changes of hallasi would be 
required in very deep water 
Dr, Nasmyth said that 
iheoielieal collapse depili 
of a deep submerisbie is 
tlifficiih to ealctilaie. It 
depends on stiiii points of 
strain as haielr seams or 
observation port opening 
in the thick-walled pressure 
vessel where divers am 
controls are loealetl,
ther de-Iousing- shampoo 
twice in 24 hours.pnd .then a; 
week'later,' Tn 'the mean­
time, procedure was to soak 
a comb in vinegar and run it 
through the hair.
‘‘But they (nits) just slip 
through the teeth,” she 
recalled, ‘‘It’s as if they are 
glued to the hair.” ■
She explained that the 
only method that seemed to 
work was to go through the 
hair almost strand by strand 
and try and remove them 
manually.
“We did it monkey- 
fasliion” she said. ‘‘We 
now call the bathroom the 
dc-loiising centre.”
Apart from being a nasty 
experience for a young child 
10 go through, Mrs. Rehm 
recalled ihal nit-picking 
seemed to be a full time 
oceupalion for the two 
weeks. She bad sessions 
will! other infected children 
and their mothers.
All the removed nils were 
scooped up in tissues and 
burned in the fiicplace, 
Sink, Iralhroom and towels 
were then washed in 
disinfectaiu and comlv, and 
scissors boiletl. ,
Pillows and bedding were 
dry-cleaned tincl the child's 
eloihiitg Inid to be washed 
several jinies <i day. She also 
said ihai his room and bed 
hiiil 10 be vacuumed 
meticulously eveiy dtiy,
"It was just incredible,” 
she repot led,
Mrs, Rehm said that she 
wished the whole matier 
luiil been better publici/ed 
by either lire schools or 
healih nurse in the area.
Infecied children should 
have lieen kept home from 
school and the lice would 
not have Imd a chance to 
spread, he said,
Amriher moihci reporicd 
that she had not liecn aware 
of (he infestation until she 
organi/ed a birthday party 
fill' her youngster. The
situation only becarne clear 
whcny rhoihers phoned To. 
say Their children were 
infected; and could: not 
attcndTT;'.
This.mother claimed that 
if parents had been warned 
by health officials all 
children could at least have 
had their hair cut shorter 
and mothers could have 
checked their heads 
regularly.
Mrs. Rehm told The 
Review she is sure her son 
picked up the lice from 
other children at school and 
said there were at least six 
or .seven infected youngsters 
in his class, as well as repeat 
cases by now.
School district chairman 
Rtibymay Parrot said in an 
interview Tuesday that she 
had been told of only 
two cases in the district and 
was not aware of any fieallh 
pioblem.
She said it was wrong to 
piiblici/.e such healih 
conditions and e.specially to 
connect the incideni in any 
way with Ihe schools. 
Cleanliness is a matier 
which has to be taken e.'ire 
of in the home, shesaid,“li 
is not the schools’ 
responsibility.”
The ehairmtm sent a 
lellet lecenily to Dr. Arneil 
health officer for the 
Capiiiil Regional District, 
iisking thill he keep the 
board beilei informed on 
inaflers of school healili 
eondiiions.
Mrs. Rehm said friends 
and ncighltours had oflVretl 
the solution of soaking the 
child’s head in kerosene ami 
wiiipping it in a towel for 
the day, but she considered 
ihisloo drastic,
”1 didn’t believe there 
were still hetul-lice 
around”, she admiiled. ”1 
feel it should have been 
publici/ed for the 
protection of those children 
who haven't got it yet.'
Found’um the stray dog 
which went missing from 
Deep Cove Chalet a week, 
ago has been found ... 
enjoying all the comforts of 
life at a competitive 
Peninsula restaurant.
Mr. E'red; Oldfield, 
owner-manager of The 
Latch restaurant told The 
Review thaf‘Jitfj^%mtUching 
the description of Foun- 
d’utn : appeared , on the 
doorstep of his restaurant a 
few days ago.
‘‘1 had no idea he had 
come from the Chalet until 
1 read about in the paper,”
he told The Review. “Fie 
seemed to enjoy the food 
we gave him though.”
Found’um is now back at 
the Chalet and Chef Pierre 
Koffel prepared a welcome 
home feast for the beast in 
the form of three.delicately 
roasted sqtiab 'served 
aboard on- Tvrlihg; silver 
platter This was followed 
by a large dish of chocolate, 
m o u s s c, . F o u n d ’ u in ’ s. 
favourite dessert.
“That should keep him 
closer to home,” .said Chef 
Koffel.
Just Where Is Town 
Going, Council Asked
Public Hearing To Allow Input From Concerned 
Citizens Over Future Planning Of Sidney
Where is Sidney going? What is it going To look like in 10, 15 or 20 
years? How many people will live here. Should ii be developed as a 
3cdroom for Victoria, a commercial centre for the Saanich Peninsula ora 
retirement community?
These were questions considered on Monday night by members of town 
council who met with representaiives of William Cuaham Consultants to 
discuss revisions of the Sidney community plan.
The various steps in the formation of a plan were outlined by Bob 
Gibson, of the planning company. Statistical data would be compiled 
after which worksheets, with graphs and other illustrative material, would 
be prepared.
iicwspaper.s, radio and 
television would be used — 
but this would be expensive.
Information in schools, 
brochures and other 
methods were named.
In answer to questions 
from the consultants, 
aldermen agreed that 
Sidney’s place in Capital 
Regional District planning 
was comfortable. There 
were some differences in 
population forecasts but, 
generally, Sidney’s plan­
ning conformed to that of 
the regional district.
The que.slion, said 
Alderman Ross Martin, was 
whether Sidney was going 
to be a bedroom com­
munity for Victoria, a 
retirement centre or a 
commercial hub for the 
Saanich Peninsula. .It Tilled 
all fit ree functions in. 
varying ' degrees : at the 
present time.
: He- Twas;: .concefned;;
Maflin;saui,;,;abouffhe 
riurnbcr, of Tack : of; num- 
befsC :ofx"local‘-jqbsi? Whiclv 
•— those /people in fhe I were ■ beihgl p^^ by
public sector who would Sidney. And that, it 
not; make their ^wants l scemedv^sclifectiyrelated
The various steps in the 
formation of a plan were 
outlined by Bob Gibson, of 
the planning company. 
Statistical data would be 
compiled after which 
worksheets, with graphs 
and other illustrative 
material, would be 
prepared.
Data would Then be 
analysed and planning 
options outlined. These 
would be evaluated after 
which there would be 
documentation and a public | 
hearing. At almost any 
point in the process public 
input would be solicited by 
means of information 
centres which would be set 
«P-
The first information 
exchange with the public 
should be planned for early 
in January, aldermenwere 
told, and again in late 
;March.'- ’
Aldermen were con­
cerned, they said, about 
getting reaction and input 
from the “silent majority’’;
to the development of 
Sidney’s industrial area.
‘In many ways,” said 
Alderman Peter Grant, 
‘‘Sidney is a community on 
the verge of di.scovcry. It, 
will be influenced by the 
advent of water by the 
con.siiuction of a break­
water and other factors.”
; He was concerned, Grant 
said, about the quality of 
life in Sidney, its con­
tainment, size, tranquility 
and pastoral nature. These 
were que.stions on which, he 
thought, public i* input ' 
should be sought.
In the matter of 
population, said Aid. 
Martin, he believed that 
council and the people now 
living here .should first 
decide on . the type: of , 
community, they wanted 
and then ; ask ;if it would v f 
sustain: a population of 
12,500 :/ of; 1:4,000 or / 
whatever.
; H a s : S i d n e y chan : ;; ^ 
; dramatically, in any; area? f 
The ' planners ' asked. 
Aldermen agreed that there
Continued on page 2
known. It was suggested by 
the planners that they might 
be reached by a multi-media 
barrage in which
A brief by a number of 
Greater Victoria churchmen 
lias sparked more wonder 
than concern at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital since, 
according to the hospital’s 
adminisiratof, the facts of 
Ihe hrierare misleading.
I he hricr was prepared 
hy Victoria INI'ACT 
(Infant Formula Action 
Coalition), a task force of 
the Grealer Victoria 
Inierclitirch Comniitlee for 
World Deeel op men 1 
Ii dll cat ion , wliich 
reiireseiils several Grealer 
Victoria chiirehes, in­
cluding Citiliolie, Anglican,
Prc.sbyieriail, United and 
Lutheran.
What the brief charges, 
and what local nursery staff 
take exception to, is the 
statement that Grealer 
Vieioria hospilals promote 
infant rormulu over hreasi- 
feodiitg.
John Stevens, ad­
ministrator at Saanich 
I’e iii II sul a H os pi 1 a 1, 
eiilegorically denied Ihe 
accusation: ‘‘VVe don't
eiicourtige fotimila Iceding 
at all •• hreasi -reeding is 
the inosi natural thing 10 
do, 1 don't think any 
hospital would be wise to
HIJTT KhlXTKl) PHESIDENT
Mrs, .Sylvia Mull was 
elected president of North 
and South Saanich 
Agiicnlinial .Society at tlie 
iinrinal meeting on 
November ,50,
Mrs. Htill, who replaced 
Dong Miller as presideni, 
has served 10 years on the 
board Of directors. Mr. 
Miller is retiring Trout the 
hoard after three years ns 
president.
ITcd Roberts wtis elccictl 
vicc picsiilent and Gladys 
Cnnniiiiilumi, Maurice
Atkins, Ken Sianlakc and 
G. Bud Michell to two-year 
terms as directors while 
T ievoi Jones and Pcle r'anc 
were elected to one-year 
lerins. ;
New direeiors join in 
ciinihenis Dorolhy Day, 
George Blieh and Ud I'rlee 
on the boiird.
'Ihe Siwieiy has been 
active lot 110 years wilh 
its chief area of aellviiy 
focusing around the annua 
Saanich Fair,
push formula.”
He said that breast- 
I'ccdirig is far more con­
venient for the inotlicr but 
I'orimtla is available if she 
doesn’t want to nurse, 
l-’ormula is not ofrered as a 
matier of course, it is there 
if the mot Iter asks for it.
And spokesmen for 
Vieioria hospitals agree 
heartily.
A imrsing supervisor iit 
the pediatrics and ohsietrics 
section of Vieloriu General 
told The Review that 
hreasifeeding is strongly 
snppurled al that in- 
‘ .Slit 111 Ion,
She explained lhat al 
both Vieioria General and 
the Royal Jubilee the 
nainral nieiltod of child 
feeding is so in practice ilnii 
moiher.s are asked to nurse 
(in the delivery-lahle 
moinenis al'ler having given 
hitili lo ilieir ehild.
"Or eotiise, ii'.s llie 
nioiber’s i;hoiee,” she said, 
"hut we support her in 
whatever .she wants.”
Ilte nursing supervisor 
explained that breast­
feeding is "dclinitcly on the 
increase” and pointed to 
Ilte I’aci lhal al lime.s there
Oiiitlniied on piigc2
CAROL MONTGOMERY modelr,True Value 
Skirl, iTHiben Blaycr and Kari I.,yun Blou.sc at 
Spooner’s Ladie.s Wear iTisliioii Show Monday 
ariernoon at Ihe Waddling Dog Inn. Show was a 
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HOSPITAL DIRECTOR MYSTIFIED BY 
CHURCHMANS BRIEF ON BREASTFEEDING
Continued from page 1
arc no babies on formula in 
the entire nursery.
She went on to say that it 
is only when the baby is 
ailing or required to go on 
to formula by the doctor, 
that hospital staff follow 
these instructions.
Local hospital ad­
ministrators arc pleased 
that the INFACT brief 
encourages breast-feeding
but are baffled by the at­
tack on local hospitals.
INFACT chairman Rev. 
Robert MacRae, rector of 
St. John’s Anglican 
Church, said his main 
complaint with the 
hospitals is that they hand 
out gift packs to mothers 
leaving hospital.
The brief recommends 
that infancy formula 
products be made available 
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that labels specify formula 
may be injurious to an 
infant’s health.
The packs contain 
formula, a nipple and a 
non-reusable bottle filled 
with formula.
Each pack says; “For 
your baby’s First feedings at 
home.’’
The INFACT spokesman 
said the packs prevent 
breast-feeding by 
discouraging it in the First 
place.
“The very offering of a 
formula kit discourages 
breast-feeding,’’ claims 
MacRae.
“I’ve seen the impact of 
that process (pushing 
formula) in different 
countries around the world. 
It undermines the positive 
approach which should be 
encouraged by hospital
staff.’’
MacRae went on to say 
that there arc many aspects 
of our society which are 
,prejudicial to the mother 
— such as banishing her to 
restrooms in rcstalirants 
which do not allow 
breastfeeding in public.’’
The cleric said that such 
a natural process should be 
naturally accepted and not 
an embarrassement to a 
young, perhaps an.xious, 
mother.
A number of new 
mothers interviewed by The 
Review agreed they wanted 
to nurse their babies but 
were amazed at the con­
troversy over gift packs.
They said they were 
pleased to be given the kit 
but only in the sense that a 










HOT ROAST BEEF, HAM 
AND TURKEY,
PLUS SEA FOOD AND
sAlads
DESSERT WITH COFFEE OR TEA
Occupancy began in the 
new subdivision of 44 
homes off Calvin and 
Bowerbank, constructed by 
Cameo Developments Ltd. 
Some 20 families moved in 
within a few days.
Moving vans and delivery 
trucks jostled with con­
struction crews on four new 
Sidney streets, Forsythia 
Place, Azalia Place, 
Magnolia Place and Rath- 
' down Place. As new 
residents arranged fur­
niture, finishing crews 
dashed in and out of the 
homes for last-minute 
touches.
Sales consultant, Lynn 
Schick, said that 85 percent 
of the hornes offered for 
sale last October 7 were sold 
in the first five weeks and 
that only eight remained. 
Buyers made choices from 
the four model homes off 
Calvin and Boerbank with a 
variety of choices. The new 
subdivision has all electric 
underground wiring and 
telephone installation.
And Welcome Wagon, 
Phyllis Orchard, was there
to greet newcomers.
People usually come in 
one’s and two’s,’’ she said. 
“1 walk around and nearly 
all these homes are sold!’’
Most new residents, all 
Canadians, hail from the 
Sidney or Victoria area. 
One family comes from 






upon the formula as 
security more than anything 
else, and in some cases 
mothers said they felt more 
confident and relaxed 
knowing there was a “back­
up supply handy.’’
The Reverend, however, 
disagrees.
“Mother’s milk is 
designed for brain growth 
of the infant. Cows’ milk is 
designed for bulding 
muscle.’’
The brief recommends 
that local hospitals com­
pletely desist from 
promoting formula as 
breast milk is nutritionally 
superior.
Breast milk, the brief 
says, contains less chemical 
contaminants than cows’ 
milk and provides valuable 
antibodies that prevent 
infection.
It also helps prevent the 
mothers’ post-partum 
hemorrhage, speeds up 
involution of the uterus and 
acts as a natural form of 
birth control by suppre.ssing 
ovulation, says the report.
In summarizing, MacRae 
also pointed out that 
hospitals pay 30 cents a 
pack for the kits which 
come from Ross 
Laboratories, a division of 
Abbot Labs.
He claims that to u.se 
public tax dollars to 
promote formula feeding is 
an unhealthy waste — 
especially when the money 
could be put to better use 
providing accommodation 
for the elderly, for example.
The North Saanich 
Advisory Planning 
Commission will meet at 
7:30 . p.m. Dec. 13 to 
discuss, among other 
t hin gs, pro posed 
development of what used 
to be Bosun’s Marina by 
Victoria’s Sealand of the 
Pacific owner Bob Wright.
Municipal clerk Ted Fairs 
explained that themeetingis 
a routine one, that no 
specific proposals have 
“been made by Wright and 
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GOING, COUNCIL ASKEDl
Continued from page 1
had been great changes in 
Beacon Avenue even in the 
last two or three years. If 
was changing, they 
thought, in anticipation of 
growth in the community 
and the area which could be 
brought about by the influx 
of water to the Penin.sula 
and the development of the 
waterfront.
The corner store was 
going and being replaced by 
large markets and speciality 
shops. The downtown was 
strong and prices were more 
and more competitive with 
Victoria,
“What should be done to 
improve Siefney if unlimited 
resources were availnNc'?’’ 
Grant thought more parks, 
green belts, open spaces, 
tot lots, corridors and 
recreation facilities should 
be provided. The cotn 




Due to annual refit, 
terry service on this route 
vi/ill be discontinued 
for approximately two weeks 
commencing on Monday, 
Decembers
of open space per 1,000 of 
population — the Canadian 
average was 17 acres per 
thousand.
Aid. Jim Lang disagreed. 
The stress, he said, should 
be placed not on new 
amenities but on im­
provement and con­
solidation of what we now 
had.
A question which 
received a lot of attention 
was whether or not Sidney 
properly exploiting its 
proximity lo the sea. It was' 
generally agreed that the 
town had no particular 
identity at the present lime 
and lhal it might well adopt 
a character, culturally and 
economically, in keeping 
with its shoreline and 
nearness to tiie ocean. Boal- 
building, instrument 
ntiiking and marine science- 
oriented industry all should 
be encouraged,
Sites which were 
'•speeiar' to Sidney and 
which should be considered 
in the fonmihition of an 
overall community plan, 
included the docks at the 
end of Beacon Avenue, 
Thumb Boini, the 
waterfront on Lochside, the 
llurhom Road area, 
SimschaMali and environs 
and the area south of 
Beacon Avenue which, 
was agreed, would be best 
developed comineicially.
I’urihcr meetings will be 
held al which the cou' 
sultants will pick the brains 
of aldermen, members of 
the advisory planning 
commission, the school 
board ami other official 
bodies,
MISUADIN6 ADVERTISING
and whet yde can do about it
The Canadian Code of Advertising Standards exists for your protection. It’s ac­
cepted by the advertising community as the minimum standard for advertising 
ethics.
If you see or hear an advertisement which you feel breaks the Code, you can do 
something about it. Just complete this Complaint Notice and send it to the Adver­
tising Standards Council. Your complaint will be investigated, and you’ll be help­
ing to get rid of deceptive advertising.
These are the 11 areas covered hy the Code;
False or misleading advertising 
Bait and switch advertising 
Inaccurate price claims 
False or misleading testimonials 
Misleading guarantee or warranty offers 
Exploiting superstitions or fears 
Misleading professional or scientific claims 
Disparaging claims against competition 
Exploiting human misery 
Deliberate imitation of competition 
Advertising directed to children which is 
physically, mentally or morally damaging
for a complete copy of the Code, write: The Advertising Standards Council of 
B.C., Canadian Advertising Advisory Board, P.O. Box 3006, Vancouver, B.C. V6B ,3X5
Watch this ndwspaper 
Qr check with B.C. Ferries 









































: „ ABVEETISENG STANDARIDS COUNCIL
COMPLAINT NOTiCE
Product or Service:
Where it appeared: TV □ Newspaper □ Radio □ Magazine □
Flyer □ Outdoor □ Direct Moil □ Other (SpocifyL 
Nome of Station or Publication;_________________”_______Date:





Please send mo a copy of the Co<le and another Complaint Notice Q
(Mail to; Tins ArIvorllsIiiB Stniiclnnl# Coutrcil of «,C, P,0. Rox .3IWjS, Viitrcotivor, 1!.C VftB 3X51 I
- ■ -        ——     ——• ——— —.w ——■ —— wmw. wmwm mmm mm IMV
The Advertising Standards Council of B.C., a division of the 
Canadian Advertising Advisory Board, is an independent, ainonomous
.body of industry and public rcprcscntativcfi.
Page 3




WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
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PRICES EEEECTIVI: DEC. 7,8,9&10
M. K RESEARCHER
LOCALLY OWNED SHIP SEARCHES 
FOR OIL IN EASTERN ARCTIC
After braving the many 
hazards of Arctic 
navigation, crew members 
of the locally-owned M.V. 
Researcher arc home while 
the 145-foot, diesel- 
powered seismic research
vessel is undergoing 
modifications and refitting 
in Miami, Florida.
Navigating a ship with no 
ice-breaking capabilities in 
waters where multi-year ice 
lurks unseen beneath snow
is a trying experience, 
according to Captain 
Friedrich Freitag of North 
Saanich.
“If you run aground on a 
piece of blue ice it will stop 
you instantly,” the captain
n
FAMILY RF,STAURANT 
812 VERDIER BRENTWOOD BAY
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BREADED BONELESS ALMOND CHICKEN 
CHICKEN CHOW MEIN 
BEEF BROCCOLI 
TEA OR COFFEE
TRY OUR LUNCHEON 
SPECIALS FROM $2.25
(SERVED DAILY WITH SOUP OF THE DAY 
CHOICE OF DESSERTS AND TEA OR COFFEE
said, “but heading astern 
can be even more dangerous 
because of damage it would 
do to the rudder or 
propeller.”
The vessel spent four 
months (July through 
October) doing seismic 
research and investigating 
possible oil sites off 
Labrador, Baffin Island 
and Greenland.
Owned by Sidney 
Seasearch Ltd., the vessel 
was chartered to Petro Can 
as well as private oil 
companies for seismic 
research in waters up to a 
depth of 3,000 feet. The 
Eastern Arctic is far more 
accessible than We,stern or 
Central Arctic waters 
because of the Gulf Current 
which runs up the west 
I coast of Greenland and 
deeper water.
Bob Ward, of C.R. Ward 
and Associates, who 
manage the ship, says the
■
7167 West Saanich Rd.
'Th the season #0 show someone you care. . 
wlfh a Hallmark card and gift.
vessel was originally 
purchased in the United 
Kingdom to work on the 
west coast but has stayed on 
the eastern seaboard 
because of the amount of 
work there.
The summer’s voyages, 
which took Researcher 
north of the Arctic circle 
and as far north as 75 
degrees Latitude, were 
often accompanied by 
blizzards and marauding ice 
packs.
Captain Freitag 
remembers trying to enter 
Pond Inlet on Baffin 
Island. “It was perfectly 
calm outside the Inlet,” 
Captain Freitag recalls, 
“but as soon as we entered 
the inlet the wind blew up to 
50 mph and the spray was 
freezing on the windows 
and outside fittings. 1 had 
to stand outside lo 
navigate. 1 phoned the 
station in Pond Inlet and 
told them hot to send the 
helicopter out because of 
the heavy winds but as .soon 
as we passed' through the 
inlet, the sea became calm 
and we came across a heavy 
ice mass. The Jielicoplcr 
' bringing us our mail and 
supplies landed on the ice 
and delivered our supplies. 
We returned to the inlet and 
again the wind was blowing 
50 mph. It Was one of the 
strangest things I’d ever 
seen,” the captain said.
Despite the hardships of 
an /Vrciic voyage, M.V. 
Researcher carried out her 
seismic duties well, sur­
veying sites 15 miles long by 
five miles wide. The 
scientists seemed happy 




equipment includes a deep­
water, side-scan sonar, 
decp-penetralioii seismic 
profiling system and a Gulf 
Oil device culled a Siiillcr. 
The Sniffer detects and 
traces hydrocarbon leaks on 
Ihe ocean floor.
I'cninsula crewmen 
tiboard Researcher besides 
Captiiin l ieitag were Mtite 
Bill Wood from Sidney, 
C.’hief Engineer Frank Dow'. 
Sidney, Seaman Bob Smith, 
Central Saanich, Seamati 
Stanley Cook, Ceniral 
Saanich, and one of the 
leniale stewardesses ahotiid 
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Men Of Goodwill
Sitting through town council meetings week 
after week one becomes more than a little jaded 
with the performance, the haggling over details, 
points of precedure, discussion of non-essential 
matters on the fringes of important issues and 
the general nit-picking which seems to be a 
hallmark of municipal government.
Time and again one says: “Well, it’s the 
democratic process at work; this is how it 
operates and, if you don’t like it, think of the 
unthinkable alternatives.’’
But once in a while something happens which 
restores one’s faith in the whole untidy business.
On Monday night, after the meeting and 
delivery of the mayor’s inaugural address, 
representatives of William Graham Consultants 
talked with members of council about the 
preparation of a new, official Community Plan 
for Sidney.
They wanted to get the feeling of aldermen on 
several aspects of life in Sidney and this elicited 
some interesting observations about this 
community which, nearly everyone agreed, is a 
town without a clear-cut identity. As someone 
said it is only in the past few years that Sidney 
had realized that it has a tremendous resource in 
the sea and its proximity and that perhaps this 
should be exploited. Perhaps Sidney should 
become known as a marine centre and develop 
all the benefits, cultural and economic, which 
accompany that appelation.
There is a sharp philosophical and political (in 
the larger sense) division on Sidney council and 
quite often there is a four to three split which 
can go either way. Aldermen are conditioned by 
many things in the decision making process not 
the least of which is their attitudes toward life.
But in one thing they are unanimous. They all 
want the: best for Sidney and no rnatter what 
theit differences are, they admit, and freelyi that 
their colleagues are nien of good will;
Such questions as: “Where is Sidney going?’’ 
and “ What do you want for your town? ’ ’ were 
asked aldermen bn Monday night by the con­
sultants and when the members of council were 
detached from the trivia which often surrounds 
their deliberations and got into such serious 
issues as the future of the community, their 
honesty and integrity was quite apparent.
They differed on issues, as they always have, 
but no one could doubt their sincerity. It was 
quite evident, also, that each member of 
council, had thought long and hard about these 
important questions -- and that, after all, is 
what they’re there for.
We are convinced that Sidney is well 
represented in its mayor and aldermen and that 
just about every faction in the community has a 
spokesman in Town Hall,
In discussion of the community plan on 
Monday there was an overriding concern on the 
part of aldermen that the public voice be heard 
in preparation of the plan. Time and again 
aldermen emphasized that there must be input 
from the people who, in the final analysis, were 
going to be most affected.
Smoke Gets In Your Eyes 
As with the Vatican the issuance of smoke 
from the august confines of the North Saanich 
Council chamber has long been a topic of fiery 
discussion.
Former uldcrman Nell Horth made a practice 
of lighting a cattdle: thus warding off noxious 
fumes emitted by her colleagues. Recently 
Alderman .lohn Laphain sparked a noble speech 
on the part of Alderman Robert Thompson 
when the former politely requested, in the form 
of a motion, that smoking be eliminated at 
council meetings.
Alderman Lapham's deploration of tobacco 
ignition is understandable on his part for the 
good gentleman has a lung ailiricnt. Therefore 
out of pure courtesy, if not compassion, persons 
entering the chamber should honor his sup­
plication,
There is yet another reason.
The same learned alderman pilloried the press 
in general and The Review in particular with the 
blame for poiir voter turnout at the last 
municipal election. “One reason for the poor 
turnout,’’ Alderman Lapham was quoted as 
saying, “is because o( poor attendance and 
reporting of important council issues by the 
^ press.”, .
He is, of course, entitled to his opinion with 
regard to the reporting of important isf.ucs. V/c 
cannot help but feci, however, that both his 
judgement and his eyesight have been clouded 
bv the volume of fohneeo smoke.
If Alderman Lapham had been able to see the 
press table during council meetings lie would 


















Mean Max. 8.50c Max. Temp. (Dec. 3) 11.50c
Record Max, (Dec.2/58) I6.I0C Min. Temp. (Nov. 28) 2.00c
Meon Min. 2.90c Min. on gross (Nov. 28) -I.QOC
Record Min. (Severol) -4.40c Precipitation 39.2mm
Mean 5.80C Totd 577.6mm
Precipitation 728.0mm Sunshine 5.1 hrs.
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And there 1 was, a couple of j 
weeks ago, looking out of a wide 
window onto a vast expanse of I 
windswept terrain, the wind 
making little eddies in the snow.
Cattle were huddled around a 
feeder station; they looked frozen ? 
and totally dispirited.
There was one cow a foreigner %» 
among those white-faced Herefords and Shorthorns. 
She was a Brown Swiss and what she was doing on 
my son-in-law’s property, 1 don’t know but she was 
the only one to display any animation.
She kept climbing up a low loading ramp and 
jumping off — just for fun. And when she tired of 
that she would shoulder her way into the midst of the 
other feeding cattle goring them when they objected 
— a realty crazy cow.
There was a thermometer just outside the window 
and it was hovering at about 20 degrees below, 
Celsius. 1 kept wondering why in the hell anyone 
would live in a climate like that unless he had to.
1 had a good reason to be there. I was visiting my 
daughter who had her first child on November 11 
and the youngster was just as beautiful as her 
mother.
The birth and the homecoming was an occasion 
for celebration in the whole, e,\tended, Rocky 
Mountain House family into which she was born and 
it was great to be a part of it.
1 won’t go into any grandiatherly raptures about 
the baby except to say that she gained one pound ten 
ounces in weight and grew a full two inches in the i 
two weeks following her birth. That means that when 
she is 10 years of age she will be 43 feet tall and weigh 
several tons.
It’s oil-grain-cattle country and the talk revolves 
around those three products. Endless variations on 
all three of them. These people are prodticers and 
they talk in terms of hundreds of tons of hay and
thousands of bushels of grain. They are primary 
producers and they know it; they also know their 
worth and nobody shoves them off the pathway.
1 know that these impressions do not come with 
the force of Divine Revelation to Saanich Peninsula 
residents, many of whom come from the wide lands 
east of here but the breadth and space and 180- 
■ degree expanse of .sky never fails to impress this 
resident of Ontario who was transplanted directly to 
the West Coast.
Thinking we might encounter heavy driving in the 
mountains we went to Calgary by train and that is an 
experience in itself. VIA has taken over the tran­
scontinental pa.ssenger service and train crews are 
recruited from both the CPR and the CNR. To say 
that there are bugs in the operation is to totally 
understate the case.
Everybody is trying hard but it is all, as yet, more 
or less experimental and the passengers are all part of 
the working-out process which can, at times, be a 
little uncomfortable. That coupled with a derailment 
ahead of us and various other little annoyances 
meant that we were more than 11 hours late getting 
into Calgary. •
But it was fun. Most of us don’t travel by train 
these days and it awakens memories in some of us 
more primitive types.
And Edmonton and Calgary people are kind. 
Doing; research in those cities on a book I am 
blocking out 1 found everyone warm and generous 
with their time. '
: ' And I'mel/a witch. She is a beautiful wbman who 
holds an executive post with an important Alberta 
commission and she told me she has the gift of 
foresight and that she is quite certain that my book is 
going to be alright .
So, in all, it was a useful and interesting trip.




LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Your paper of November 
29th contained some 
comments and a partial 
report on a meeting bet­
ween Central Saanich 
Council and myself. To 
keep your readers fully 
informed, I would like to 
fill in a few of the details 
from this meeting.
Central Saanich Mayor 
and Council have a very 
positive and receptive 
atliindc toward progress 
and new ideas. For this 
ica.son, I am sure, 1 received 
an Invitation to attend the 
Council meeting of Nov, 
27th. At Ibis meeting the 
following points were made 
very clearly by myself and 
scemecl to be received well 
by the Council.
• 1. The public works slal'f 
at Central Saanich are some 
of ilie most capable and 
efficient public employees 
timt we have liad ihe 
pleasure 10 serve.
2. Private or Free 
Enterprise on the Peninsula 
is capable of supplying 
Central Saanich and 
surroniKling immicipalitics 
with all equipment aiul 
service requirements if 
given tltc opportunity.
.3. The compel ilive spirit 
of free enterprise would 
guarniiiec lower costs and 
overhead.
4. Cove mine lit 
departments such as 
Ceniral Saunicli cannot 
aflord the luxury of 
ownership for only oc 
casionni or casual use at ilte 
taxpayers expense.
5, Central Saanich 
Council stioutd lead the way 
for Dtlier i(ovcriMncnts ami 
rid the Corporation of 
costly overhead and become 
coiuplclcly cIliciciK with 
the help of free enterprise.
My closing comments to 
the Council were that 
Municipalities and 
Oovcrnrncnis should not 
‘bile the hand lhat feeds 
and should support and 
ptttronlre ilie local
businesses, so that they in 
turn can afford to pay their 
share of the tax load.
Yours very truly, 
G.W.G. Rentals Ltd.
E.R.Gnil
Editor, The Review, Sir;
I am writing this letter to 
warn and alert the people of 
North Saanich anti all 
concerned people 
everywhere - lhal once 
again vyc arc in grave 
danger of the take-over by 
Victoria Alderman Dob 
Wright of ilic little that 
remains of Tschum Har­
bour.
The public have been 
puslied into a fake sense of 
false security over the quiet 
niontlis since tlic petitions 
were signed by over fifteen 
hundred alarmed people.
In the Municipal Hall, 
Milks Road probably 
someiimc in .lamtary tills 
Marina and housing 
development will be put 
before Council once iigitin, 
and it Is essential lluit we 
start a siiong protest now.
In the meantime let yotir 
concern be known to the 
y\ldcrinen, and get bcliind 
our Mayor George 
Westwood. Should you not 
do tills it will mean the loss 
of our unique bird and wiki 
life sanctiiary wliicli should 
never ho allowed. You will 






Your cdlioriat position 
on French Immersion 
scitooling (November 29) 
imfortunaicly based on a 
scries of niisconccpilons 
l o deal willi each poiiil in 
turn; the basis for your 
assumption that costs 
would be enormous is not 
clear. The cliildrcn have to 
be educated in any case and 
Victoria has found Hint 
even wit bom making 
allowances for 1x11(0(11
grants the immersion 
program is less expensive 
than the normal program.
No “extra” teachers need 
be hired, again the children 
must be taught in any case 
and qualified teachers are 
available in B.C. There is 
no need to provide tran­
sportation to move im­
mersion children around 
the district.
Some children would be 
able to use the existing 
transportation system while 
the parents of the remaining 
children would have to 
deliver them; keep in mind 
lhat several families 
presently drive their 
cltildrcn all the way into 
Victoria to litlend tliat 
immersion program. No 
children in the regular 
program need be displaced 
from tlieir local schools. 
Some of ihc elementary 
scliools now have 
classrooms wliicli are empty 
and unused and all lhal is 
required are one or two 
such elassrooms. May I add 
tliat the startling ability of 
cbilrcn in existing im­
mersion programs to speak 
and use both languages 
after only a few years of 
iiisi ruction Is impressive to 
anyone like myself wlio 
struggled to learn some 
Frenclt in secoitduiy scliool, 
Vuiirs Mlitcerely, 
Robert A. I.ukc 
6525 Cxiilral Haunirli Kd.
Editor,
The Review^ Sir!
I wish to heartily 
congrnlulalc Trustee 
Tangye for opposing tltc 
impicrncnalion of a French 
immersion programme for 
the 1979-80 school year. It 
is my contention that Mr. 
Tangye deserve,s tltc 
Siianicit taxpayers support 
for the following reasons:
(I) To commit public 
funds to this prognimme 
would mean a French 
language commiimcnt from 












iiicnibcrship I'cc ;ip- 
(slicublc lowuid oui 
SERVICE
CHUECH DIEECTORY
Attend The Church 
Of Your Choice 
This Weekend
this would entail a great 
expense to the taxpyaer in 
School District 63.
(2) There is barely 
enough money to sustain 
existing school programmes 
let alone this expensive frill.
(3) The French language, 
while certainly useful as a 
world language, has no 
practical application in 
Western Canada. English is 
p t c d o ni i n a t n 11 y the 
language of the home, 
business, culture and cn- 
tcrtainniciil. Once the 
.student Icavc.s ilic French 
classroom he reverts to the 
use of English ns his 
language of com- 
municmiori. This fact is 
supported by rcscnch 
undertaken by the C.D. 
Howe Insiiiuie. Canada is 
not a true bilingual couniry 
except In a very few areas 
and hardly anywhere in 
Western Canada.
(4) The Levesque 
Bovcriiment isaliempling to 
suuiip oui the English 
Icanguage in Quebec wilh a 
vengance unexcelled in any 
i;ounlry. Therefore, why 
should we ponder lo the 
implcnicniation of the 
French language in B.C,?
Finally, If the handful of 
parents pushing for French 
immersion arc really sin­
cere, ilicn let them hire a 
private tutor and pay for 
the Instruction of their 
children out of their own 
pocket. Once again, many 
tlianks to Mr, Tangye and 
Ihc biher irnstcc.s wlio share 
a similar view.
Sincerely y«uw, 





At the Nov. 37ih meeting 
of Ihc Saanich Sciiool 
Board 1 was astonished and 
dismayed at School T rustee 
Armstrong’s question to 
teacher Carol Hilchman 
regarLling the objectives of 
Conilnned on Rage 5













11:15 a.m. Matins & 
Sunday School 





10364 McDonald Park Ra






11:00 a.m. - Worship 
service “Unexpeeted 
Vi.sitor”.














11:00 a.m. Worship 
Service 
Membership Suiulny 










We Preach the full 




























9:30 a.m. Worship Service
CENTRAL SAANICH 






7180 EasY Soanich Rd.
9:45 Q.m. 
BRENTWOOD 
7162 Won SaonldiRd. 
il:15a.m. -
Baby Fold Provided










I LOO a.m. Worship
7:30 p.m. WcLlncsday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WEI.COME




OUR LADY OF THE 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road 
Salui'day Mass 8:(X) p.m. 
Siiiiday Mass TitKi a.m.
ST. El.l/AliETH'S 
CHURCH
lOO.O) I'hin! Si., Sidney
SmulaN M.t'. -v - 10,15






9:.'t0u,m. T he I ortl’s 
Su|ipcr






7:30 p.m, Prayoi 
Blhle Sludy























Pastor: M. Moore 
656-3544 656-2898
“With Christ al hcarl 
and you in miiul.”
BETHEL
BAPTIST
NOW MEETING AT; 
10469 Re.sihayen Dr. 
until new cluirch.is built
Sunday, Dec. 10,1978 
9:45a.m. Sunday
V'" , '-/tl 7-^ . School
11:00 a.m. Christmas is 
Illumination 





Pastor Darrell Eddy 
ILA. B.n. 
656-6791
Angllcun Church ut Cnnodft
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH
Sunday, Dec. 10, 1978 
HOLY





l•■ollowed by lefresh- 
ments.




2 Blocks S, of Beacon
SdHIa.m, Holy
(’omintmion 




7:30 p.rn. Travel Films 
Thursday, Dec. 14(h
a,,„ .. Holy
Communion nnd Mens 
Chib Christmas Break- 
fast. .
7'<M) p.m. . An 
“HVliNING OF 
CHRISTMAS CHEER” 




















Continued from Page 4
the Kindergarten 
curriculum. I expected that, 
with kindergartens 
demanding a large per­
centage of the School Board 
budget, a trustee with Mr. 
Armstrong’s experience 
would be familiar with the 
program.
'I.ETTER8 TO TME E»IT©M'
Yours truly, 
Gerie Turner 
5793 Old West Saanich 
Victoria, B.C.
Editor, The Review, Sir:
Re: FRENCH IM­
MERSION CLASSES.
May I give some statistics
taken from Hansard that 
may be of interest to The 
School Board, taxpayers, 
and teachers.
Nfid. P.E.I N.S. QUE. ONT. MAN. SASK. ALTA. B.C. NWTY. NB
M’grAd’r 2 10 246 33 7 5 21 5 0 6
Nt. Sc. Eng. Mth 50 102 281 63 3 26 110 9 2 3
Sc. Sciences 2 62 20 0 1 . 0 0 0 *
Religion 211 0 1 0 0 0 1
Teaching 12 20 1067 253 31 18 23 26 0 15
Mcd-Heallh 289 6 1 0 0 1 0 5
Artist L. An 3 8 239 65 6 5 6 20 2 6
Sports Rec. 27 9 0 0 8 3 0 -
Clerical 1 105 24 1 3 7 4 0 -
Sales 2 68 12 1 0 1 2 0 1
Service 5 2 24 289 166 5 6 75 15 0 1 1
Farm H. An. Hus 1 49 1209 70 8 .35 15 • 0 -
Fish Hum Trap 2 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
I-or. Logging 8 2 0 0 2 0 0 -
Mine. Oil Gas 3 6 0 0 0 27 0 1 -
Machining 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 -
Processing 3 23 6 0 0 3 0 3 -
Pro Fab Ass Repair 2 31 99 19 2 3 10 1 0 1
Construction 7 6 41 7 0 2 5 1 0 1
Transport 2 15 3 0 0 8 0 0
Material Hd’ing 8 4 2 0 1 1 0 -
Other Crafts 8 3 0 0 6 0 0 -
Not Classified 2 2 30 9 0 0 3 1 0
Totals 83 218 218 3021 1920 129 78 351 105 8 39
Vegetables
FRIDAY NIGHTS TILL NINE
SIDNEY CASH a CARRY
LTD.




2432 Beacon Ave., 9812 - 4th. St.
Sidney











Lynn Marshall is Happy 
she is Open for Business.
to Announce
9:O0 a.m. to 5 p.in. 
Monday to Sat. Exc. VVednesday
Saanicluon IMa/a 
7588 B. Saanich Rd. 
l*hone 652-19J1
(7588 B. Saanich Rd.)
We have added many 
new items to our Dining 
Boom Menu - Lobsters, 
Oysters, Babbit Pie, etc.
The IVmidllni^ l>)f> Has: Sonwlhing For Everyone
HPitie Food '^Diiiing^F^om
SliUVINCl SUPURIV BRITISH CUISINE 





HRIilSH PIANO A PANfTNO .
1 VERY I RIDAY & .SATURDAY EVENING 
FAMILY BUFFET 
LUNCH & DINNER DAILY 
SUNDAY FROM 5 P.M.
con EE SHOP 
OiniN ') TO 9 DAII.Y
UBITU AMIES
POPE
At Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on November 23, 
1978 Mr. S.D. .Harold 
Pope, aged 91 years, a 
native son of Victoria, B.C. 
Predeceased by his wife, 
Arthcna in 1967. He leaves 
his daughters, Doreen 
Pope, Sidney, B.C. and 
Audrey Pope, Vancouver, 
B.C. Mr. Pope served wilh 
the oyal Garrison Artillery 
during the First World War 
and was prominent in civil 
engineering throughout the 
Province of B.C. wporking 
for the Department of 
Highways, he was a past 
president of the Courtenay 
Rotary Club during the 
1940’s.
Service in the St. 
Andrew’s Anglican 
Church, 3rd St., Sidney, 
B.C. on Monday, 
November 27, 1978 at 3:00 
p.m. Interment at the Holy 
Trinity Church Cemetery 
Arrangements by the Sands 
Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney, B.C.
r.mALLAGE:X.
In Sidney, B.C. o n
November 16, 1978, Mrs. 
Mary Florence Wallace, 
aged 63 years, born in 
Cli a I lot i et o wn; P. E. 1., and 
a rcsideiu of Sidney, B,C, 
for the past two years,Tate 
lesidcnec, 9601 Seventh St., 
Sidney, B.C.; formerly of 
Calgary, A1 be rI a . 
Pfedceeased by her 
husband, Marshall D. 
Wallace in 1963. She Icavc.s 
to mourn her pa.ssing her 
son, Mike, Ceniral Saanich, 
B.C.: daughter, Nora 
Wallace, Brentwood Bay, 
B.C. and many friends in 
Sidney, B.C.
Service in St. Eli/abeth’s 
(Tiiireh, Third Street, 
Sidney, B.C. on Monday, 
November 20. 1978 at I():(X) 
a.m. Rev. I•illher R.C. 
Cunningham celcbi iint. 
Interment at the Royal Oak 
Btirial Park. Arriiiigeiiieiits 
by the Sands l•unelill 
Chapel ol Roses, .Sidney, 
B.C.
WILLIAMS 
In Victoria. B.C. on 
Novomher 23, 1978, Mr. 
Raymond .loscph Williams, 
iiged 55 years, born 'm 
North Saanicli, B.C, late 
residence, 1.1 l.atess Road, 
Bicni'vood Bay, B.C, He 
leaves Ills son, Raymond 
Williams, .Ir., Dimean, 
B,C,; daiighters, .Indy atid 
Paiiline, Seattle, Wash., 
Antoiiuntc,, Muriel and 
Norma, Breniwood, B,C. 
atulTracey. Duncan. B.C,; 
9 grandchildren; brother, 
Nornum Williams, Cole 
Bay. ,.B,C,; unele, George 
‘ Williiims, Seatile, Wash, 
and several nieees and 
nephews,
MimiWH
Prayers will be offered in 
the Prayers at Paquachin 
Hall on Tuesday, 
November 28, 1978 at 8:00 
p.m. Mass will be 
celebrated in Paquachin 
Hall, West Saanich Road 
on Wednesday, November 
29, 1978 ai 10:00 a.m. Rev. 
Father William Mudge 
celebrant. Interment al the 
Cole Bay Cemetery.
KENNEDY 
At Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital, Saanichton, B.C. 
on November 28, 1978,
Mrs. Emma St Quinton 
Kennedy age 86 years. Born 
in Montreal; late residence 
2166 Mt. Newton Cross 
Road, Saanichton, B.C. 
Formerly of Vancouver, 
predeceased by hut^band 
Joseph in 1962. Leaves her 
son and daughter-in-law 
Leonard and Jean Ken­
nedy. Sidney, daughter and 
son-in-law Eileen and 
Victoria Grice, of Van­
couver; three “grand­
children, four great­
grandchildren, sisters Mrs. 
Lilly Bull, Surrey, B.C.
Service y/as held in Sands 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C. on Friday, December 
at 2 p.m. Rev. Robert 
Sansom officiating.
Crcma t ion . FIowers 
gratef u 11 y declined . 
Donations may be made to 
The Canadian Cancer 
Society 857 Caledonia Ave. 
Vieioria, B.C.
WATT
Ethel H. Watt of Sidney, 
B.C. formerly of Powell 
River, B.C., Peacefully on 
Nov. 26, 1978 in her 87lh 
year. Survived by three 
sisters, Mrs. R. Thomp.son, 
(Gertrude) Sidney, B.C., 
Mrs. C. Hansen, (Marjorie) 
Trail, B.C., and Mrs. D. 
Stock (Patricia) Sidney, 
B.C. nephews and nieces. 
Mr.s,;Walt was a member of 
Sidney Silver Threads. 
Memorial Service Thur­
sday, Nov. 30, 3 p.m. in the 
Chapel of First Memorial 
Services 4725 I'alaise Drive. 
Rev. R.A. Sansom of- 
ficialing. Cremation. 
ITowers gratel'iilly declined. 
Airangeinunt though the 
Metnoriiil Society of B.C, 
and First Memorial Services 
Ltd.
While the Trudeau 
administration keeps on 
ignoring the plight of 
hundreds of thousands of 
Canadians who arc 
unemployed, or in fear of 
losing their jobs, no 
mention is made of the 
thousands of French 
nationalists who have come 
to our country, to take jobs, 
which are rightfully 
Canadians. 18,749 French 
Nationalists have taken out 
Canadian citizenship papers 
during the past ten years. 
This is only one instance of 
one couniry, what about all
the other countries.
October 17tli, 1977 
Commons Debates, page 
8251 gives us the following 
information as to the 
number of French 
nationalists granted em­
ployment visas in Canada 
from 1975 lo May 1977.
Now just slop and think, 
where a lot of these people 
are, and in all probability 
no services rendered in lhat 
angiiage. That means, in a 
short lime, these services 
arc going to be demanded 
as their right under the 
Official Languages Act. 
Think of the cost of .setting 
these services up, think of 
the unilingiial English who 
is going to be out of work. 
And we wonder why oiir 
economy is going down the 
drain.
The foregoing Hansard 
information on immigrants 
can be related to an item in 
the HALIFAX
CHRONICLE HERALD, 
dated October 3rd, 1978 
that advises that im­
migration official’s arc 
“loosening employment 
restrictions on selected 
groups of workers ... (i.c.) 
spouses and children of 
individuals employed under 
special federal provincial 
agreements will not be 






by a Canada-Quebec im­
migration agreement which 
waives the labor market test 
for families of participants 
in international cooperation 
programs.’’ For now, the 
exemption will apply under 
the Quebec agreement but is 
written to permit any other 
province to make a similar 
arrangement.
We can see whore Quehee 
and Federal government 
student, scientific, and 
teaching EXCHANGES 
can really inundate Canadtt 
with non-English-speaking 
immigrants via Quebec. 
Quebee, tis noted 
previously, lias inisted on a 
guarantee lYom the Federal 
government that im­
migrants Co Quebec will 
have full mobility to the rest 
of Canada.
The way Mr. Trudeau 
eirennivented the B.N.A. 
Act. and installed the 
“Official Languages Act” 
was disgraceful - 1 un­
derstand it is ‘ultra vires’. 
Uni'oriunaicly, it is noC the 
friendly effort at linguistic
camaraderie as portrayed, 
and was evidently never 
intended as such. It is a 
lever that gives 
Canadians a 











Have a full range of portable 
or built-in
DISHWASHERS from ’339°“ 
652-3032
AQUATIEL PET SHOP LTD. 
BEACON PLAZA 656-3314 
Open Fri. - Til 9 ?.M.
—Take advantage of our December Special 20% oil top quality Aquariums and 
starter kits.
—AquaticI will hold your purchase til Christmas
—Gift Certificates available ■
—Enter Draw - all proceeds donated to the Good Shepherd Animal Shelter.
The Emplo>Ti3ent'Ikx 
Credit Pi’ogi’am was 
introduced by the Govern­
ment of Canada to sthn- / 
iilate emploYTiient in the 
private sector
In ess(?hce, we’re encour- 
agingyou to expand your,
: work force by providing a 
Ufx break for your business.
The potential annual ^ ^ 
tax credit for each new em­
ployee is over $3,000. And 
there is no limit to the 
number of new emplpyees. 
you can hire.
Now, by using the exiie- 
rience we’ve g’ained so far, 
we’ve changed the pi’ogi’am
to make it even more 
attractive.
Up to 33‘/v o more tax credit.
Theniaximumtermfor; 
the tax credit has been 
increased from nind to 12 ^ 
months for each hew 
employee.That means up ttV 
33bi% rhore feix credit
Wider choice of new employees.
Now, almost anyone 
who’s unemployed and regis­
tered at a Canada Employ­
ment Centre for a minimum > 
of two weeks is eligible:
Greater eligibiliK •
We have expanded the 
number and types of l iusi- 
nesses eligible to benefit 
Now almost eyeiy business 
that’s been oijerating in 
Canada for a year or moi’e 
can join in.
A rnihimurii df red tape.
Weye simplified the 
procetlure, so you can do the 
whole tiling, finm he^n-. y 
ning to end, with just two; " v: 
single-page fonns.y ’
For full details on the 
program, contactany : ■
Canada Emplo.VTnent Ce 
Canada Manpower Centre.
CANYOUIGNORE 
A POSSIBLE m CREDIT 








7I(».3*W. SAANKTI UD. 
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(Jud Ciinen, Mlnleter «Md CulM, Mlnltb*
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HIGHER STIPEND FOR COUNCIL MEMBERS ADVOCATED IN WESTWOOD’S ADDRESS
The following is excerpts 








7103-VV. SAANIC H RDV , IV ■ ■ l\ I
652-3611
address to North Saanich 
Council for 1979 on 
December 4th.
it is not my intention to 
review in detail the progress 
this municipality has made 
in 1978, but to touch on 
some of the highlights, and, 
in conjunction, outline 
some problems we face in 
1979 and beyond.
1 would like to remind 
council and place on 
record, our appreciation for 
a very significant and 
valuable service rendered by 
Alderman Larry Fast as 
Chairman of Ihe Fire 
Commiltee and Member of 
CAtmmiltcc ‘A' and the 
A d Vis o r y F1 a n ning
Have your drapes 
clean for Christmas
2 5 % ^^'SCOUNT
STYLET0NE CLEANERS
2420 Beacon, 9812 4lh.
Sidney
Commission. On behalf of 
the District of North 
Saanich, thank you, Larry.
Turning to municipal 
activities in 1979, this 
Council has an ever- 
increasing and responsible 
role in this community as 
compared to the in­
corporation date in 1965 or 
even a decade or five years 
ago. F'or example, in 1967 
the budget for Municipal 
Purposes was $228,609.74 
raised by a mill rate of 
12.75 mills; in contrast our 
1978 budget was $ 1,581,020 
raised by a ihill rate of 25.6 
mills. 1 believe the dollar 
value change of the budget 
is an expression of the order 
of magnitude of grow'ih in 
this community. The order 
of responsibility is un­
derlined by the assessment 
authority who in 1978 
totalled the markci value of 
proirertics in North Saanich 
lo close to over a quarter of 
a billion dollars. Obviously, 
some decisions you will 
make will have a direct or
indirect effect on millions 
of dollars. These decisions, 
based fundamentally on our 
community plan, requires 
thoughtful, informed 
discussion and debate 
which although aided by 
our high-calibre staff, is the 
rcsponsibility of dedicated 
political .officials who, 
hopefully, will view their 
responsibilities very 
seriously and keep political 
games to a minimum.
I further note, that even 
with the small budget of 
1'967, Ihe indetnnilies for 
the councillois and reeve 
then were $7(X) and $26(X) 
respectively. Eleven years 
later, the indemnities for 
aldermen and mayor was 
frozen at $1563 and $4688 
respectively, well below the 
1978 provincial average ;md 
our sister communities in 
the Capital Region. 1 hope 
that this council will look al 
this matter realistically as 
one step of many to en­
courage the full range of 
talent available in North
Saanich including highly 
qualified women to offer 
their services as elected 
officials. To do otherwise is 
to perpetuate the old order 
of ancient, semi-retired 
decision makers.
As for the 1978 leading to 
1979, I believe the most 
important happening of all 
is the first year of the 
implementation of the 
community plan. Although 
it is basically an excellent 
document for w'hich we 
have received accolades 
from the province, the 
region and the majority of 
our citizens as well, certain 
anomalies have appeared 
between the plan and the 
supportive by-laws, which 
must be corrected. 
Moreover, M6 zoning has 
not been implemented and 
certain sections of the 
community may be con­
sidered ultra vires. These 
apparent problems must be 
looked on as fine tuning 
since the w'hole thrust of the 




y Children of all ages 
are invited to the 
BRENTWOOD 
LIBRARY on 
SATURDAY, DEC. 9 
at 2:00 P.M. for a 
CHRISTMAS 
PUPPET SHOW
'.Gome, and bring' your 
friends for a fun filled half 
















FORTHi; YEAR ROUND 
SWIMMER
SEA QUEEN 
HA THING SUITS 
Are Now in Stock
«
We have Paul Sitils at llargain Prices and Gift 
Certificates are Available.
7105 W. Saanich 652-3143
BUTLER brothers! 
SUPPLIES
2046 Keating X Road 
652-1121
Servhif! the Saanich 
Peninsula with a full / 
Range of litiildlng Supplies





ULIIIilEH AND IJlUiTMANE HACKED










AU. CAHPET KDI.E ENDS 50''/« DEE 
At.l, LING UGEE LaNDH 1*0“,u m I-,
flow North Saanich will be 
in the decades to come. This 
important task must not be 
downgraded however, and 
it is therefore extremely 
important that the 
municipality retain the 
services of a professional 
planner, to assist us in 
making the' correct 
decisions and avoid 
needless litigation. On the 
matter of litigation, 1 am 
happy to say that in 1978 
our legalistic battles have 
been .successfully reduced to 
zero iuid the 1978 section of 
the budget setting aside 
$90,000 in the event of 
unfavourable judgements 
may be used more 
productively.
Wilh regard lo w'aler, the 
pipeline is on schedule 
despite political adversity 
and adversaries and the 
groundwork has been laid 
in 1978 lo provide cheaper 
water rates in 1979. There 
still remains much to be 
done wilh regard to our 
municipal system. It is 
worthy of note that the co­
operation between the 
Tow'll of Sidney and 
ourselves in 1978 has been 
exemplary on matters of 
water boundary and water 
generally.
A sewage study w'as 
initiated in 1978 which at 
long last addresses some of 
the problems which have 
been ignored over the years 
with regard to eflluent 
disposal in North Saanich.
This matier will require 
very careful consideration 
in 1979 since whatever 
decision evolves, tlicre will 
be a significant impact on 
the welfare of North 
Saanich for the future.
Our fire department had 
an excellent year which saw 
the acquisition of a new fire 
vehicle, the provision of the 
services of a permanent fire 
prevention inspector and 
.the revamping of the fire 
by-law'. 1 believe 1979 will 
be a particularly critical 
year, how'cvcr, since 
planning must commence 
with regard to whether the 
district requires a satellite 
I hall and equipments at the 
expiration of the Sidney 
;; Fire Agreement in tlie I'all 
of 1981. The ‘fGranbrook” 
■incident has alerted us all to
potential disaster 
.slituations near airports 
and municipal respon­
sibilities with regard to 
disaster control. Hopefully, 
the above factors will be 
takeri into account in 
conjunction with the 
provincial emergency 
programme authorities 
when our fire planning for 
the future proceeds.
Finally, I believe one of 
my principal duties is to 
ensure each Alderman has a 
full and fair opportunity to 
be heard and understood. 
I'o do this, it is most 
desirable that 1 be made 
aware of any particular 
problem or proposal in 
su.b.siancc so lhal it can be 
resolved equitably. To this 
end, I want lo encourage all 
aldermen to discuss any 
concern they may have with 
me.
Before concluding with
appointments, I want lo 
welcome Aldeman O.B. 
Philp to this Council for
what 1 hope will be a worth­
while and productive ex­
perience.
WANTED TO RENT
two bedroom, no basement house within 
walking distance of downtown' Sidney, 
contact B. Nevile-Smith, 
Cedarwood Motel, Sidney, B.C.
ISLAND FURNITURE MART 
Still have good stock of 
SEALYand SIMMONS 










C - 41 Reprints (Jumbo)
Enlargements 5x5 & 5x7
V
(except 110)
3-4 day delivery on this special
tSt Same Day Service on Films in by 9 a.m. 
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ALDERMANIC INCUMBENTS JIM CUMMINC (left) and BOH 
THOMPSON (\\g\M) welcome newly rc-cleeletl tildermnn OLE'/iA' PHH.I* 
back to Ihc eouneil chambers in North Saanich.
North Saanich Council 
Committees Named
Following arc North 
Saanich Council Com­
mittees for 1979, struck hy 
Mayor George Westwood. 
ElNANCKCOMMini.i;:
Council as a whole will 
participate in tlie finance 
committee under the 
ehairmimship of Mayor 
George Wesiwood-
e:xi:ci)tivi: com-
C It a if man George 
Westwood and Aldermen 
,litn Cumming, lohn 
Lapham and Faic Sliei- 
Wood.
COMMETTEE, A'- 
|l*liiniiiiiK, /iininK jmd 
l.uiiil Unl'I!
Cltalrmiiii litic Slter* 
wooil; Fdgar l''!nlhing„ 
0.11. Philp, and George 
Westwood.
COMMEU KE. H - lIMiblle 
Works « I’lirlks, Itecreiilloii 
and l.il»r«r.vl!
Cliairmnn .lohn l.nphain; 
Pric Sherwood and Iloh 
riiompson.
Uril.lTYCOMMUTKE:
Chairman .lim Cumming; 
.lohii Laiihain and Boh 
Thompson. 
EIRI.COMMrm.K:
Chairman O.B. Philp; 
F.dgar FniTliing, Fire Chief 
and representaiives of the 
Firemen’s Assoeiaiion. 
SKLECI COMMIT PE,E 
|To eoiisolldale and iipdiile 
B,>la\v No, 5, a bylaw lo 
I'egulaU' (be meetings of 
eouneil 1:
l‘(lgiir I'iiiihing, John 
Lapliain ami Fric Sltci- 
.wood,
A11 po i III m en is and 
eleclions by eonncll were 
coiulnclctl for tlie following
positions: Eric Sherwood 
was (he only nominee foi 
the position of 
Deputy/Acting Miiyoi and 
was elected hy aeclainiilion.
.Ilin Cnniiniiig and Jolin 
l .iiphan) were nominated as 
alternaTe direeior to CUP) 
to hack np director George 
West wood. Eapliam was
Ovif th» yean there have been mmy Im­
provements In Ttmeral servit* and It Lit wise to 
choose McCall's, for dignified seniciA up-io- 
date faellMes md Iona experience, (he-tevel 






.lim Camming and Bob 
TTiompson were nominated 
as conneil representative jo 
I he Peninsula Water 
Commission. Mr, Cnm- 
ming was elected lo the 
position.
.lolin Lupliam was elected 
a eouneil representative lo 
the Peninsula Rccrealion 
Cqinniission.
lidgar I'atThing was 
elected a Piihlie Inl'or- 
nialion Alderman,
O.B, IMiih’ 'vas clecl 
conneil repieseninlivc lo Ilic 




WIintyou noed right 
now i.4« helping hand...
0mm
Be iiira lo riM in loinTi 
wall llm Wi'li'oiui* Wanoii
fni.Ci .... ‘.’l,.' 1 .ill 1.. ;,i,ii
not lo know your new ennv' 
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MEMBERS OE CEi\TRAL .V. 1,4A7C7/ 
COUNCIL sworn in Monday evening wore 
joined by Reverend Ivan I'uller and Judge I", 
(ireen for ibis inaugural plioio. Standing next
to Judge Green arc Aid. Dave Mill, Aid. 
George Mtielunlane, Aid. I-arle 'I'abor and 




A juvciii'e hiicli- 
hiking on Mills Road 
Nov. 29 was slnick by 
largo niirrors ailactiod lo 
a oar or iriiok and 
knookod into a ditoh. 
riio drivor dirt nol slop 
at tlio soono. aooording 
to Sidnoy RC'MP, who 
aro tisking tor any in 
forniation whioli woiikl 
Itolp in ihoir in 
vosiigation.
I'lto iuN'onilo was 
admiitod trr hosirital 
wl'.oro lio was Iroatod for 
ohosi brnisos and 
oraokod tills, llo was 
roloasod Monday.
I’olioo said ilioto w:is 
s('nio iloiibi ^liotlior llio 
drivor ol' tho vohiolo 
know ho h;id 
tinvihing.
MONDAY through 
FRIDAY - 9 a.m.: oontre 
opons, cards, library, 
bilhards, morning oolToo, 
al'tornoon tea; MONDAY - 




lunolt; 1:.10 p.m.; ceramics; 
1:.10: swim club; 7:30 p.rn.: 
bingo; TUESDAY - 9:30; 
lapidary; 10; painting; 
soroiuiders practice, noon, 
lunch; 1 p.m.: whist.
crochet, lapidary, painting; 
7: shulTlcboard; WED­
NESDAY - CHRISTMAS 
DINNER - 12:30; CON­
CERT WITH AL SMITH; 
7: duplicate bridge;
THURSDAY - 9:30 a.m.: 
lapidary; 10; weaving, 
carpel bowling; noon: 
lunch; 1 p.m.: bridge, 1:30: 
dressmaking; 7: lapidary, 
crib; FRIDAY - 10 a.nt.; 







SALE STARTS DEC. 7/78
Police Expand Communications Centre
ISLAND FURNITURE MART 
We have BEDSPREADS, 
COMFORTERS, LAMPS, VASES, 
VACUUM CLEANERS, CLOCK
RADIOS and many other 
Xmas gift suggestions. 
652-3032
Open Tuesday to Sunday
Smorgasbord Lunch Thursday and 
; All other - Days Luncheon
Smorgasbord Dinner Wednesday: Evening 
Any other day, A La Carte Menu
Phone Early for Reservations
In whtU Chairman ol' the 
Police Commission Mayor 
.loan Butler said was a 
unique event in this 
province, the four full-time 
and two part-time 
Clerk/Dispatchers, recently 
hired by Central Saanich to 
man its now com­
munications centre, began a 
two-week intensive in-, 
doctrinaiion course on 
Monday.
“As our dispatchers, you 
will have first contact with 
the public in emergency 
police, fire and ambulance 
ctills,” Police Chief IToli 
Miles told trainees. “You 
will be responsible for the 
initial reaction to these calls 
and we expect a liigli 
standard of professional 
performance from you.”
Being a dispatcher was a 
difficult job, the Chief 
added. Dispatchers must 
guage the state of inind of 
the caller. Some callers 
cou 1 d be,cxcited, :reaeting tc 
an emergency situation 
: ■•iticmselves'- :or:' being just 
„ d d wyn.r.lg h.t, . a n g r y . 
Dispatclicrs, the Chief said, 
must handle all calls in a 
quiet, professional manner, 
gelling ' the information 
necessary for a response 
and assuring the caller that 
the call was being attended 
to.
“'Fhis initial contact with 
the public,” Police Chief 
Miles re-empliasizcd,
“reacts all down the line.”
Unlike a large urban 
tircti, where they handle 
only iiolice calls. Bob Miles 
explained further. Central 
Saanicli dispatchers must 
serve the communication 
neetls of the whole com­
munity through the centre, 
which is to be installed in 
the police office, li was 
essential he said, lhat they 
become familiar with Ihe 
woikings of all the other 
municiiml department s.
1 hey would, in adtiilion, be 
responsible for some lecoril 
keeping ttnd oilier clericttl 
duties,
Because of Ihe wide riittgc 
of diilies iiiid because the 
|iositiuiis
Geik/i:)ispiUehet was new 
in Cenirtil Saanich, iiiul in 
acl in tdl of B.C., Chiel 
Bob Miles 'faitl , litis in 
doctrinaiion course Inul 
heen tlevised Ironi sciiiich 
by ilte Cerilial Stianicll 
Police department iiiulei 
Ihe cooidiiiillion of Police 
CoiiMafile Pciei Marlin.
“We have laitl down 
I’lrt'cedmos we evpeel will 
wrirk sailsl'aetorily al the
start,” Miles said, “but 
actual experience will 
modify them over the next 
few months.”
‘\Vc are all on a first 
name basis, here,” Miles 
concluded, “we arc all in 
the same family.”
Mayor .lean Butler 
dropped in at the first 
session.
“This is a red letter day 
for Central Saanich,” the 
Mayor said. “We arc 
starting our own com­
munication centre to give 
Ceniral Saanich residents 
24-hour service from all 
municipal departments.”
“You all have been 
personally seleetcd for the 
job”, the mayor continued, 
“you have Ihe best 
equipment and the finest 
working conditions, but the 
success of iliis operation 
depends on you.” .
■' A spokesman for the 
police department told The 
Review that the com­
munication equipment 
would cost around'-50,000. 
and operating costs for the 
new centre would amount 




dled,under, contract, local 
police calls w'hen the 
Ceniral Saanich police 
office-was unmanned. The 
fire department had a 
separtite number and calls 
to other municipal 
depart inenis went unan­
swered ill night and during 
holidays.
Umlcr Ihc new 
arrangeinenls there is now a 
single emcrgeiicy number in 
Ceniral Saanich, - 652-'f441 
- answeied by a tlispatcher 
for till emergency and dlT- 
duiy ciills. Routine ad­
ministrative calls, during 
normal office hours, should 
be phiecd Ihrough 052- 
4444.
All dispatchers have had 
previous experience. The 
senior dispatcher was 
formerly wilh the 
E d m onion, police 
ilcparimcnl and has worked 
■ in both police and military 
communication centres. All 
but one of the others, three 
men and Iw'o women had 
gained experience with 
other police departments 
from Vancouver through 
Calgary to London and 
Guelph, Onl. The lone 
exception felt her four years 
experience serving in a beer 
parlor had disciplined her 
























Across from Sidney Hotel
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS
STORE 
HOURS: 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. & 
SUNDAY 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Thanksgiving
Visif
Mr. and Mrs, A.I. 
CJiitisscn, f!693 Lockside 
I )i ive. and son, Peter, spent 
a short holiday in 
Sacramenio, Ctiliforiiiii, 
with some members offhclr 
I'iimily o\ci eiijtiyiiig the 
















lAr AMPLE FREE PARKING ★
9 to 9 Monriaf thru Friday Saturday 9 to S 
SUNDAYS & HOLIDAYS 10:00 A J. to 6:00 P.M.
QrltUh Columbln 
Quildinyn Corporation
For Solo by Tender
Lochside Drive,
ContrnI Sannich 
Legal Lot 4, Section 3, 
Range 4 East, District 
ot South Saanich, Plan 
9420.
Vacant mcliiiiiiulai lot wiiii 
a()i'u(ipniiiii;ly 9:./ walm 
Itonlaqa hy 'ihil liiM.'ir 
/nnod aaaili.'tihiil 
ft'.'dtloi Iniir'i', iiur'il I'lO 
()i,(iriini'!ij Imrri Ihi- Builtlinij 
Maria!)i''i s I'llli'.n '.’jualfM! 
larutuf Imiri!, Will fm 
(w.niviKl up If) 2 p,m, 
Qocombor 21, 1970 tii iho 
nllifa ol llio Btllldlno 
Manager, British Colum­
bia rJulldlngu Corpor- 
nllon, 301 Monzios SIrool, 
viciorifl, Ei.c,, vnv acfl. 
lnf|iiirio:i intiy ho difoctod 
lo I’ropoity 'fiansaction 
rs-. ,'»,-Hin:pnr -P 3R7-T»lfi
In Vieioria, B C,
L.J. McKInnoy, VIett- 
Proildonl, Planning ft 
CllanI Sttrvicoa Group.
Mil' nr ftny olifM will






WHILE STOCK LASTS L
SALAMI, BEERWIERST PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE STEAK $179
BURNS FANCY IV2 LB. EACHI 
SCHNEIDERS NO. 1 $i 39






















B.C. GOLDEN DELICIOUS 
APPLES 3 LB. BAG
3LB.PK
HERSEY FOR BAKING! 2 OZ, $<49
















STOCKI.Y VAN CAMP 
IPEAS, CUT BEANS, WAX BEANS, 
ICREAM CORN 14 OZ, TINS



































PACKED IN TOMATO JUICE-THE BEST
TOMATOES 28 OZ.
PUI OF GOLD BOXED
CHOCOLATES While stock lasts
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eninsula Sports in Revie
PENINSULA HORNETS STING CORDOVA BAY SEALS
Peninsula Hornets 
returned to winning form in 
weekend soceer action, 
blanking Cordova Bay 










Saturday at Sidney 
Elementary.
The Hornets established 
command of mid-ricld early 
in the game and .lonathan 
Hunter opened scoring with 
a well-placed shot. Shortly 
after, Alkm l.iirkey scored 
his first goal of the season, 
aided by an e.Ncellcnl pass 
from Bobby Donaldson. 
The first half finished with 
Peninsula holding a 2-0 
lead.
I he Hornets continued to 
improve their teamwork 
during the second htilf with 
Bobby Donaldson and 
.lonathan Hunter firing in 
goals lo make the final 
count 4-0.
Other o u t s t a n ding 
players: David Bo,\, Bill 
Chipping, D a r r e n 
Goodyear, Darren Noble, 









DECEMBER 10 & 17
ISLAIiOFyRi^tTyRE^ART
Comein and pickthat 
OCCASlOf^AL CHAIR for Xmas.
"We will layaway ’till Xmas"
Wh©ini yoy’re deckieig 
th© halls, doiD’ff forget 
th@ll©w®rs«
Niiliirally, >ou'll rcmt'tnbpr the Christmas tree, 
tln! wreiilh imd the. miHiletoa. But don't forget the 
lively spirit only fresh flowers enii bring. A vivid 
poinsettiii. Or a festive arrangement.
We have lots of merry ideas. I n assorted colors, 
sires and prices. J list stop by or call.
I’bwors and plaints
aro for Christnrms. Nntaraily.
'656-3313 '
SIDNEY FLORIST
Corner of Beacon & Second 
world wide flower service
The Hornets record now 
stands at six victories and 
two losses for eight points.
Ian Dunn scored twice, 
leading Peninsula Flyers lo 
their seventh victory of the 
.season as they topped 
Sooke Checkers 2-1 in Div. 
3C action Sunday in Sooke.
Despite wet and slippery 
field conditions. Flyers 
coach Al Dunn was pleased 
with his team’s per­
formance. Vince Peters and 
.lohn McIntyre were singled 
out by Dunn for their 
outstanding play.
The Flyers record now 
stands al seven victories and
one lie for 15 points.
♦ ♦
I’ c n i n s u 1 a Kickers 
blanked L a n s d o w n c 
Tornados 1-0 in a hard 
fought Div. 9 South game 
Saturday.
Todd J a k II b o w s k i 
scored the game’s lone goal 
with solid performances 
turned in by John 








The evening of Friday 
December 8 is “Christmas 
Turkey Roll’’ night. All 
League nicmbers are asked 
to compete and don’t forget 
your handicap is added to 
your score, which should 
help you in the winners’ 
bracket.
Mon. Credit Union - Lil 
Tripp - 699 (258); A. Ring- 
674(243).
Tue. Comm. - A. Leroux
- 762 (282); D. Loney - 705 
(254); H. Harris-673 (284);
J ean Cal low - 647 (253).
Wed. Legion - D. Rolph - 
720 (267); H. Addison:- 707; 
(326); Betty Rolph - 678 
(251); A. Ring- 323.
Thu. Comm. - N. Daisley
- 770 (305); R. Cooper-766 
(304); Myrna Green - 680 
(294); Shirley Cooper - 674 
(251).
Mermaids - Jean Horton 
-251.
Golden Agers - B. 
McCormick - 661 (226); H. 
Mason - 642 (273); Gwen 




Sidney Anglers will meet 
on Monday, December 11, 
7:30 p.m. in the banciuct 
room of the Sidney Hotel.
Bruce Colegrave will be 
guest speaker. Rceognizei 
as an expc/i salmon 
fisherman, Colegrave 
specializes in the use of light 
tackle and Hies. He wi 
bring along a film on 
buektailing for Cowichan 
llayeoho.
Prior to the film a short 
general business period wi 
be held and presentation of 
tbe iargest fisli of lie montli 
trophy, The November 
tropliy goes to Helen Porter 
for a 14 poiiiid spring.
Products 2-1 in Div. 5D 
action Saturday.
The T-Birds played well 
m the first half but over 
anxiety in the forward line 
denied the team at least tsvo 
sure goals The halftime 
score of 2-0 was well 
deserved by Peninsula as 
JdF had only two wetik tries 
It substitute goalie Kenny 
Neal.
Second htilf play by the 
riiunderbirds was listless 
md lacked the crispness of 
passing and all-around 
good play evident in Ihe 
irst half. .Idl-’s single gottl 
came on a direct penally 
shot that left goalie Neal 
tie chance to play the ball. 
Peninsula goal .scorers 
were hard working Leo 
Golden and Peter Duncan.
THE
FRESH POULTRY - EGGS - FISH
NEXT TO SAFEWAY PARKING LOT • Phono 656-5421
Pac. 59,Chicken Breast lb. I Cod Fillets *l"lb.
Kippered Herring 4” lb.
Eggs
X-Large Gt. 'A' *l”dz. 
"*■1 Brown UrjeGr.
(ipen;
ea. Monday thru Saturday 9-6 













I’c It i n s u I a Trojans 
btiitlcd to ;i three all draw 
with Btiys. United Row'dics 
in a cliff hanger of a game 
phiyed Sunday.
Div. IB is an evenly 
balanced letigiie tuid both 
teams were eager for Ilte 
points aliliougli the game 
was not ilic epitome of 
skilful soccer, according to 
Troian mtmager R:iy Cook.
flic Rowdies grabbctl the 
lead after 30 minnics hat 
the I rojans battled back 
I'm Ihccciualizcr before Ittilf 
lime. In tltc second Ittilf 
Bays siiuck swiftly for two 
goals and looked to be 
emrsting away but 
Peninsula didn’t give up 
licari and got tlicmsclvcs 
on ct|n;il terms by sliccr 
tenacity. Bays could have 
secured tltc victory with a
penalty shot in the last five 
minutes hut Trojan 
goalicndcr Brian Coates 
came up w'ilh a billiani 
save.
Danny Barney led the 
offence wiilt two goals 
while I’crry Prince added a 
single.
Ouisitinding defensive 
pcrforittaitccs were turned 
in by James Seeley, Wendell 
Clanton, Ian Myscrscougit 
tmd Mtircus Cook.
•+ Ar ♦
Jason Boncaii scored the 
only goal of Ilte game, 
ptieiitg Peninsulti Sieclcrslo 
tt 1-0 shiitoiit over .Idl' 
Cioldsircani Fsso in Div. 9 
Ftisl action Saturday.
The Sieelers played a 
strong defensive gaitie svith 
tlie lone goal coming late in 
Ihc third quaricr on a
It;.;
' I
perfect pass from James 
Redfern.
Tlie excellent overall 
team pcrforniitnce was 
aneliorcd by solid defensive 
work on the part of Brent 
Sletchman and Aaron 
Petrie.
Peninsula Jets were 
edged by .Idl' Columbia 
Rctidy Mix in a surprisiagiy 
close Div. 3B game Sunday 
as Peninsula playeii witli 
only eight players.
Tlie Jets eoiurollcd most 
of the game with fine passes 
and solid defensive work 
but .Idl' scored two goals in 
the last five minutes to 
seeurc ilte victory.
Steve Rogak scored 
Peninsula’s lone goal in tltc 
match and fine defensive 
performances were turned 
in by mid-fielder Peter 
Savillc and goalie Bernic 
Struck.
Lakcliill Bullfrogs 
doubled Peninsula Cougars 
4-2 in a closely contested 
Div. 5B match Saturday al 
Wains Park.
Trent Bonneaii and Gary 
Schiibak scored Peninsula’s 
goals while Mike Bohnet 
and Danny Alexander also 
played Well in the losing 
cause.
SAT. DEC. 9 AT 8 P.M.
PANORAMA LEISURE CENT RE 
E.S(|iiimall Maple NVeslern Homes
Buekaroos
Come and 
see tlie Twii 
lop letims ol' 











Some Models StilE 
Available at Reduced Prices
RALEIGH 10 sp. ^129^^
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS 
John Pow (far left) and Wilf Tripp (far right) 
present Peninsula Miriior Hockey Association 
Treasurer Walt Purdy (middle left) and 
President Ed Seymour (middle right) with 
cheque for $400.
INSTORE SPECIALS 







7105A W. Saanich Rd- 
652-5614 
Brentwood Bay
a down payment 





T' It c n e w 1 y - f 0 r m c d 
l^arkland Swim Team itas 
brought rccogniiion lo llic 
Sidney area with an im­
pressive second place finish 
at tlic Lower Vancouver 
Island Novice Swim Meet 
Friday, December Isi,
Dave Van Diiesen led 
Parkland swimmers with 
four I'irsi-plaec limes. Dave 
and the girls’ 2(K) metre 
relay team tiualiried lor tltc 
B.t.', linals, sclietliiled lor 
laler this month,
Kim Head, Siizanne and 
Laura Melville, Palsy 
Wallace, l..aiirel Hilton, 
Cheryl llcher, Dayle 
Mc Dona 1 il, lirend a 
Dieliker, Seoli .laeohs, I’ai 
I'lmmpson, I’eier Fomset h, 
Joannie l.ankenati, Ceeiki 
Meyer tmd Anne McKinnon 
earned mtiny secoiiil iinil 
lliinl-place tinfshes to 
increase the leaiiT iiTial.
CHRISTMAS
TEA
[he Annual Chrisimas 
Tea of I he Women’s 
Canadian Club will be Itcld 
on VVetlncMlay, Decemher 
I3lh, ill 3 p.m, ill the 
Crystal Uallioom of the 
Binpress Hotel, Mtisictil 









15% OFF REGULAR PRICE ON OUR 












Oil Paint Starter Sets
Reg, SALE
Aciylic Starter Sets
Pro Color Reg. ‘8« SALE *7“


















WILL BE CLOSED DEC. 24 TO JAN








For Clirislinas Slio|i|iing Convenience we are ufieii 
FRIDAY NIGHTS until 9:00 P.M. commencing Dec. 1
: 9763 Sth STREET
SIDNEY - Phono 656-3975
CHAUGEX
VISA
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Obstreperous Players View Game From Penalty Box
. , . ... It ended with referees bv Bruce McKav, Ken que.stionable. They played once. Calvin Benbow and can’t seem to hold
IBWIIMillWWfflillffMWIiMBIMIlBMIliagHItMWilWW
for your shopping convenience
By AL CROSS
Most Sidney hockey 
games have been well 
played since the no-hitting
rule came into effect two 
weeks ago but last Wed­
nesday night was an un­
fortunate exception.
ISLAND FURNITURE have 1 of
the largest selections of











★ stain kits ★ ACCESSORIES
It ended ith referees 
handing out 90 minutes of 
penalty in the last 10 
minutes of the game mostly 
for verbal abuse.
It was a rellection on the 
whole league, and, 
hopefully, it will not 
happen again.
Nov. 27 - Bob Whyte - 2 
— Sidney Hotei - 8.
Sidney Hotel started the 
week off well with this 
decisive win. Rick Farrant 
opened scoring for Hotel 
after two minutes. Rick 
played well all night 
marking three goals and 
one assist. Murry Inkster 
was Bob Whyte’s sharp 
shooter, netting two goals 
and one assist. Ed Taylor 
and Dale Tweedhope fired 
singles for Whyte. Other 
marksmen for Hotel were 
Jim I’ugh. Doug Lumley, 
Don Sparling, Terry 
Farrant and Chris Cheadle. 
Terry and Chris also got 
assists on two other goals.
Nov. 28 Travelodgc - 5 —- 
Shoreline - 2
Travclodge has been 
slowly building up to full 
strength and came up with 
the biggest turnout of the 
year beating Shoreline who 
are still missing key players. 
Shoreline got on the 
scorcshcet first on a goal by 
Defenceman Scott Bingham 
but Rick Crosby evened it 
for Travelodgc. Shoreline 
again took the lead on Don 
Gow'an goal but Travelodgc 
came back with three goals
by ruce c ay, en 
Posskit and Jose Brochez. 
Goaltender for Travelodgc 
was Mike Earl picking up 
his fourth win for the year.
Nov. 29 Sidney Freight - 
4 — Sidney Hotel - 7.
Sidney Freight rmally 
ended its long unbeaten 
streak on a sour note. They 
weren’t beaten on the ice as 
they led in the game four to 
two after two-and-one-half 
periods. They were beaten 
at the end of the game as 
they wre assessed 19 
straight penalties in the last 
10 minutes, some of which 
they thought were
c
the last 10 minutes of the 
game two men short and 
Hotel managed to put in 
five goals as the tired Flyers 
tried in vain to keep their 
lead. Scoring early for the 
flyers was Kerry Lewis, 
with two goals, while Jim 
Dowd, and Alvin Miller got 
singles with Tim Karlson. 
Picking up the assist on 
both goals. Don Sparling 
was hot for Flotel, picking 
up two goals and assisting 
on three others. Ron Tyler 
also got a goal and four 
assists while Tom Davies 
scored twice and assisted
Chris Cheadle each clicked 
for singles. Calbin’s goal 
was contested, however, as 
it was shot in on a delayed 
penalty, dellcctcd to the 
corner by Randy Smith 
where Len Mar shot the 
puck up the ice and Chris 
picked it up, passed to 
Calvin who .scored. Nobody 
picked up their checks as 
the referee forgot to blow 
the play dead when the 
Fricght player touched ii.
Nov. 30 Bob Whyte - 4 — 
Shoreline - 5.
Bob Whyte have been 
playitig imich belter but still
’t s t l  on for 
the win. Shoreline ju.st 
pulled out the win as they 
got a few of there players 
back. Returning to the 
lineup after a back injury. 
Bill Penny was hit in the 
face by a puck, requiring 
fourteen stitches. Dale 
Tweedhope scored two for 
Bob Whyte with Kent 
Thorton and Bob Bower 
adding singles. Ken Nor- 
bury scored two goals for 
Shoreline while Don 
Gowan, George Herc- 
shmiller and Terry Banister 
got singles to round out the 
scoring
SHOP
WILL BE OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY
DECEMBER IITH TO 22ND.
2436 B@0con Ave. 656-141
OWNS-CND
HARDWARE 61 APPLIANCES LTD.
Hey! Dad
LET mom ENJOY 
HER CHRISTMAS 
DINNER TOO!
SI ONE Y FREIGHTS DEFEI^CEMA /V, | 
Gord Burdge breaks out of his own end 
carrying the puck accompanied by fellow 
defenceman Bill McKay. Photo by Tom 
Cronk.
Register now for January Classes.
JR’S CERAMIC STOP
6765 VEYAN ESS
’9:00 lo 4:30 - Tiies. lo Fri.
652-4123
10:00 Iq 3:00 Saturday
' ■
For swimmers, Sunday is 
the day to catch another 
hour of shut-eye. Sunday 
Sunrise Ssvim is now from 7 
to 9 a.m. rather than 6 to 9 
a.m.
Rid yourself of the 
Monday blues with a 
relaxing sauna and swim. 
Panorama Pool now offers 
an Everyone Welcome .swim 
on Mondays from 7:30 to 9 
p.m.
Surprise your friends this 
Christmas with a different 
type of social. There is still
PENINSULA RECREATION NEWS IN REVIEW
Buy her a Dishwasher from 
Towns-Bnd Hardware ^ Appl
pool for a Christmas Splash 
Bash. Contact Edith or 
Lorraine at 656-7271.
Registration; Sidney and 
North Saanich residents 
don’t forget December 11- 
15 is registration for 
January swim lessons.
December 8, 9 and 10 at 
North Saanich School the 
Peninsula Community 
presents Dingalingy 
Dragons, a musical play for 
children of all ages. Show 
time Friday at 7 p.m.; 
Saturday and Sunday
one dollar per person.
Tr^ our Luncercise 
program from 12-1 p.m. 
Skate or swim and then
enjoy a drink and hot 
sandwich afterwards, all for 






plenty of time to rent the - matinees, 2 p.m. Admission 
MEN'S HOCKEY
Peninsula Bantam 
Hockey l.cague standings 
tiglitcncd up amongst the 
top teams following 
weekend action.
Peter Haywood and Scott 
Farquason both fired hat 
tricks as Cloverdale Paint 
hammered Reddi-Chef 11- 
3. In other games, “Sidney
Movers and Cornish’s 
battled to a 4-4 draw and 
Harvey’s edged North 
Saanich Firefighters 4-3.
In Juvenile action 
Mitchell and Anderson 
dumped Oak Bay 5-2 in a 




DRY . . . fuel-saving fire 
logs : can include; , - 
newspapers, magazines, 
food-cartons, wastepaper: 
Available at all participating 
LINK Dealers. Victoria 
Fireplace, V.l. Stove Shop, 
Carousel Gifts, Mayfair 
Cards. Gift;
Hardwares: Oak Bay, Ross 
Bay, Cadboro Bay, 
Cordova Bay, Shelbourne, 
Bishops, Hatley;
Sidney: Sidney Fireplace, 
Tudor Gitls, Breniwood 
Hardware;
Team GP ■ GF : GA PTS. 1 N.S. Fircfighiers
Sidney Freight . 14 , .12 . . 1 . . 96 '. 43,/; ..25 1 ClovcrdaieTainl
Travelodgc ... : 14 ; 7 . . 6 . ,. 64 . . 60 . .15 1 Sidney Movers
Sidney Hotel . , 14 , .6 . . 6 . . 2 ;:. 84 . .83 . .. 14 1 Harvey’s
Shoreline . .. .. 15 . 6 . . 7 . .2 .. 68 . .66 . . .14 1 Cornish’s ;
Bob Whyte.... 15 . 2 , . 13 . . 0 .. 38 ; . 98 . ...4 1 Reddi-Chef
2 Speed 
4 Push Buttons 
Pot Cycle 
Super Wash Cycle 
Short Wash Cycle 
China/Crystal Cycle 
Rinse Hold Cycle 
Plate Warmer Cycle 
I 2 Full Size Spray Arms 
• Rinse Agent Dispenser
► Self Clean Filter
I Indoor Silverware Basket
> Automatic Cord Rewind 
s M a p 1 e C u tt i n g Boa rd :
lichen GadgeS]
Prepaid mail orders, including charges. Boiler, 25 lies, 
adiiections: SS.OO/Extra 100 ties; $1,25/250 lies: $2,50
COX IMPORTS LTD

























Div. 3B Peninsula Jels 1
Bays United Rowdies ., .3 
Prospect Lake Gibsons
Photo ....................... 10












Div. 8 Wcsl Peninsula 
Warriors
Div, 9 Eiisi I'eniusiila
Sieelers . ........ ,,,,,,, 1
Div. 9 Wcsl Peninsula
.eopards ,.,......... . ■ '0
Div. 9 Soulh Peninsula 
Kickers ... I




617 CHATHAM ST., 
VICTORIA, B.C. VOT 1E2 
phone 305-5500
in The Brentwood Bay Shopping Plaza 
West Saanich Rd. at Verdier Ave. 
652-4224
Sooke F’oicsi Protliieis
Cordova Bay Seals 
J tl I 'Alexantlers .
8 OZ. SoftDrink RUSSIAN
ORNAMENTS
Maiioshka Dolls
ROYAL DOULTON FIGURES 
TOBY JUGS
S1.45




- SIDNEY - 656^3232
The Shoppe with Quality & Selection.
WfE ARE BRIiyiiVilHG OVER 
WITH GIFT IDEAS




howls A vases 
cream & sugars
COPPER & BRASS






A I,urge Selection of Cups ik Saucers l.imoge Minlaluies • l.ambskin 



















2420 Beacon - 9812 - 4th SI. 
Sidney, tu:. 656-2322
OI JJ WILIXJW by BOOTHS
OX. JADE JEWELLERY a CAKVINGS
"CLEANED HY THE
PROI IlShlONAI S*
SHDin'EIIDBRS - MONDAY 10 SATUtlDAY 10 ».m. lo S:30 ii.m. 
SPIXTAE HOURS DECEMHEU 22 tmd 23,10 «.m. lo.9,p.m.:: ;
iiiiiMiiBiiaiittitiiiiBiiiii
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Tom, The Island View Beach 
Cougar, Lives On In Print
.. ' '^z
. r ' . ''
■ ^ • ' r'^^M
a Msaifctaaz-".... «
' ■'
... ...... ■ ,.,.,,.7.::::%z-::'"--.:z:":":.‘...... ....-... :........ .
? ■ '■■■' ■ i ''■■" !' [■■. •■■■■
INSURANCE WORK
2104 MALAVIEW
AUTHOR LYN HANCOCK and Tom, a 
blind cougar, frolic amid Easter Lilies on 
Little D’Arcy Island. The two friends often 
journeyed over to this nearby islet from 
Central Saanich when they lived there ten 
years ago.
A decade has now passed 
since Tom the blind cougar 
padded along the sand at 
Island View beach, or 
delighted school children in 
Central Saanich when he 
appeared at one of their 
classes. He has been gone a 
long time. Even the neigh­
bours near the Hancock 
home at Island View may 
have forgotten him, even 
the ones who complained 
of his presence there.
During the ruckus 
centering around this 
controversy and shortly 
before Tom was put to 
death the then editor of The 
Review, H.V. Green, 
journeyed down to the 
Hancock home to interview 
and photograph the full- 
grown cat.
“I was all .set to take his 
picture,” said the late 
editor, when ‘‘the beast 
gave a little jump and there 
he was right next to me. 
Rather fearfully 1 decided 
to stroke him. Tom began 
to purr and we became 
good friends after that.”
Noted Canadian author 
Lyn Hancock was the 
principal guardian of this
courgar. She has now 
written a book about Tom 
entitled Love Affair With a 
Cougar, published by 
Doubleday Canada Ltd.
Lyn was in Sidney this 
pa.st week and took time out 
to drop in to The Review.
‘‘I’ve always had a love 
affair with the Saanich 
Peninsula,” she said. 
‘‘Whenever 1 get off the 
ferry and start down the 
highway toward Victoria 
it’s impossible for me not to 
turn off to Island View 
Beach. 1 go down there and 
sec the old place where we 
lived. It looks broken down 
and it makes me feel .sad.”
Lyn said that if she had 
written Love Affair with a 
Cougar 10 years ago it 
would have come out full of 
‘‘anger and bitterness”.
‘‘The bitterness towards 
those neighbours who 
objected to Tom living 
there has gone now,” .she 
said. ‘‘I never had the same 
feelings towards Central 
Saanich Council. ..they 
never voted on the issue one 
way or the other.”
The book is a sensitive 
narration of the author’s 
deep involvement with this 
blind animal but is about
more than cougars.
‘‘It is about love,” writes 
the author, ‘‘Love for an 
animal and love for a man. 
Both were built on dreams 
and both were lost without 
me knowing why...Tom is 
not the romanticized cougar 
of modern film and fiction. 
He is a real animal, a wild 
animal subjected to the 
same pressures we are. And 
when he follows his own 
instincts can 1 love him, or 
his species any the less?”
Lynn has written three 
other books all dealing with 
animals and all have been 
best sellers across Canada. 
There’s a Seal in my 
Sleeping Bag, still sells an 
average of 10,(X)0 copies a 
year said the author.
She is currently studying 
at Simon Fraser University 
working on a masters 
degree involving a study of 
the image of the predator. 
This week, however, she 
will be present at the 
bookstore in Bastion 
Square on Friday from 2:30 
p.m. to 3:30 p.m.; and at 7 
p.m. in Bolen Book.store, 
3126 Shelbourne; and from 
8:15 to 9 p.m. in The 
Hudson’s Bay Company 
store on Douglas Street.
COLOR T.V. PROBLEMS?
Sidney T.V. - Radio
BEACON PLAZA MALL 
656-5332
FOR RENT 
BUSINESS OR OFFICE SPACE 
Up to 1500 sq. ft. in Beacon Plaza, Sidney.
$5.00 PER SQ. FT.
A PRIME location at at BARGAIN rate. Don’t 
delay.


































PRICES EFFECTIVE Nov. 22 to 25orVVIiilc Stock Lnslsfi
lynlrtg 8 li imminfl will incrooso llio prico por lb,
Island View Freezer Ltd.







The 1979 Central Saanich 
Council i.s almo.st the same 
as this year. All incumbents 
whose terms expired, the 
Mayor and three aldermen, 
were returned by ac­
clamation and no major 
change has been made in 
structure, except for the 
formation of a new 
committee, announced at 
Monday night’s inaugrual 
meeting.
Mayor lean Butler and 
Aldermen David Hill, Earle 
Tabor and George 
MacFarlane took the oath 
of office administered by 
.ludge F. Green and the 
Rev. Ivan Futter gave the 
blessing before more than 
sixty people;
Mayor Butler’s inaugural 
address reviewed last year’s 
progress and promosed a 
continuation of it during 
the coming year. Part of the 
text is printed elsewhere in 
this paper;
In presenting the' 
provisional budget. Aid. 
Frank Waring said it 
reflects a 2.1 mill increase in 
real property ta.xcs which 
‘‘is a good target for 
reduction.” He also said 
Ihai because the revenues 
from sewers were now in 
excess of expenditures there 
was a possibility lhat the 
two mill general Ivey for 
sewers could be reduced to 
oneniill.
Local Research Station Aids Wine Producers
Canadian wines are 
getting better all the time. 
But it’s a race against the 
clock for the Canadian wine 
industry to try to catch up 
to the better-known wine- 
producing countries like 
France and Germany.
Chris Pollard, a 
virologist at Agriculture 
Canada’s Plant Quarantine 
Station here in Sidney, says 
the Canadian wine industry 
has in the past relied on the 
hardy -native North 
American labrusca grapes 
that produce a sweet wine.
‘‘No\v the industry is 
showing an interest in the 
European vinifera grapes,” 
Ms. Pollard says.
But this, presents 
problems for the industry.
The French and Germans 
have spent centuries 
developing the know-how 
to grow the right vinifera
varieties under very specific 
local conditions.
Canadian growers now 
will have to decide what 
varieties will grow be.st 
under their conditions.
‘‘It’s . like trying to 
squeeze 500 years of ex­
perience into 10 years,” 
Ms. Pollard says.
Also, there is a special 
problem for growers who 
want to import vinifera 
plants from Europe.
Under Agriculture 
Canada regulations, all 
plants material enters 
Canada in one of two 
different ways.
it must either come from 
a country that has a virus- 
free certification system 
acceptable to Canada or it 
must be carefully screened 
for; viruses at the Sidney 
station’.v;''H'
- Sothe vinifera varieties —
available from United 
States growers — meet 
Canadian certification 
standards.
‘‘For other desirable 
varieties, at present there is 
only one source in Germany 
that meets Canadian 
requirements and it cannot 
supply the Canadian 
demand,” Ms. Pollard 
says.
This means that growers 
must relay on the station to 
test uncertified material for 
viruses and propagate virus- 
free plants for release to the 
industry.
‘‘This Can. be a time- 
consuming process and of 
course the growers are in a 
hurry,” Ms. Pollard says.
A new process now being 
used at Agriculture 
Canada’s Saanichton 
Research Station- at Sidney 
may be the answer to this
problem.
Scientists at the research 
station are propagating 
plants in the laboratory 
using tissue culture. This 
system could produce 
100,000 plants in six 
months from one piece of 
plant tissue.
Bob Harris, head of the 
project, says that a great 
variety of plants can be 
reproduced using the tissue 
culture technique and its 
development happily 
coincides with the sudden 
increased demand of the 
grape growers.
Dr. Harris presently is 
propagating 15 varieties of 
vinifera and labrusca-type 
grapes.
“The grape growers are 
showing a great deal of 
interest in the new 
technique,’^ Dr; Harris 
says:
Mr. Chretien Says Federal Sales
Tax is ^wn 3%... So
PRICES ARE DOWN
ON ALL NEW CARS
AND TRUCKS
SAVE
From 90.40 Ora Brand New 
Mercury BOBCAT 2-Ooor
THROUGH
205.21 On a Brand New 1979 
Mercury yO^ARCH ESS -
OR y; ^
271.48 On a Brand New 1979 
FORDF250TRyCK
On a Brand New 1979
Lif^COL^JtARKy
All New Vehicles Factory Priced ...
All Tax Rebates 
Clearly Marked
Marquis... Monarch... Zophyr... kobcat... Fiosta
Capri... Cougar... Ford Trucks. ■. Safe Buy Used Cars
3377 DOUGLAS at SAANICH RD. 386-6131
•F you THINKING WINTER TIRES .
M » Hi
★ RADIALPLY ★BIASPLY
★ LIGHTTRUCK * fJEVi & RETREADmm
'MPanJTTTTnTTTI , .‘WWir* J i'* i k I ifll
>jrxKKKmiMm
mn RlbSTHAVEN DH. SIDNEY, B,C. ^
MAXI-VAN was donated to Saanich 
Peninsula Plospital Sunday by Oddfellow and 
Rcbekah Lodges of Victoria — and the 
hospital wants lo publically thank Ihe lodges 
for tlieir energetic and .selfless effort in raising
funds. Tlic van scats 12 people or six in wheel 
cliairs and will be used for transporting 
smaller groups to the Day Centre for han­
dicapped elderly, for home outings, local 
personal care and picking up people for
wheels for meals once a week at vSielly’s 
School. A hospital spokesperson said the van 
is an example of how Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital is fulfilling its role as a community 
hospital “not just a place where people come 
when they’re sick but a centre for community 
needs". Tills is the second bus donated to the 
hospital by Oddfellow and Rebekah Lodges, 




OF OUR 2nd LOCATION
CABLE 10
Thursday, Dec. 7th, 
1‘ROGRAMMINO CANCELED
Thursday, Dec, J2th.
7;0U OLD TIMERS HOCKEY SHOW 
7;,1(K:AM0.SUN lOIMY 
8:00SIDNEY ANGLERS 
8:.30 SAANICH PENINSULA HOSIMTAL
CHECK THIi; WFATIIICR SCAN ON TUICS. A 
TllimH. I OH ANY ADDITIONS OH 
CHANIHiS.
20%
All Merchandise in Store
Until Sot., Dec. 9tk
Stock incl. Gowns, Drcssc.s. Spod.swcar, Slacks, Swcuics. Blouses, Skirls,
Lingerie, I’apiy Hose, Scarves, cic.
,^LL SIZLS 5 to 44




HATLEY PARK SHOPPING CENTRE 
2244 SOOKE RD.
Wednesday, December 6,1978 THE REVIEW Page 11
Mayor^s Inaugural Speech Lists Highlights Of The Year For Sidney
The provision of an 
adequate water supply 
which, in turn, enabled 
council to release permits 








7103-W. SAANICH RD.j 
652-361!
building was seen as a 
highlight of 1978 in Sidney 
in Mayor J. Dick Leigh’s 
inaugural speech at 
Monday night’s meeting of 
Town Council.
Other accomplishments 
listed by the mayor were the 
completion of a land use 
contract which will 
facilitate the construction 
of a 240-unit mobile home 
park and the addition to the 
sewage treatment plant, 
continuation of the study of 
parking problems and 
continuation of the 
sidewalks and roads 
programs.
The mayor’s speech, 
part, is as follows;
As 1978 was not an 
election year, members of 
Council will hold office 
until December 1979. This
m
should provide continuity 
of thought, and action, on 
projects in which we are 
now involved.
.lust to summarize 
highlights of the past year, 
which, in my opinion, were 
handled with foresight, 
good planning, and, in a 
number of cases, a large 
amount of courage, by 
Council staff.
(1) Provision of an 
assured water supply to the 
Saanich Peninsula by 
means of a temporary line 
from the CiTcatcr Victoria 
Water Department, enabled 
council to release building 
permits for the construction 
of both residential and 
commercial buildings 
which resulted in numerous 
requests for subdivision o 
land parcels.
(2) The t own of Sidney 
entered into a Land Use 
Contract with a developer 
to provide a 240-unit 
mobile home park to be 
located on Canora Road. It 
was the feeling of council 
that this would assist some 
of our presetit residents, as 
well as new' families, to find 
a home with their price 
range and ability to 
maintain.
(3) Additions to the 
Pollution Control Centre 
were completed bringing 
the plant capacity to a 
maximum of.l0,(X)0 people. 
Also, to climintitc pollution 
and offensive odors from 
our beaches, an outfall pipe 
extending lOtX) feet out into 
deep water, was installed. 
ITirther work will be 
required in the coming year.
(4) Reluctantly council
agreed to the issuance of a 
demolition permit for one 
of our oldest buildings, a 
building well remembered 
by residents of the 
Peninsula: Rest Haven
Hospital. Zoning changes 
will, probably, be required 
on this property in the 
coming year.
(5) Continuation of the 
study of the traffic and 
parking problem associated 
with our commercial area - 
In 1978 some 90 additional 
spaces were provided by 
new commercial con­
struction and a public 
parking lot on Bevan 
Avenue, and, at the rear of 
the Town Hall another 70 
spaces. Properties to Ihe 
North of the Town Hall 
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PAINT YOURSELF TO GIVE/ 
or
GIVE A COMPLETE KIT 
— some for less thon *10“
H’s fun to do and a pleasure when finished.plaslcr 
craft in pla(|ucs, lamp bases and chess sets and 
more.
SIDNEY HOBBY HOUSE
; 2426 BEACON AVE.
—for All Your Hobby Supplies—
VISITING STUDENTS Xrom Damascus Union Middle School in Boring 
Oregon po.se for Review photo with students who billeted them during 
their stay in North Saanich. Standing, 1 to r, are North Saanich students 
Teresa Prevedoros, Wendy Laing and Blair Philp. Kneeling are Damascus 
Union students Rancll Harlan, Shelena Hofman and Wes Sanburn.
for this future expansion. 
Construction is under way 
on the provision of extra 
parking space to be utilized 
by the Senior Citizens’ 
Centre and the park on 
Resthaven at Mills Road.
VVe also donated S5,500 to 
SANSCHA, to assist in 
repaving their parking area.
(6) The RCMP with the 
help of summer students, 
carried out an extensive 
‘Neighbourhood Watch’ 
programme.
(7) Council, with the 
assistance of a provincial 
planning grant, voted funds 
lo hire consulting firms to 
carry out two very im­
portant studies. The first, 
presently in progre.ss and 
scheduled for completion 
early in the new year, is to 
revise our Community 
Plan. The other will provide 
an in-depth examination of 
the Town Hall internal 
operations and, where 
necessary. recommend 
improved methods for 
greater efficiency.
(8) The Sidney Volunteer 
Fire Department had a busy 
year; it handled an average 
of 30 ambulance calls in 
addition to the greater than 
normal number of fire calls 
every month. The 
Department received a new 
ire truck in January and, 
with this addition, the 
major equipment owned by 
the Town should be 
adequate to meet any 
emergency for year to 
come.
(9) The Public Works 
and Parks Departments 
completed an extensive 
programme of road, 
sidewalk, and drain con­
struction. This programme 
will continue in the year 
ahead, with improvements 
for the Bevan Avenue- 
Second Street area, 
providing the necessary 
dollars can be made, 
available.
(10) Our municipality 
was the first in British 
Columbia to adopt a new 
bylaw for ' Development 
Cost Charges, which bylaw 
.was used by the Ministry of 
Municipal Affairs as the 
example for all -other 
municipalities to follow.
(11) In August a com­
mittee was formed to in­
vestigate the feasibility of a 
breakwater at Sidney.
With financial assistance
from the Town, the 
Chamber of Commerce, the 
Federal Government, and 
the Provincial Government, 
three studies are at present 
underway to provide 
detailed information for an 
application for Federal 
assistance under the Small 
Craft Harbours Marina 
A.ssistance Programme.
a) Feasibility and 
Engineering design Study.
b) Environmental and 
Economic Sludy.
c) Economic Impact 
Study.
By January 1979, it is 
anticipated that all studies 
will be completed.
cost of all goods and ser­
vices is on the increase. 
Therefore, in order to 
achieve this goal, and to 
perform with the best in­
terests of the citizens at 
heart, it will take the be.st 
efforts of all Council 
members.
We have, in the past 
twelve months, had our 
differenees of opinion at 
times, but, 1 am sure, if 
each member will con­
tribute his strength and 
abilities to the problems 




Chairs from LAZYBOY 
for Father or Mother 
sale priced from ^299'
1
00
The prime concern of 
Council members should be 
the necessity lo project their 
thoughts ahead not only for 
1979 but for the yctirs 
following, when preparing 
the 1979 budget. We should 
reflect ti policy which, if it 
does not hold the line on 
taxation, will at least 
project only a minimal 
increase lo each taxpttyci.
With reference to the 
basis for taxation, this will 
be the second year of a 
Provincial three year phase- 
in programme toward full 
‘True Value As.sessment’ of 
all property and equipment 
in the Municipality. The 
foregoing policy - to hold 
the line on taxation - will be 
a difficult one to realize 
when it appears that the
^ 652-3032 ^
! WANTED TO RENT!
Garage or area 
suitable for dry storage 
"forSinoothsand more
PHONE 656-2712
Students and .staff at 
North Saanich Middle 
School (grades six, seven 
and eight) welcomed three 
exchange students from 
sister school, Damascus 
Union Middle School, in 
Boring, Oregon, last week. 
The visiting pupils were 
epresentatives of the 
Damascus Union Student 
Council and were returning 
it visit made two weeks ago 
of .student council members 
from North Saanich.
The idea of a sister school 
was begun by Damascus 
Union principal .lohy 
Bucher svho contacted the 
B.C. Ministry of Education 
asking about middle 
.schools in the province. At 
lhat time North Saanich 
was he only middle school 
in Ihc province and Mr. 
Bucher got in coniaci wiilt 
Noith Saanicit Principal 
BohAhboil.
Ihe principals llutughl 
exchiinges involving si tident 
council reps would he a 
good way lo begin inlet- 
school commuiiicaiion and, 
on November 15, tnembers 
of Ihe siuUent counci
TOWN OF SIDNEY
SeiTled tcntlcrs arc invited for ihc Town of Sidney Property and 
l.iabiliiy Insurance lor tlie year 1979, 1 enders inusi by subtniiicd on 
(he Form of Tender available from the Town Hall and be in the 
hands of tlie undersigned by 12 Noon December 22nd, 197R. Lowest 
or any tender not necessarily nccepfe''l,
G,S. Logan, A.C.LS., C,M,C.' 
Town Clerk 




xecutivc of North Saanich, 
Susi Ncudcckcr, Susamic 
Klausen and Cindy 
Morgiin, set out with their 
icaclicr advisor Linda 
Beales, for Oregon.
On arrival al Damascus 
Union Middle School, the 
girls were introduced to the 
student body .nt an assembly 
after which they visited 
liome-room classes to talk 
about Nortli Saanich' 
Middle School and tmswer 
A m e r i c a n s t u d e n i s ’ 
questions.
Local students visited 
willi tlieir Americaivfriends 
for iwo-and-a-half dnys 
before returning liomc full 
of cniluisiasm and 
discovery for tlic Amciican 
‘A'^icm of education.
The c.xcliange trip by 
Damascus Union student 
council representatives 
Riincll Harlan, Wes 
Sanhtirn, Slielena Hofman 
iind leacher advisor Kaihie 
llui lel was iilso a success, 
Wliile in Sidney (lie 
Oregon students liveil with 
local families, Teresa 
Prevedoros, Wendy l.tiing 
and Blair Pliilp lio.sled the 
visiiois dining tlicif llitcc 
day May.
included in their sehedule 
Wits a visit witli North 
Siianieli sliideni council aiit 
a discussion of diffeieril 
aclivilies and how ihey’re 
orgaiti/ed by ilui respeclive 
Miidenl councils.
Visiting siudenis also
made a tour of North 
Saanich classrooms, an 
swering questions on 
ducation in America.
On Friday the visitors 
went to Victoria and loured 
the Provincial and Wax 
Museums.
Talking about im­
pressions of Sidney, Wes 
said, tongue in check: 
“Sidney’s a big town and 
much more exciting than 
Boring.’’
Rancll noted that 
Canadians “talk funny 
and spent .some time 
arguing with Iter hosts on 
accents —- American and 
Canadian. Rancll was also 
impressed with second 
ingtiagc instruction here. 
‘There is no compulsory 
second language instruction 
in the U.S.’’, site said, 
Shelena .saidThat North 
.Saanich was a big school 
compared (o Dainasctis 
Union. “It’s great that 
students have their own 
lockers here while hack in 
Oregon all the sUidcnis 
have to share lockers,’’ 
Students at Damascus 
Union attend school year 
round, with nineweeks on 
and three sveeks off. This is 
heciuise Ilf overcrowding 
iind Is a varitiiion on the 
shill Tneihud praciieed in 
B.C. when llieie is limited 
classroom space available.
Project eo-ordinalor 
Linda Beales was satisfied 
wilh exchange programs
NOV, 1 DRAW NOV.8 DRAW




last 5 digits win $1,000 
last 4 digits win $100 
last 3 digits win $25
Jbe
1 4 3 6 8 0 6
1 6 3 1 0 2 2
0 2 1 9 1 9 9
0 5 1 7 4 2 3
1 7 8 9 6 2 1
NOV. 15 DRAW
0 6 7 8 0 5 0
0 5 5 8 4 5 0
1 2 6 4 7 8 5
1 6 2 2 4 0 3
1 3 3 2 4 9 1
0 3 6 2 7 4 6
1 0 7 8 4 6 7
0 1 8 5 3 0 5
0 6 4 7 8 3 3







5 3 8 9 6
3 7 3 8 8
8 7 5 9 7
2 7 5 4 7
6 2 8 6 1
















































3 4 9 1 0
3 9 9 0 9
8 4 5 2 1
J. 1 r 5 5
last 6 digits win 
last 5 digits win 
lost 4 digits win 





Western Canada Lotteiy Foundation
|,\ llid I'v'Diil Cit c1iv;n(ps>"cy Utilwoon lull lisl 
ri(i(i oliicKii winniiio numtxiis Itio latloi Uioll rsK'voil
DRUG AND ALCOH01, COUN- 
SELLING SERVICE THROUGH THE 
DRUG & ALCOHOL 
REHA HHJTA TION SOCIETY.
CAT,I, ■




FREE OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE
N RETURN FOR MANNING THE REVIEW 
PHONE DURING WORKING HOURS.
AVAII.ABLE WliDNFSDAY AFTERNOON !:(X) 
10 4i30 AT THE SAANICH PENINSULA 
GUIDANCt; ASSOdA 1 TON OFFICE,
Insciicd ,1s a CTumriuhity Service hy t he Review,
PHONE 656-1151
fil
: ! * 
'■ ; ^ 
^ ■ \









80x115 lot on water mains, 
ready for building. Located 
in country club, sandy 




Almost 4 acre level, cleared 
land on water and sewer. 
Owner may accept terms. 
Asking $280,000.
DEEP COVE 
Distinguished 3 or 4 bdrms, 
executive home on '/i ac. of 
park land. Economic zone 
controlled hot water heat. 
Full price only $89,000.
GREEN THUMB? 
Small Business needing 
some artistic talents, 




Vz Acre of treed land on 
Willis Point. All new 
homes. Melody Price only 
$18,900.
FOR RENT
675 sq. ft. professional 
office space. $310 per 
month.









3-Ycar old, 2-Siorey Family 
Home just 150 yrds from 
the sea. Plus 2 blocks to 
shopping. 25’ x 17’ 
livingroom with 35’ of 
thermo windows. Large 
14x11 entrance. Separate 
Dining Room. 2 
bathrooms, could be 5 
bedroom or 4 bedrooms & 
family room. Heavy in­











* Good Kitchens & 
D/Room
* 1 Vz Baths 
Approx. 1280sq. ft. 
Fireplace, full basmt.,
and Carport .
For an appointment to view 
call Larry Pruden, Mon­
treal Trust Company, 
Sidney.
' --a: 'AGENCIES ’
2481 Beacon 656-3951
: 7- '^REAL ESTATE' ■ ^ ■ 
; 'INSURANCE, :
Jim Jones 6S6-4S91





Well kept family home on 
quiet street in prime area of 
Sidney. Three bedrooms 
up, two down, sun room 
off dining room. Plenty of 





Located in quiet area of 
Sidtiey, each side com­
pletely self contained, 
ittdividiial carports, en- 
trance, fenced back yards. 
Two bedrooms each side, 
I'oui piece hath, large 
scpaittle dining room and 
large comfoitable living 
loom. Lower level reatly lot 







OFFICE SPACE AVAILABLE tm-
modiotely in Sidney. Suitable l.or 
prolo$>5iional. 682 sq. ft. Second floor 
obove Toronto Dominion Bonk. 656- 
1141.
THREE BEDROOM Townhouse, in 
Soonichton. Corpofod througfiout 
largo living room, dining room. 2 pc. 
both downstoirs, kitchenette, ond 
essontiolly now stove and fridge. 3 
piece both, 3 bedrooms, upsloirs, 
lotgo storage ore, rurol views. 
$287.50 for month. Please phone652- 
3585aftor<);30a.m, 49
SIDNEY; ovoiloblo Jon. 1, Modern 2 
bedroom side Duplex. Basement, 
gofoge, $325. hoot included. 479- 
6264. 49
SIDNEY: quiet cul do sac 3 bedrooms, 
bothrooms. rumpus don stove, 
fridge, dishwasher. Avoilablo im- 
modioiely. 656-3733. 49
BACKHOES - for oil your bockhoo 




TO BUY APPROX. 10 acres suitoble 
for agriculture. Buildings not 
necessory. Write J. Ginsberg. 855 







3 Bedrooms, full basement, 
2 fireplaces, easyyacce.ss to 
100’ of beach, it’s the best 
waterfront buy we know of 
— ovvner requires cash to 
purchase business. 7^
To yievy call:
Larry Pruden, Montreal 




- New on Market- 
Excellent buy at $54,900. 
This 3 bedroom home has a 
main floor area of 1120 sq. 
ft. lovely rock fireplace. 
Some finishing done in 
basement. Patio with open 
view off dining room. 
Fenced back yard. Carport. 
For further details call: 
DOUG SCOTT 
rc.s.: 656-6810
Montreal Tru,st Co. 656- 
3924. Sidney.
GRADUATE NURSE required im- 
mediolely in private home in the 
Deep Cove Area. All shifts. Apply 
Mondoy to Fridoy 9 to 4 p.m. Upjohn 
Heolfh Care Services. 388-6639 . 49
HOUSEWIFE EXTRA INCOME PEOPLE: 
Horn $4.00 to $7.00 per hour. Full or 
port time placing cotalogues. picking 
up orders. 656*2290. 2
PIPELINE AND NORTHER JOBS, Earn 
up to $3.000/month. Learn how to 
secure these and other high paying 
jobs. Informative Labour Market 
Guide, only $4.50 — satisfaction 
guoronteed. Free details regarding 
the Guide: LMES, Box 7810 "Stotion 
A ", Edmonton, Alberta T5J 3G6. 50
EXPERIENCED GLAZIER for full-line 
gloss shop. Relocate to Creston in the 
heort of the Kootenays. Phone 428- 
4914 days, 428*5595 evenings. Box 
1953, Creston, B.C. 49
LOGGING CONTRACTOR to produce 
and move 8 loads per day at Dome 
Creek. 55 miles north of McBride. 
Also need logging trucks. Phone 378- 
54 37 for details. 49
EXPERIENCED sales lody for 
ladiesweor store. Phone 652*472V. - 49 
HOUSEWIFE, extro income i people. 
Eorn $4.00 to $7.00 per hour. Full or 
port lime. placing catalogues, 
picking up orders. 656*2290 . 45*5
FRAMING, CUSTOM HOMES, 
renovations and additions. Phone 
479-5020. ' - . ■"-^^47*4
WQEK WANTID
CLARK'S CONSTRUCTION. Framing 
Custom Homes, renovotions and 
additions. 479*5020. 48*4 '
L^eTt^ATES. DAN'S moving dnd
cartage. Wo haul anything. Quality 
cartogo guaranteed. Phone anytime. 
382*3774. 47*4
MISC. FOE SALE
QUALITY WOOLLEN yarns, personal 
service, gift certificates and gar­
ments made to order at Kobe's 
Woolcrafis. 9940 • 5lh St. 656*2276.
41 -If
FIR_ OR ALDER. Cut and delivered, $50 
cord. Phono 652-4870. 44.tf
CIAnFBASEMENT SALE: like new 4
piece chesterfield suite, orm chairs, 
coffee table, p>ortable rodio. gultors, 
buffet, trike, springhorse. much 
more. Doc. 8*9- 10. 10041
Cotoncostor Place. Sidney. 656-6187. 
49 ____________
SINGER HEAVY DUTY domestic with 
Cabinet. $150. Phono 656-4476. 49
LITTLE USED: mil cress Kiln. 
Complelo with furniture. $250. 656* 
6097.49 
PHIuipS ELECTRIC orgorL $400:
Brown Nougohide rocker and 
footstool, $40. 656-5266. 49
TWO PAfR BAUER SKATES GT^l s sTie
2. $10.00: Boy's size?. S15.0C. Phone 
656-1958. 49
COMMERCIAL WASHER and dryer. 
McLeary Eosy, excellent condition. 
$200. 652-5627, 9 to n'Q.m. 49
QUALITY CHRisTMAS TREES: ot
lowest prices. Moronatha Form 
odjocent to Stelly's School. 652-3501 
arriving Dec. 8lh. 51
LEGHORNS: Joying one yeor. 95 cents 
each: Born pigeons, caught SI.50 
each you catch 50 cents eoch. 652- 
3501. 50
THE MENNONfTE TREASUREY OF 
RECIPES: 224 pages, Spirol-wire- 
bound ond plastic tab indexed. Now 
available by moil at $6.50 post-paid. 
No cod's. Write; The Mennonite 
Treasury of Recipes. P.O. Box 1209, 
Steinbach, Mon. ROA 2A0. 49
KOBE'S WOOLCRAFTS will be open 11 
Q.m. lo 9 p.m. most days Dec. 11 lo 
24. Closed Dec. 24 to Jan. 1st. Gift 
Certificates, hand-mode articles. 656- 
2276. 9940-5th St. 51
TWO PRETTY, two month old kittens 
free to a good home. ContocI Mrs. 
Moule. 7958 East Soonich Rd. Phone 
652-1845. -49
POOL TABLE: excellent family gift. 
"National" Pool Toble 4Vj x 8Vj in 
brand new condition. Complete with 
occessorles. 656-6579. 49
EXERCISE BIKE. Like new. $25.00. 479- 
3050. 49
FE8SD9A13
EARS PIERCED: stainless steel studs. 
Phone 656-5403. 18-tf
DISCERNING ADULTS ~ Shop 
discreetly by mail. Send $2.00 for our 
lotest fully illustrated catalogue of 
marital oids for both todies and 
gentlemen. Direct Action Marketing 
Inc., Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 3268. 
Vancouver. B.C. V68 3X9. 49-ll
WHAT IS THE FUTURE OF ISRAEL? To 
find the Bible's onswer. send for a 
Free booklet to; Longley Bible 
Students, Box 3172 Longley, B.C. V3A 
4R5. 49
The Kennedy Family wish to extend 
iheif thanks and opprociotion lo Or. 
Worroll. nurses and staff of tho 
: extended core Soonich Peninsula 
j Hospitol on behalf of our Mother 
I Ernmo Kennedy, 49
I RESERVE NOW; private Chinese
Cooking Class for beginners. 10 
weekly. Wednesday, sessions. 
Beginning Jonuory 17. 652-1752. 51
AUT0S S 
m. VSHICLES
'72 MALIBU CHEV. 350 engine, reol 
nice condition. Can be seen at 8236 
EostSoonich Rood. Phone 652-3555,
4 7-3
33 FT. GAFF Rigged Ketch. ''But­
tercup'' Gordner Diesel. Equipped for 
llvea-boord, cruising. Phone 656- 
6097, leave name and number. 49 
1975 DATSUN ‘Sportsiruck: 39.500 
miles. $2,000. Phone 656-2094 . 49
1974 MOBILE HOME: 12 x 64. 2 
bedrooms, fully furnished including 
mojor appliances, in private
STELLY'S ENSEMBLE played Christmas 
carols in Trafalgar Square Friday afternoon 
seeking donations to help finance their band
trip to Ottawa in the spring. Band teacher and 
conductor-Hilary Frost is on the left playing 
saxophone.
fo










1U:AI, I'STATE NEEDS 
t ON l AC r 
.lOI IN HlUJCli 
Bus. M6*3y?.8 
Res. 656-2023 Of 
6.S6.61.51
SIDNEY hi;ai;i'y lid,
TWO lOTS, in Sidnoy, on quiot cul-do- 
soc. so II, K M6 II. $19,500 ooch. 656- 
26311. 4611
TAX SMEITER ~ IS tuilo opwlmnnl.
3 yoori old. CMHC lox coiilli«ilo. No 
viu.ondo* slnco huill. Phono 847- 
3145, 49
icwEiv™ NEW TioMi’CwTo(~Tjr(
lout in Iho *unny soulhofn 
OKonogan Viilloy, coniidoiod Iho 
Calilcindo ol Cnnoda, Phono 4911. 
4196 lohofl Comiriif lion lid
Olivoi, II.C, VOH HO, 49
niHit log homo, obuhdoni vogitioblo 
gonlon, hoin, Woihihoii, guiogo, 
Com|il«lo hohhy lunn only ilO inilin 
lioin VUKMlii. Akhinij $105.1X10,
DoknU' J, VonrinihMldo, H.ll, 7, 
Sooho, 64-J.31150, 49
NOW IIAIINO ... SUoniou’v 
Pioloiftinnol Ouildlng. Dovvtdown 
5((oinniJt, 41100 jq. If, Ail con 
dilionqd ollidi xpoto, AHo V,0()() »q, 
Il gutiinil lloor, PioloHlonoily 
dindgniHl , modictil (ii«ro(»«i» wilh 
(ilKoi.livii liuonllyo In font plqn, l)35- 
/'i43 Slinmmn ni 113'? }U3 Siihnnn 










HOUSES; Additions, Renovotionii, 
Cohitiols ond Furntiuio, Dosign and 
Conslnaiion, Noun f rioson 656-1 '/QB. 
__________________     2nd,
sioNiv’ ROTOVATING, 5D in. I,'
f I 'vn. It, I'l i.ilnjil i ,iui innin. SOI vit o, 
II'.'. I /.If l^J 11
CLEAN-UP SERVICE,' composi,
boioinonls, yard*, building silos, 
hauling work up lo 4500 lbs, 
Roosonoblu roios. 652-3683. 47-4
AFGHANS FOR SALE.Ideal Chrisimos 
Gill. Price S25.00 and $30.00. 656- 
4756. 50
SALE SALF.l I Woodturnings, Boxes, 
Toblelomps, ornamenlol ilems. 
Uniquedor giving; ojso ELECTROLUX 
vacuum cleaner. Electric Baseboard 
heater. Paper carrier and some 
household items: two Phillips 
Loudspeakers. 1136 Holly Pork.Rd.;-" 
Brentwood Boy. ,49
LOVELY NEW HOMES $33.00 per 
square loot in the sunny southern . 
Okonogon Valley, Considered the 
Colilornio ol Conodo. Phone 498-4196 
Lebert Construction Ltd., Oliver, B.C. 
VOH no. 50
DOORSIl— B.C. Lowest Prices! I Pre- 
hung Interior, $15.90: pre-hung 
Exterior, S37.00: Fancy Doors, $49,00, 
Huge stock. WALKER'S phone 266- 
7211, 1366 S.W. Morine Drive,
Vancouver. V6P 5Z9, 50
QUALITY ENGLISH Setter pups, 3 
months old. C.K.C. REGISTERED, 
SHOTS. Out ol Ch Sunstonos Midnight 
Rambler. Just beautilulM Box 246 
Christina Lake, B.C. VOH lEO. Phone 
447-6682. 49
TEN SPEED 18 inch: 17 inch Spider 
bike. Quite good condllion. 656-5051.
49
POWERED ROTATING T.V. an­
tenna with channel soloclor. Now 
mobilized gloss door latches, etc. All 
loss hall price, Somsonito luggage 
ond outboard engine, Very Cheap. 
652 1030, 49
MISC.. WANTED
GOOD IISCD niCORDS. osporlnlly oUl 
ASs for porsonol coHiKtlon. 474-1071 
otound tiuppor Itino. 29 tf
WANTiFt'cENTTA^rSA^^
I'lttiTff liorf Ltlf ini*.o(|
(ui oDoihuf pioioct. Wti no(»d your 
Mtppoitr f'hono 652-1273 oi h52-5?Jj| 
loi d«lw»HV qriom|om<mii or pirk up,
.................
WANVib TO iuVi good umhI ptono 
for ^liiiuof LitiitMUk iiKtwPtmn Hnl), 
656 6468 pyphittg$. 49
r;i"NTRAr''TAAWClT’‘llbN$^
'if.mp Irov] ott. Moiipy imtud loi 
otuMliiu (otiuyumMy pnijoft. Wo no«fl 
yout iivtppDt l f'lmpo 65V 1273 pr 65'/ 
Ul’Ji fot dolivory arfopgtMniHtU or
____ _
WANTCDi CiHjntry Itonio wqptod lor 
fiiMndly Doiiotmup Alyluin, 




Qiialiiy hiiill 1278 sq, I'l, homo, with 1,000 sq. fl, 
I'inishctI in bascrnciii. riireebciiroimis, VA baths, 
one block iVom ocean, on quid cul-ilc-sac. Other 
fciiuires include shake roof; used brick, and 
from. Asking$72,5(K).
FOR AI'FOINTMICNr TO VIEW 
CALL 6S6. 315') ANYTIME. ' '
p
IXICUTIVI HOME on 20 oitei ol
Pan'horlnn, 3 hediooini, | holhi, 
lotge liioplore two roipntti, lull 
dock, Uotden will: hhickoirtent 
ofr»«fl«; rind trees, By owiter 
H I O.fJOO. Phone 1194 6525. 49
ON it'ClubiD lenleiil loi" In
A;,,.,' I, 606) I, 6.,,;.I
1968, 12x52, 2 bedroom, Oenetnl 
mobile home, fully lutnished In­
clude* Mnyirjg washer ond dryer, 
hidfl n find rt,tiimd sd.ren, lll fin/) 
hrm Phone elYffl/a 6425 Coll inlleO 





liieploce, Ufond new, MqlqylewAve,
1386 fyimnnlh »T« 66 rl h|l„, *,
bU'iCHMXNTN'M"”””''''’””””''''"'''
Miwlein uirli* by doy, week ot month, 
rrtlimd Innndry, rnlnr t.Vr, SfMTie 
kitchen*, linen iuf4;,h«d, t260 outnih 
nml up, OtiB hliitk (iipn Dpuglui, 
2H28Rot,k fitly. Phene 386'7S57, 49-4
COLONIAL CHINA CABINET $250: 
small antique lamp, table $45: Pair 
green doprossionwure. Royal Loco 
polloin soil ond poppet shakors, $35, 
Green cherry Blossom tooled bowl in 
excollonl condition, $20 . 656-46 50 ot
656 6.397. ___ _
MEN'S C.C.M. 10 speed bike. Novel 
,.rsed, $115 Pl,cin(> 656 42511, 49
B*A«MENT"'17iEj"“SiXn7X""<m’d
Sunday, 10 a.m. lo 4 p.m. 1055 
Sluggnll llotid, Uronlwaod. 49
SiXTELN INCH 'tltii tin buy * ,,kjIu, 
(toss hike wilh stand, rxtollmd 
cundllion, $55,00 20 in, giiI's C,.C.,M. 
hike gixiil curidihnn $35,00: uniryrln, 
goad (uiuldiun $70,00, 656 4646 ' 49
brand" new’ NORDIC a "ski’'iH^n’is 
mens IP I Medium $140, funk Nevada 




PRE XMAS SALE 
Dec.S.Uth,








lOlb SINGLE LTLAJEO AlUMIMUH 
WINDOWS sue* 7li. « 2 It 6 imhei, 
up til 1011 • 3ll6lMiliei, PliieiHiiiiii 
kn 00 l.')t 6656 15 »(
PLOOY GREEN it gtring In tell linens 
agmm lor minimnliiin 595 7373, 4B 2
Youpkk 656-'235S. 4U-2
PING PONo'TAiuir^n^
$45,00 Phtirwi 656-5 1 40 4 9
QUALITY WOOD HEATIRSi Ulelni ol 
Noiway, Pell) Gadin ol finnre, 
K r eino t, omb Inoi i on
HnKiietHifeplate, Save energy, buin 
u.n,-,d 't»/rll„ ftil,,, li,,l IJiTl r,*,..
Dr, , Nonh VoMctiuver, fl,C, V7P ill, 
$0
MORTGAGE LOANS ptomplly 
nirnngtiil nnywIuitM in II,C, hdoi- 
mtilloii and tBl«r»nc«t on loqueih J, 
0. Phillips Ctipdal Corpnmilnii, 10673 
King Cientge Highway. Sunny. B C 
V,3T 2X6. Phone 51111 0411 doytni Ml-S. 
1603 evenings. 15-lf
INCORPORATEj" $Yo(>’’pilJS PlilNb 
FEES, Iricoipoiale youisnil • Inst . 
river the lolnphone. Our loim* and 
typing suiviins are luvtyei oppiuvnd. 
Call rielhCaensul Stiivims loll Iree 
11 ?■ 1100 663-3035, Chargn* ond 
Mcisluuliargenpiiiiived 47 II
oTvoiiS f' iinii'’’pHJ$"’f iilNG ^ 
Ohlmn your umonleiled tllvtitte - 
lost . nvet Ihe lelephntie, Out Intmi 
and typing teivites ate Inwyei op. 
proved, Coll Sell Counsel Services 
loll free ,11'2 1100 /.63.3035. Chorgex 





Tuesday IL Wednesday 
9 a m. Id'2 p m.
Thtnsdny R, Trltlny 






1978 Dodge Colt 4 dr. 
1975'Buick LeSabre4dr.
1977 Volare Cu.stom 4 dr.
1976 Montego MX 4 dr.
1971 Plymouth Satelite 
Wagon.
1976 Comet 4 dr. Sedan
1975 Montego MX Wagon.
1976 Valiant 4 dr. Sedan.
1978 Zephyr Villager 
Wagon
1977 Ciranada 4 dr. Sedan
1976 Dodge Charger 2 dr.
1977 Hornet St. Wagon.
1972 Dodge Charger 2 dr .
1976 Buick LeSabre4dr.
1976 Chevy Noya 4 dr.
1976 Olds Gutiass Supreme 
2dr.,
1975 Gremlin 2 dr. Sedan
1977 Plymouth Arrow 
Hatchback
1964 Chcvelle St. Wagon. 
Trucks
1976 Ford Yz ton Pickup 




1976 Dodge Ma.x Window 
Van
1967 (2) Fargo Windo
Vans.
1969 Ford ¥> Ton Pickup 











S|>UDU)i LUily liUuk him, luog Isiil 
viLDuly of Uu/UH Huy Utnufi Miilol. 
6!ift ■I'll*?. H*u(u JfPMWi AUu 4441 
lulufiHEHj to ihn Sfolov - no 
u>IIlHi 4*J
RiwAHtrmoo
WGvoo vo\t to Sl(iiw*y flovolosigoi 
Ilf own with Oom Antlm liuttmiH 6S6 
IfiOfj. 49
In lUowh Imithm ffithmy nmo. 
fkt; 5761
Wooden RUD 'NECKiAaTNovT ab,-
linlwoon Cofih K CoifV Cor hoik nn<l 
Pokt oMhU: Hiiwnrii 656 i*Wl8 49
' BUS. OPfOaOTIEf
HAHN A SECOND INCO/AE. Loom 
lovunui fox propomllon wifh llio Alh 
Conoflion Contixiny L) ft R lox l»o» 
vMfi^ No pmvIouA tf nifhn^t UfqulH'H 
Sond lor fr6»> |>roi horo toHoy U ft R 





Hilary Frost Conducts Saanich 
Peninsula Concert Orchestra
In light of all the negative 
reports on the financial 
condition of the Victoria 
Symphony Orchestra lately 
j it’s refreshing to note the 
Saanich' Peninsula Concert 
I Orchestra is active and 
flourishing.
The 40-piece, amateur 
orchestra will be giving a 
performance on December 
13 in Stelly’s School Multi- 
Purpose Room. The 
concert begins at 8 p.rn. 
and the entrance fee will be 
by donation only.
This is the first time a 
complete symphony, 
Beethoven’s 1st, will be 
performed in public by the 
orchestra. The performance 
will also include The Sound 
of Music, Grand March 
from Aida and .small cn- 
I .semble groups, according to 
1 conductor Hilary Frost.
Hilary is a woman 
I conductor in a field vir­
tually dominated by men.
She is the only woman 
conductor as well as being 
the only female band 
teacher in the Victoria area. 
She teaches band clas.ses to 
150 .students at Stelly’s 
School and conducts the 
school band.
Hilary, who also plays 
oboe in the core section of 
The Victoria Symphony, 
vvas asked to take over the 
Saaniclv Peninsula Concert 
Orchestra last year just 
three days before their first > 
rehcrsal when the previous 
conductor suffered a heart 
attack. ,
In her / first year as 
conductor, the orchestra 
gave performances at an 
extended care hospital in 
Victoria and at Wilkinson 
Road Jail .
“The Wilkinson Road 
concert was so suc­
cessful,’’ Hilary said, “that 
we returned with the 
Stelly’s band for another
performance.’’
The amateur orchestra is 
affiliated with a Camosun 
night school course and 
attracts musicians from all 
walks of life.
“Members of the or-
orchestra range in ages 
from 14 to 80,’’ Hilary told 
The Review, “and include 
doctors, lawyers, working 
and retired people, as well 
as active and ex-students 
of mine.” One member, 
Peter Gardner, a furniture 
salesman by'day, composes 
music that the orchestra 
plays.
Hilary’s interest in music
commenced when she was 
growing up in Oak Bay. “1 
began playing violin at age 
12,” she said, “but we 
moved to Colwood shortly 
after and 1 took up the oboe 
in the Belmont school 
band.” She explained the 
difference between a band
an orchestra as the absence 
of .stringed instruments in a 
band.
An impressive ac­
complishment came in her 
final year of high school 
when she won highest 
marks in the Victoria Music 
Festival.
Hilary’s interest in music 
waned after high school and 
she took a banking job. She 
was transferred to Toronto 
and eventually enrolled in 
the music department at the 
University of Waterloo. On 
returning to the University 
of Victoria, Hilary com­
pleted bachelor degrees in 
music and education.
She has been actively 
involved in both playing 
and teaching music since. 
As professions dominated 
by men shrink in the face of 
equal opportunity, Hilary 
Frost may one day conduct 
a major symphony or­
chestra.








Sidney RCMP arc 
reminding Peninsula 
niotori.sts they have 
received, complaints of 
drivers who arc not obeying 
legal rcquircmenis with 
regard 10 school buses.
Section 142 of the Motor 
Vehicles Acl states: “the 
driver of a inoior veliicle 
whicli is iravclling upon a 
highways, wholher meciing 
or ovcriaking a school bus 
which is slopped upon a 
highway displaying either a 
signal (flashing lights) or
Planning
Commission
In n Iciici lo tTiiirai 
Saanich Cmincil, Mr. .I.K, 
Halley, a incinber of the 
Contral Saanich Advisory 
I’liinning Coininission for 
cighi years since its in- 
cciition and iis chaiininn 
lyir six years, sairl that lie 
fell it was lime for him |o 
reiire and iiirn the olfiee 
liver 10 a yoimger mcmhei 
of ihc commiiniiy .
Aid, Geo. Maclaiianc 
mosed lhal ihc rcrncmcnl 
aimounccmcni be received 
wilh deep rcgrei. ”Mr,
I liillcy”, Ihc alderman saiil, 
"will be missed for his 
loiulorsbip.’'
The icnns of boib Mr. 
.I,K. Halley aiul Mr G. 
Ross e,spite ibis DccemlH'i, 
liy bnlloi ai ilie iiuiiigiiral 
meeling, Mr. Rose was 
ehosen for an adiliiional 
lerm and Mrs. Lea King for 
ihe \ <icaieLi seal,
EG* SALE) Oe*)»«)n»f H l)in toKoiei',
Takei ig: lu luyul (/UfBf 3|-«fi) 
old 1250, Whioler l’•fln)ll\g )la» )26 
Wliniler, tl C. V'JN IBII T'lwue 
5131, , : ,
ARTMRITISI IKiIu'I Hain nulie*. )»il|n* 
Semi 11,00 lor linnluue lo A,5. 
Baulum, IMMS,, 1604 Mumillou 5) . 
N«>w WeOmlaUler. R C. VSM 2NH. 48-
2.......... ............................. .......... .
WI WOULD imi TO TAXI ll)l» o(.
:«,.iluiia* lu if.:..!, litlf fu.fii;, liUi
' Degniiieera lu» their promi'il aOlort 
i3u)lnaour rweir) le>u*e lire. Vi/e«l*o 
would like !o thank ou) Irleml*. 
ht.ighLM'uO., uiul lellrvw 'Urttkef* lur 
itieir generuu* lEonallrt)!*
A!U1 Iheif ollei* ol help. By, Alma, 
Toffi and Timmy Lehmorv 4*
DUCIBNINO ADUlTli • *hap 
tlisireruly liy tnuil, !.u)nl $2 00 lor oui 
illlu’.l lully lihollUlua LltlUl.iguiT u)
iaarlU'!l aid* , h'»' t*af) liirlia* and 
giiiaUiaien D.reo ovdtaUi .Motkeliiig 
IMf , Oigi), UK,, IVO. Ha* 32(,H,
5'j, Mmxu'i (.',wr.ii(iiio';, criour,
t’hiupmik Cullee Parly oiuT Bake 
fiqle, iolutday, ()«(mriher Y. 10 a m 
Motgatel Voughrei Birth Moil, foutlh
Sltliii) ‘.Itlufiy, 42
Xor.tei), Dor. 16, H p.rn, Tkfei* «i 
the Hall or plmno 656 .1372. it
CDMIHO EVENTS
SAANICHTON "SOO" CtUS ChfKtmni
Tinki*y aixl pq'ty, frf-EiHi’il SuotinJ’* 
llivni lion. Kf^iitiivg, ffulfiy, Owy: H, {\ 




■ &t6 fiKutoi, Sk1n«y, 6*j6 6;»I;V
4 7 5
LITtll UAGUR TURKEY UlNOO tHH 
It, n p,m, Ki «3f r HtiII. Stdntty. 4R
sign indicating that the 
school bus is receiving or 
discharging school children, 
shall Slop the vchiele before 
reaching the scliool bus and 
shall not proceed until the 
school bus resumes motion 
or uiilil lire driver of the 
school bus signals to the 
other drivers it is safe tu
proceed.”
Any driver who fails to 
comply with thi;. section of
the motor vehicle act is 




fhird Sidney Brownie 
Pack enrollment in 
Sovembet saw 16 Tweenies 
become brownies.
C’ h e r y 1 Nor q u a y 
welcomed, Louise Cream, 
I’den Parker, Monica 
.Seheuenmui, Jodi Flvedhal 
to the gnome six. Tara 
Craddock of the sprite six 
welcomed, Sherry Hindley, 
Sheri Simslniry and .lomme 
Tate, l.aurie Moris, Vicki 
Wright and Maureen 
Wiilling. beeame Imps, 
with Dani .laekson as the 
,si.kcr.
Heather Miller received 
Stacey Hill, Beverley Love 
and Karen Smith into her 
Kelpie six, and l.inda Smith 
welcrimed /\itna Pearson, 
Kristen I’aylor and Erin 
Kirk to the l.epreehann six. 
The girls eitleriaincd their 
parents, with the Brownie 
Sioiy as well as games.
Ten and coffee was 
served by the Brownies and 
tltc evening ended with 
songs in Pow. Wow. Vhere 
lire two active packs of 
Brownies in Siilney, who 
ineci at the local 
Gutile/Semii hall,
COMIHQ EVENTS
SPECIAL ONE WEEK) Srubo <uui»«, 
l,liKeiii|i«f 16,22 Coiilntf Rimpot 
Diveii, Yfilll - 5ih Sirnel, 'iiilney 656- 
611.1 ^
i;,'-,vr<:ni''f;r'’ "itCM
Muii.ld,* 1 .<5 pm )<> 4 Al p m’ 
A)i|MiiuluufiSl* oiily PtiUll*. f.56 1247,
‘I ______  ______________ _____ _
RINGfi"'k'He ¥^mTy’!in7y'«’in7^ 






Sidney RCMP htivc 
stepped up patrols waleliinti 
for juveniles who ailempi 
to buy alcoliol in tlie loeii! 
lic|uor store.
A spokesman said si> 
jmcnilcs were pickeil ii|' 
Saturday and ehargcd wiii 
the minimum $100 fine 
Adults iDiviug liipair foi 
youngsters will be ebarget 
also, siiis the spokesman,
Dog Scares 
Intruder
A culprit attempting t( 
break into a residence ii 
994K Swiftsborc Place ii 
Sidney was Irightenetl awii; 
by a large tiog, Anni 
Bruner reported her doi 
frighieiieil the woiiUl-h 
eniiani who was iiying, |( 




In Sidney, B.C. on 
December 3, 1978 Mr.
Montygii (Monty) Collins, 
Born in Langley, B.C. and 
a resident of Sidney, B.C. 
for the past 40 years; late 
lesidcncc 9332 Webster 
Place, He leaves his loving 
wife Jessie at lionte, Sons, 
feny, Ldmoiiion, Alhcila, 
Keith, Hope, B.C, Don anci 
Stan, Sidney, B.C, Seven 
Grandehiklren, Mother, 
Mrs, L. ('olHns, Now 
West minister, B.C, Sister, 
Vivian Taggart. North 
Vancouver, B.t:. And many 
frieiuls, .Memorial Service 
will he held in tlie Sands 
Chapel of Roses, Sidney, 
B.C, on Wednesday, 
December 6, 1978 at 3 p.m, 







DECEMBER 10 & 17
V TOtOO q.m, fo 5:00 p.m.
ISLAND FURNITURE M ART 
See our appliances 
by MOFFAT, INGLIS, 
McCLARY, ADMIRAL
652-3032
Wednesday, December 6,1978 THE REVIEW Page 13
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Now specializing in 
finishing carpentry, 
cabinets and built-ins,j 
j rumpus rooms, repairs, | 
! additions - no job tooj
^ ^"^Reiiovate and Save I 
FREE ESTIM ATES I
Plumbing 
Il Heating







& EXC A VA TING





Renovations - Concrete 






Hot Water Heating 























Renovations, Cabinets and 
.other types of woodwork







“Big or small 
we will Do them all’
Sidney Rotovating
Ploughing, Levelling, 
Fence Posts, Digging, 50 















10651 McDonald Park Rd. 
656-2127SIdnoy















Tuesday & Wednesday 
9 o.m. to 2 p.m. 
Thursday & Fridoy 













Boarding. Ta|>ing, Spraying, 
Quality work. Dopondcblo 
Servico.












For good honest repair. 
especioHy in carb, tune-up, 
electrical & exhaust.
10222 Bowerbank 656*4520 
VERY REASONABLE RATES


















. By the hour or by the Job. 




AU typos brick ond block work, 
now flreplocet or repoir your old 





22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C.




































































Follow Conoro to Airport 
Industrio! area entrance and then 
follow signs to Gov't Air Services 
Branch. We ore right opposite. . 
























Marine Auto ft Sqfpty Glact 














It was reported in The 
Review of Dec. 6, 1928. 
that the tough guy won th 
ham at the regular monthl. 
military 500 card game held 
in the North Saanich 
Service Club Hall.
“Snappy and enthusiastic 
play clTaractcrizcd the 
evening of military 5(X) 
which has been substituted 
for progressive 5(X) the first 
Saturday of each month.’’
“One of Burn’s hams 
caused a great deal of 
comment' and amusement 
when it was offered as a 
tombola prize for “The 
Toughest Guy In The 
Hall,” in the opinion of the 
other players.
“The voting was con­
ducted by secret ballot and 
resulted in the rather 
doubtful honour being 
accorded Mr. Sam Roberts 
witli 13 votes. Runners up 
were H. L. Ricketts with 
nine votes and O. Thomas 
with eight.”
“After the awarding of 
these prizes, which caused 
much merriment, the floor 
was cleared for dancing 
which was indulged in for 
the remainder of the 
evening.”
Revenue from the 
evening’s festivities was set 
aside to help pay for the 
annual Christmas tree for 
the children.
The same issue of The 
Review also reported that 
things were humming at the 
Saanich Canning Co. Ltd. 
at the foot of Beacon 
Avenue.
“With so many clams 
one might almost call the 
cannery a clammery.” A 
force of 65 persons were 
working at top speed to 
take care of the clams that 
were pouring in.
“Last Thur.sday was a 
heavy day with the arrival 
of close to 40 Ions.
“Sidney’s. industries are 
sure progressing!”
25 YEARS AGO:
A North Saanich farmer 
was hoodwinked by a 
Victoria seagull in late 
November^ 1953.
‘‘Worthy successbr to 
Sinbad the Sailor is a North 
Saanich farriTcr.’’ .
, “While the legendary 
sailor was carried away by a 
large roc, David 
I Schochenmaier, West 
Saanich Road, saw a valued
possession carried off by a 
seagull.
Mr. Schochenmaier was 
driving his sister, Mrs. 
Charlotte Sibold, of Lodi 
California, ihrough Vic­
toria. The North Saanich 
farmer and his sister visited 
Beacon Hill Park. While 
strolling through the park 
Mr. Schochenmaier los.sed 
his car keys towards a 
persistent seagull. Tlic bird 
promptly grabbed the keys 
and flew off wilh them. 
They were last seen as they 
described a graceful curve 
in their fall to the bottom of 
the lake.
The driver managed to 
start his car by attention to 
the wiring. The following 
day he attended at the lake 
with ctiuipiiiCiU to dredge 
for his property. The search 
was unsuccessful and keys 
remain drowned.
10 YEARS AGO:
Santa sails again. On 
Dec. 4th, 1968, Captain 
K.J. Norgaard announced 
The Blue Fjord Santa Claus 
ship would again visit 
isolated ports in the 
Canadian and U.S Gulf 
Islands, her hold choc-a- 
block with gifts for 
children.
“Those on board will 
include Santa Claus, Jayccc
Club members. Captain 
K..L Norgaard and Review 
Publisher .lohn Manning. 
The latter vvas signed on as 
assistant deck-hand.
In recent years Captain 
Norgaard has donated the 
use of Ills time and ship so 
lhat youngsters in the Gulf 
Islands might enjoy a 
pcr.sonal visit from Santa 
Claus.
Tlic Blue Fjord will don 
its traditional Christmas 
trimmings, with Santa on 
the upper deck guiding his 
reindeer. Gaily coloured 
lights, a huge Cliristmas 
tree, a brightly sliining star, 
and Chrisimas carols 







7103-W. SAANICH R.D. 
652-3611
J
ECiTfi'HtK/bJIiPt.E.': . ■- .
3iraiTE*TviUL ...oLasu. i PWFnMCi
IIALDWim... CdUSTMlSTI PU,....
ZiEi MUTW ex "JF'ra UJ ITU C£-
Building
Maintenance
THE f j ■ ^
0 l/iLLAGE iI/alet
IJ—
R 1/ 1 1/ DRIVE-IN CLEANERS'
“ J*" PROFESSIONAL ORYCLEANING ft LAUNDRY SERVICE
0
MENS AND UDIES ALIERAtlONS AND REPAIRS DONE ON IRE PREMISES
-P-j WK. Days 7:30 - 5:30 Sat. 8:30 - 5:00 652-1555
\
------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1------- 1--- 7130 W. SAANICH RD.
QN , the SQUARE 
____ 1____ 1____ I------- 1--------------
m aiE BRENWOOD VIllACE SQUARE
opTn 7 DAYS A WEEK 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily








1864 John Rd. 
656-2692




Windows • Floori 






SAI.ES & SERVICE Repairs lo Any
Call Make of Machine.
Calvin W. Sever 
652-4727 Free Pickup & Delivery.
WEST SAANICH RD
across from the Brentwood Post Office













NEW, OID, PATCHING,(WHITE 
WASHING, IMITAIION BRICK.
656-2064
Sidney Clean-Up foiiinprn niiTtn ro
Service SERVE YOU UETIERKEN'S SEPTIC TANK
Garbage Disposal SERVICE LTD,
Serving Sidney, Central 
& Notih-Saanich.
Wn clftoh 6ftplic fnnk%. bunker oli 
lonkv, kowni liiTDk ond dtolm., 




R«ild«n<lol, Cominwttal nrxt 
Gall CoarvH CuniliuiTion











GRADE 'A' BEEF PORTERHOUSE OR
T-BONE STEAK lb
Aulhori/eil Dealer
1 AC TORY cKimi ii:d mix iianicon dui y
Also OMC & Volve Repairs
656-1221


















IndiiKtrial - UcKidentiai 
Commercial Wiring 
Poles and line Work
Qiinlily 
Workmunshlp 






Ciovoiiiiiiiinl ciiillliod i»(,hriltlaii 
willi 35 yitort u.pi/ilenirii In 













V/onil ft I llitiralnnflnpoli 
l’oiniln(i ft Cinifim llullrtlnq 
Hniillnuft Blcicklr*^
656-4142














OuiIjoiimU nnil SdtnII tnginrn 
























B»oily-Mli< Conci»1», Sond'Ornln, 


























SYRUP 32 OZ. BOTTLE




MARGARINE 3 lb. pkg.





304-97)5 fourth St, 
Sidney, B.C. 656-5SSI
UDV's Ai-LiiAv MAniNi;Hi;uvici;s i;i 
22.18 lliirhmir Ud. -Sl«lne.Y 
(.56.7023
GUaLuK ivvs
I ACVOItV AUniDUI/l D 
O.M.C . HI I,UN DUIVF, •
I VIMILDIv <»L I UD AUD.S. .MLUt'lU 
SlIUMlKlVi:.




























Em p ress Assorted 3 oz. Pkg.
White Magic. 128 fl.oz. Jug
Mix-n-Mafch




























★ Golden Delicious €














in your friendly 
Sidney Safeway Store.
Solos lo RotoH QijoofHlos Only
C^A N A n A « A F i! W A V 1. I fVf I T F O
Hsi«tlli Brfiwin«t Loop GiTBiii Rirp
“»■ ^ tl /fttdHL
Scotch Treat. "C fDI" ^ | i 1 i 1 4 lb. 13 oz. Box . ^Zlb.Bas s||l
jiili\ r'kb i .'»" '''i' ^ ','
SIbSa t© n"y\

















Safeway Has a Good Selection of 1 - H W
Ducks, Roasting Chickens, 
Cornish Chickens and a Limited 
Supply of Geese and Swift’s 
Butterball Turkeys.
"0h f-I135 » 'S?# V »'> >iA.^5,I Economy. Regular. Frozen., g, ^5










' ■' f\irA' h V'*
‘‘iW li fa br
IV: '/.:W ai,f?u.r^'
i v»-' S-i fiii ‘/f ('i's. .ii fe
,,,... #;*;.. S5 p;(,&i\ ,-«'f
,-«?•; lit* P!ii%K? ^srfi &:!!l fei *4^?
Gainers Royal Breakfast. Froxon. 
]lb. Package ...............
i.,7Ci in e rs. r ro xo n, 
'! !b. Packaf.ji7 . ■.
tf ‘^111
■# I #lii
From Voncoij^'or IrJand, 
8 ox. Cuiiofi , . . .............
HI ’1|
/Fm F% lbs" bi‘4 ib',., ttk vfifk K1ii k‘iS’ifi li'ft '‘HV'bl*
%m II 1 'ifibs' l.k# li *S. a Q 0 li 8 j|.!l^. H 'iM IH
iJ







*'i? ’a?* I,.i'l,, w'>,y
Safeway Brand, Thin 
Sliced. Assorted Varieties. 
3 oz. Pouch Package ....
h i''Wi I
Si
■ Jb;i «>'* .rf r (.>■ i ^I'l. ;H t V>.^ li,. V* . Mi., 'a. ... ..,'b .F., . .'V* ^ ..iii lA 4 I . 'f w
S 7
Ui.
Del-Pak, Fruit Cocktail 







i Dol-Pak, Cocktail 
'g Size. Package of.... (tl'k tor
in!
y'M sfi'lJS ■■ ■''<fjfe,,’i.mm ' A A „
■il'U,.,.. 1''" 1®!®!';
Safeway Brand,
\ 6 oz. Cry-O-Vac .. . ...
Ultraiiilan Rings sciiowa/.crr-o-vac.i6ot. .’1.99
9 Safeway, Assorted. 





ll'-Ali,'-' ' . , ,;
fKiff,''', ‘'‘%!H,..- y






• " ‘ i i , S\\







Thick Sliced. igi gA|i.
lib.Package.?.'.--'I' ■a?-?
"'""’'~Prlco$ Effective I
Tues. to Sat., December 19tb to 23rd
!n W! Your Friomtlv, Cniirteous Safeway 
Stores ill Greater Victoria and Sidney.
Regular or 
Ttiick Sliced.




















% i'l ■ Il
JI* ' 01?
W ir Wllf H 'iis . ^'1 ■
vf*nON ir(i»«iw» ctwitin iiu
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V&t^f A -.'/ <i
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On Hand for the HoSidajf! 














Safeway. "White “180% 
Whole
Sliced White Sandwich.^^^^^ 
MozASliced Loaf .....
/M%/ x.... 1 /' A, ■.' ■'/|>t/
i I ip 0 'aT?! I,l ssissmsy I,
Town Houee. 
Whole or Jellied. 
14 fl. oz-Tin ..,
10.5 pz: Pkg,,.br,Ci^Qjbs; a 
12 oz. pkg. Skylork. Your Choice
Tb'iVn^HbHsWiiS%,l.'* - :'■ VA'■ ■’-
Assorted. 250 mL Bottle.
O/ ■■ -A'A ',x
VO Off 
Regular Price
. it.';\ ................... ..................
V. . v...' —*.-Av>.-,a,,t^ p: vyv.fMjy^ "v
rlic *1 
I. oz.jS:V
■ '.<: . :.:...-..-^.-...--.i--.m 'in......... ■iiiimA -. t. ', ,l-i.







i w.u'V,'‘^'A-' '^f'f. f*llf) ,ii,-'»fewfP'iHiwoi,,'>' • * ew*rfte'^Or^f .:(< ..o^u^ppww^^ i
.' tpag
'A. li'* *' ' 1'
'‘i‘ ■ ' ^>^]L*Jt'f|'/,!'il,;t^|*W,‘:"’;V’-';'*''-'.'.i-'*-U-'i . ■.-' •,
W''?! ......." ,
f 4V4-V*MI
^ li, , ,
«t ,H|tW'lL|>l‘'i I'l 11 ' I ■ ) I , , ',, ‘1 ,>1 1^1'I i i
iiiii&liii..
’U i' I'l ' 1
'.I.,'"-,'',--
"■''I'-'''H[iF-^’''--'V-‘''’y^'i'''''''k-''>'A ■'■■ i.i ."'A |■■'■■S',y ^ ‘ * iddH **■;'• >’" I'aI ''"'■V ''.■Vii'ii't'-Ai.-'V-Viv:.':'',
::ticiifleiTo'fl«S'r
A '■ ' I . t IMM ■ ■ ' ' ' ■ ' '
f .w i*' b I*'
TbWm House. From 
Cotioentrato. Sweetened or 
“teweetcr!cd.18,ll.olTm..,
Pdfei ?, iiJifAi;,'-
Metfhpt i‘ VMxV. Til' l'. V 'i«'ifix.X 1 „, (ii \
In All Your Prlonilly, Conrloons Snfowny
Stores In Grenter Ylctciriiv nni! Sidnoy. '
tv'
i’-’: 3'5. i'' '■■'■,■■■' .
V■ Vv
S'* I'
^.........>' \X '■\ / _
*>' ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ■■ ^ \ - '.. » ■ :, •/





■ if /.■'*, ,::■, f.'.,*•1 >• f ' !ia''»'' Cream
i:'.':..
-«esEn!jj> i ^rCSlTi.
f&Wig . ,jfr'&’fe’s "‘isnn s ■ ■OlIU
M'nm* Rip "J I e?fci I
/.f'$%n
!|:,iand f
HSrfl y to Pour, i 1 f . ,r"*rt f' '^■t \,S v-(1 ?.- ii. ^J- ii >r>
Assorted 
: Popular 
ijviKH Flavours.tejl \hM\U'^iA tmi] r«' „ « . .
fm\ -Vv i Convenient














f '■■;■■■■!/ '’•> V1>)\f l^ { if..-r • '•:'•; ^ ' t '•:‘-’i.-o\ *5
*' .kdll
I \ \7iU r. ^yi.?: .s'
*^’111 -xs '^5 E.' . , r,y
,Wn House.*Plain 
die ‘Polski Ogorki. 
Ii. oz. Jar ... ...
/ .Syii;iiS‘'fe'.\ /-*'!''''f;Jj'L'ti'i.''A ■) •. ’pV'H
, ■,,■; ;^J,--.I.. ^ . I /'''^'-''^y |l ^ Ei'r'j'''".! ^ (’ f*'X, l’»t I
\ t;,R»;;iV..-'A#'.''r I . >i ‘ * '< , T’^'‘ J '' I- s *1i X . X -'ii “
I'm &. MXft?/ ittXXX'












'■ tr^v(.,x. " ,.v. !i'iiAfxA/AX.\
a'x ifiif, I, j 
M'iA If'-XiA. X \ • Vi „, :x,'-
:' '' :;;' I f.'"
i';,Y.' 'r|'|,isiy,' A- 1 ."'» A )
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1 X'’'!ir ifcA"! lA
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SALES IN RETAIL QUANTITIES ONLY
..... -wii ur» e «.«Ji.»LAILAAAA^A^AdWy!iryWVVtO<XtOC^^
•V'
CAMAOA BAfSEWAV LIlVIITeO
Serving -/' ^ ;''^IL
Suggestion








/,4r 'l.ifx te', \ iV* ”
f;j.yr )^%d\ itm[ \tK:i':c4 ,5 > I i.- • 1 [ > - '4 ! imi!
r*~n XfSSi ^*«—**! sai;.,
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pf itei 
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s'!* .iS^ 4% -i:4teJ |4i| te
B.C. Grown.






















# r tePi f 7
feffil !g Sfe «.« .W-
'fS3 ■ i-S-% ifh :-M k M s| l3 <iBulb, with Pot,, ^Jt |fi r
Sioeer Rod Crowing ,' SS4. J
Medium........Each ^ B.C. Packed from Concentrate.
1 litre Tetra Brick Ctn..
Roquefort, Blue 
Cheese, 1000 Island, 
Ranchstyle.
16fl.oz.Size ....
12 OZ. Pkg. or
■AT*-:-v
dsmmw^M
w***’’^^ ' taMifc I ^ tBa
.-«f--rf4iaiiiii







060 tuL Dcmua Pacir.
naiBnm,
Afisorted, Your oboioo . .Euch JL «<




.'»V.*s «<' 9ff:«(i?«y w*:'iiii '‘m.i
;4C.s;^ :
Famiiy Circle














raetcagie ot 3 .....
:;«1 ** 'n,:w '■'’' !■ te I: ■'■ te ’W‘ 7
t| Featuring:
A ■‘Brunches & 
te lunches’'.. Each
• a tety
8 Flashes..... Each Phg.ii>ra • t * ♦ • # f I I Buy the Complete Sot otlG Volumes.
•■fw* '"'•' .y'-V^rS'..vy -‘L ud^ii) ''i\4(w ''■ ■<' XU.) ■> 'v."- V ntwiX ■■■' ‘Mi.d '^ll^OlCOHilO dUrHSttmtlSI
&ALIS IN lt;y AIL QUANIHIU ONLY
Plates
rwiMi “f ^ I**** "■ Miiu








..«,,!;i#i««.T4S flreat for Wtiwy
UTrtjjiTi Iioiirtny Time’
Package of 34...........




' .5%. -f'lfv, . f>y« ■'•IS' 'ffi* ' if-M' «■'*" ■ te i’V’ .W ''V'.' ■'- 'te ■' "/■"'■ '■ ", . i•.>•■;-."' '*< 'te'"' te .*. '''''^'' ■■'-■'■ 'te.'''' ■'•■■■' '' .", ’■'■' '* / ' ■'.’■ >* • ■■ ," '"

































Serve Turkey with all 
the Trimmings!











1 lb. Package . . .
Economy. Pegii. 






With Pop-Up Timer. Frozejr. By a Special Process, Pure Butter is Infected 
Deep into the Flesh of the Turkey ... As it Cooks ... It Bastes.
Cornisli Chickens
[ f&AjSSi'&X /Aslf}'-''-*-
and a ,J.;0ver.II Canada
..... y
feiA itoriilli





Oven Roasts r’ .1
pi
SB\Imisll




•tr. Canada Grade.......... ii
Federally Inspected. Serve 
with Town House Apple Sauce.. 1?
Sliced Side iaeen
Good Breakfast ' ! Safeway Brand ^ • „ J
/ /' ‘/r '




Regular or Thick. 
1 lb. Package . .
Kj ■“'"'p? Regular or Thick
i 1# i
:CiiiiBtri:'€i{i«
;sm fa il 1# i' 1 lb. Package !la. /:fip
Breakfast Sausage
lAf S.l'".''.j.bHtP®'' P'’ir'p!,;.i'ii.i,i,f!p.':i j, a,,,?’%,W:! itSi?™,,,'iivi';?,
Economy. Frozen. 
Random Weights 
or T lb. Pkg. .... lb. nik m fkm w '•^W. '..i
■A-A' 'I A
. Carton...... Sl'i' M&i
" 1, ‘ ' 'i , I’
t\V i






j,-.'. ■■ W;» ■ ,,1‘ , 'C-iAlv ’
■ ■■'''■>■ ^ : ’>uir ''■'^a V'^' ..ill'‘'Hi-.-1) 1 v>, V'':,,;A®'r.*'\,''-''t'*'!''';.-‘»a'*'''i'j f /i*
■■r;' ’■ .r>i* ' , ■■
l"' \]
Assorted Varieties.
3 oz. Pouch Pkg.....................







vAwil'Di' sib'':!■■' 4"!,i. k , 1A■ -..J I t" .-M
icat*/! a.:> i j C'i'ii '/icyi'/i \b.,;Ai,,,;;^,|ri,:'A! ,.












r'..'... 'Pi ■ ■ iKviltil■ Sr-imsi Pi»«' "'""K
, imJltl.. ' ^ . ' frailCcMail,
Wr;6u,:'.»',;,'' |S-tt| ' ft'iCl ' ’'■''•I'l'i'l..-"' ,i 12 OZ,. Ctll. ,« . i . »
i Del Pak.












^ 12 oz. Size
Check lmi‘ Local Safeway li
Prices tihefivo:
H y,, ....f ,‘t.. .4",.^. ^ '*4' 'If'* S bi'
J, i-ASkf! X.'M SIVA »v,'- ■’'■ ■•'
f?l!W il
SALES IN RETAIL QUANTITIES ONLY.
if
' " i ' ■ ■■■







ki>?'!» In All Your Friendly, Courteous Safeway














































Sene with Lucerne Dips. 
225g Sox. ..
Serve as an 
Appetizer!
48 fl. oz. Tin............
Prices 
Effective: i
lipr I Si 111 ■ I il
In All Your Friendly, Courteous Safeway 














250gPackage ' a ' ' a■ \. ■ a.
BJefes. *PlnIn *Gorllc ' ' ’











10 fl. oz. Tin
Soft BAargarine Empress. 1 lb. Tub
Frozen. * Regular 
’Shoestring 
’Crinkle Cut...






















String of 25 light^
Magic. flOrxX"..
Pa^Koof...... . .O rolls
Meat Themometer r*"*
Give the Gift of Kno wledge!
^ Columbia
Each....
Volumoo 21 & 23 Each
EncyclopecUa /a
: iaCi ■ psii




















# s ill'!i 14'% ft'* , ?i
j|'J
f>i‘ '41 '■’.',1 Town Houso, 4fi fl. OI. Tin .
|•‘;|l li'jii yk 
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vNiN<>N tvduliloa TMiwtrtiB tm
' Cr*4i
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Ravours............. .. ■ ■
litre 
iM pail














Serve ehilled as an Appetizer. 









^ ,5^. Your Favourite 
Crackers.





12^2 fl. oz. Container
Smoked Oysters











Black Magic I lb. Pkg.
V'li Moirs







. ^ .ile.. JKh. V tl'ltftll ' ' .M. A ■ ihihlk ' ^ 'j0%
ng'
OfS. . . *‘■*2.491' Itaiili.... 0(3 ... M« <
' I
Homemade 
Pies and ^ 
Tarts!
44 fl. oz. Jar. .
1 lb. Pkg.Pdt M&i'
Smiles <8 Chuckles
TUrtl@S Light or Dark. 14 oz. Pkg.
I Chocolates 

















Deodorant | Cotton Swabs
Airldl.




1 lb'. Bti{j« ......*• Sm!»
0■i f#
Garbage Bags (l4r
KIkhon Craft, J 
26">t36'’..




An lieelleiit Soorce of Vitamin 0 





r- f '( " A f " r ^S I'*"'-' I
a ’■!,’ 1 S ’-i ."'-i 5 ’ 1 • i“ ' i h --i
if''^ --
##»5S^ft -i Plii«
I : i,-. 
/&•*<?
Iwi ■= i li.«.3
I -S’ V xigissKpipy
W/Vg "
Stock up for Entertaining. 
Size 165's. .........................
'il Ponsettias , ^• FoiisetTias
Treat Yourself or a Friend!
6" Pot. w«ilpliSii^Siiii»iir lig S
■'"' '' Jf I '
For Gift-Giving. 
5” Pot II a ■ « ■
?*’j'.''y'''''v ,#Si m‘< 'Via'jis?g:il'|; If'.,
p*?|lgp;SK.' .'
- ''" i'V ^ J ' J*. a '■•v4’'''“
. J ‘VK ' i " ''''




(' 'mi* /I'l', ' i 'i
rj I -'I '. . .,•(! , I , •
g I ’' *' '!''ii fS:yv';i'''‘;:-‘!‘
settias
1. Place the plant in a bright area, but not in direct 
nunllght. Avoid cold drafts. Also, they should bo 
kept away from excessive heat. This Includes the 
top of the TV set, which becomes warm when In 
use.
2. Water plant thoroughly when soil surface bo- 
comes dry to the touch, to the extent that excess 
runs out ot the drainage holes at the bottom of the 
pot (foil wrapped pots should have holes punched 
in tho foil at the bottom). Water that collects In tho 
drainage receptacle should bo discarded.







ISi ‘ "iiMs'-. ;i>Af'■■■ iv *
,i i ‘ , 11 ’ ■ iff!'
Amaiyilis « j 1 A ! * '[ ' *^ 1 / 'j H ^ ’
In All Yoyr IFriiintily, Coyrf«ioy$ Snffnwny
111 drC'Siter Vlc!®!riQ ssrHs! SSsSsiicif.
SALES IN RETAIL QUANTITIES ONLY.
-''i-'W/
M •
r»( 11'#.'«»>« I r-M * ffj,
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The Beam Box is the first electronically 
directable FM antenna. You place it on a 
shelf near your receiver and hook it up to 
the antenna terminals ot your receiver. The 
Beam Box requires no independent source 
of electricity. You'll get more stations, and 
you'll get them better. And for maybe the 
first time, you'll hear the performance your 
receiver was designed to deliver.
I.
iVl954 ED
...second only to the V-15 Type III 
in stereo reproduction. A thinner, 
uninterrupted pole piece 
minimizes magnetic losses. Its 20 
to 20,000 Hz response remains 
essentially flat across the entire 
frequency range for excellent 
sound quality. Va to I'/j gram 
tracking force.
PRO/4 TRIPLE A 
iyTKe Triple 'A's extra:large.voice; coil and; 
oversized diaphragm reproduce a full? 
bandwidth dynamic Sound of Koss. It’s 
as cothfortable asit is beautiful, also.
smm poii@r
DISC PREENER









maintains all new 
records.
• No film or residue 
to clog stylus. :
•4 games in one Pong(tm), Catch, Solitaire
• truePong(tmsound; V
, •on screen digital score keeping
• automaticspeed-up system ,
• colorfon color tel evision) ;
• attaches easily to any home TV 
’ •plays on any size TV screen
This is another quality game from the people who 
invented the original coin-operated Pong(tm) video
-game.'.,.' ■ '
iil
Thank you all for your tremendous response to our November 
promotion, We hope you receive many years of enjoyment 
from the excellent equipment you chose. At a S b sound, we
always remember that you're the one that makes us If 11
^ ‘ s''» ' ' ‘ "
GET IT ALL
For professionals who need an accurate 
reproducer in control rooms where space is limited, 
JBL recently created a broadcast monitor. Its per­
formance— unprecedented in anenclosureof such 
modest size — immediately won enthusiastic acclaim 
from the broadcast and recording industries. The L19 
is its acoustically identical twin for the home. 
fJ 40-mm (I'^-inch) high frequency loudspeaker 
i:i 200-mm (8-inch) low frequency loudspeaker 
Crossover frequency: 2.5 kHz 
Sensitivity: 87 dBSPL, 1 watt, I m 
Grille color: brown
95
New techniques in acoustical analysis and 
cornputer simulation were applied to create and 
refine the L40 . The same high frequency dome 
radiator used in the LI 10 for wide dispersion and 
superb power capacity, and a uniquely damped low
frequency loudspeaker for controlled, srhooth
frequency response, give the L40 performance 
unprecedented in a two-way system,
I J 25-mm(l-inch) high frequency dome radiator 
N 250-mm (10-inch) low frequency loudspeaker 
Crossover frequency: 1.8 kHz 
Sensitivity:88 dBSPL, 1 watt,
1 rn(3.3 feet)
Grille Colors: brown, rust, tan
00
A sophisticated system (or a moderate in­
vestment, JBL's least expensive three-way dosign 
combines outstandingdrivers in a vortical lino ’ 
ai lay, contiolled by a complex frequency dividing 
network, Rio thorough, advanced ongincoringof 
(ho LfiO has rosulled In a highly accurate, niitural 
sound reproduction that cannot bo matched in its 
price range,
( I 'lO-mmd'/i-inch) high (roquoncyloudspeaker 
I I I30'mm(5-inch)midrangotoudspoakoi 
n 250- mm (lO-incIi) low troquoncy loudspeaker 
Crossover Iroquoncios; 800 Hz, 3 kHz 
Sensitivity;88 dBSPL, 1 watt, 1 m(3,3 foot)
Grille colors: blue, brown, lust
The L300 IS JBL s most popular full-size professional 
~ elegant, superbly
hend-finishod walnut with a 
smoked glass top, Its critically designed and matched 
components provide definition, elficicncy hfwy dSlv
qualities studio engineers expect from JOL nitich
troquoncy slot loeaded ring radiator I iMidranpe ’
(15-inch) low frequency loudspeaker 
Crossover frequencies:800 Hz, 8,5 kHz
SensilM^^^
Grille colois; black, blue, brown, camel
Wove got om-tho entire lino of JBL’s newest 
oudspoakor components - dividing networks, 
lenses, horns, transducers, everything, Wo can 
oven provide you with complete plans lor building 
ynur own enclosure,
AUdTtION JBL TODAY IN OUR AAANY
SOUND ROOMS • •••
lim
YAMAHA CR-B20 YAMAHA CR-S20
Natural Sound FM/AM Stereo Receiver 
with over 35 watts RMS per channel. 
Provisions for two sets of Speakers and 
two sets of Headphones. 39995
Natural Sound FM/AM Stereo Receiver 
with over 50 watts RMS per channel. 
Midrange control and unique pilot signal 




AM/ FM StereoTuner with negative 
feedback phase-locked loop rnultiplex.
Natural Sound FM/ AM Stereo Receiver 
with over 1 OO watls RMS per channel. 
Prnvmions for threeo is Ahr&...





Natural Sound Integrated Stereo
Amplifier with over 35 watts RMS per 
channel. Handles two sets of Speakers 
and twoTape Decks, Full range output 
level meters.
27995
Natural Sound Integrated Stereo 
Amplifier with over 90 watts RMS per
channel. Class A operation lowers 
distortion to0.005 %! 4 different phono
impedances including moving'COil. 66995
J J
YAMAHA YP-B'^
Fully Autornntic Turninhin with auto 
ropeaf feature, Carolully designed Ipr 
vibialion free oporalion, Procision .v
shaped lonoatni
95
Top Fidelily throe way Speaker System. 
GO lbs ot riRici, solid cabmot house the

























"ANTHOLOGY" (?. I,P Sot)
^lRECORD:'■'' TAPE'
APRIL WiNE :^-' . 
‘record tape
'wmm
_________ ___ __________________________ _,
, “BURSTING OUT" "ENDLESSSUMMER"
' {?. LPSol),” :










I BARRY MANILOW ALAN PARSONS STEVE MILLER
I "EVEN NOW" "PYRAMID" "BOOK OF DREAMS"
I RECORD TAPE RECORD TAPE t
4^9 . ‘
record; tape
. s ' •«/“ ' i
. ' " ’ • "uvTe™ ' "
record tape , RECORD ^ TAPE
■ • C O fl » f
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LiTlLE RIVER BAND , BOBSEGFR
"SLEEPER CATCHER" "STRANGER IN TOWN "
RECORD . tape record '^are
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552 SEYMOUR, Vancouver 
637 YATES, Victoria
:3pnK.7ADT ‘ JACKSON BROWNE
„ VAN MORRISON SSeAMS" "RUNNING ON EMPTY" '
ROLLINGSTONES • “WAVELENGTH" ■ ' ^ tape ‘
“SOMEGIRUS- „co“ -•» «<!<»■
A19 A99 4” 4 'S ^
99 A*’ 4”
\ V ;■! ■
'S \« .-R-JS. V
'i :,|".L-’BONEY'M":':■',
------ ------------------------------ OR......... ' STREETHEART •'■
INrARl»‘
>D fAPBLEO SAVER "NiGHTTFLlGHT “DOUBLE VISION" ..p^
................ .. TO VENUS” tape -
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the great Craig 
Sound.
Your car will love 
too.
stereo Cassette Player with FWl Stereo 
Radio. Quick-Release Slide-Out 
Stereo/Matrix Circuitry - Superior FM Stereo 
Separation — Fast Forward and Rewind — Vol­
ume Balance and Tone Slide Controls.
149"
It's ultra-compact. Big on sound,
» Locking fast-forward
» Separate balance and tone controls 
® Reversible slide-out bracket 
• Tape running indicator
BIG SOUND 
BIG FLEXIBILITY
Deluxe Mobile Twin 
Fiush-Mounl Speaker Kit. Full 
Specturm Response — Dust- 
Seaied Voice Coils — Moisture 
Resistant Cones — Padded 
Black erilles -^,8,Watts-Peak 
per Speaker.i::;'^^i':-L.,;-.
r-rP/\\ CB. Model T605
indash cassette player 
stereo/matrix with AM/FM/MPX radio.
' • Separate balance and fader
• Local/distance switch
• Automatic repeal
• Stereo/mono pushbutton.'Fast-fonrvard and rewind
DON’T M\SS OUT ON 
THIS GREAT VALUE!
T600 !n-Dash Stereo Cassette Player with 
AM/FM Radio. Auto Reverse — Locking 
Fast Forward — Locking Rewind 
Local/Distance Switch tor Better FM 
Reception Small Chassis.
199"
Custom Line Twin 
Flush-Mount Speaker Kit. 
Flux-Suspension and
Superior Linearity — Acoustic 
Lens Design for High Fre­
quency Dispersion •— Dome 
Radiator for Wider Response 
— to Watts Peak per Speaker.
2995pair
Powerpiay® Indash Stereo Cassette Player
with AM/FM/MPX Road Rated Receiver
»iSEi
In response to the inci eased demand by our customers for car 
stereo products, we have expanded our car stereo departments 
into two new locations. We are also adding many new lines and 
constructing specially designed soundrooms to enable you to 
compare various products through listening tests, Check out our 
now cat centi es next door to the main stores:
TWO LOCATSOMS:












GUARANTEED CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS 
EASILY ARRANGED.
A car stereo for superb sound reproduc 
tion in every mode: cassette, FM and AM.
The R410’s Local/Distance control 
assures the best FM reception on any loca e. • 
And the remarkably sensitive FM tuner pulls in 
more stations with less interf^erence.
Advanced feather-touch electronic controls
replace manual switches.
And numerous receiver features improve 
the sound; Dolby® Noise Reductior^ Loudness, 
Fader, Balance, separate Bass and Treble
controls and Interstation Muting.
There’s even an exclusive Automatic lape 
Alarm that reminds the listener to remove an 
enoaged cassette when the ignition is turned ott.
The Jensen R410 Car Stereo Receiver. 




514" ster©© siieaicer kit
Two ruggod, weathor rosistant S’A hi-fi
speakers. Extended frequency response.,
powerful 20 oz. Syntox-6®ceramic magnets.
Dual cone design, with Flexair®cone suspension.
J©fss©ii 514" Goaxial st©r©@
E^nded frequency response from the shape
of things to come. 1 wo 514" coaxial spacers
.with a 25 watt power rating. Powerful 20 oz• ^.
Syntox-6®ceramic magnets. Sweeter soiid state 
tweeter, Flexair®cone suspension .Kit includes 
30' heavy-duty speaker cable, custom grii.s, 
mounting hardware, instructions.
95
Jonsen hIfflh.fW®!Wy 6" »9'
for the big sound in
TOOn'ets ReSlr
Ssssssia*!"-
4 and 8 ohm tape units.
95
Jensen 6"«»" coaxial stereo
Sfflon®r^ound trom two 6" x 9" coaxial 
S,l’ake?s pSerful 20 oz. Syntox-6®ceramic
SaSS'lpSi
fidelity sound. Kit includes 30 
speaker cable, custom grills, mounting 
hardware, instructions.
specifically desired for
mounting in front doors! now^making 3-way
■^niind for the front seat a reality. _
This S'A” Triaxial features'individual tweeter
and midrange drivers in a unit that’s separate
"'Thai way the tweeter and mid-range can be 
mounted high on the front door headliner, or
dashboard, where their high and rnid 
frpniiencies will reach the listener's ears.
Thiwooter. on the other hand, mounts low in 
thp doors Installation is easy with the new 
shallow housing. And the resonant bass tones 









^ Now there are two L own








Midrange and high frequency 
signals from 1,000 Hz are 
reproduced by a new full size 
Heil air-motion transformer 
utilizing an improved focusing 
system. When compared with 
conventional cone or dome 
loudspeaker designs, the Heil 
air-motion transformer has a 
great sense of freedom and 
dynamic range, a greater 
ability to recreate the original 
musical reality.
The presence and, above all, 
the performance of the amt 1 b 
convey the exceptional beauty 
and outstanding engineering 
of this classic loudspeaker. 
The total effect is that of ex­
cellence— the feel of ESS.
■ ■ ■ ■■•• ; ' ■ ' '' 




\V ■- • .
ESS, in reconstructing the un­
compromising excellence ol the classic 
amt I b in a versatile bookshelf format, has 
taken great pains to develop a design 
around the same superb driver com­
ponents used in the more expensive door 
stondingamtlb.
I The ESS Tempest LS,8 Efficiency, Economy, 
! Performance
The amt Bookshoelf is. in every detail, the 
finest instrument ESS is capable ol making 
in this convenient format. Which Is 
another way ol saying that this totally 
rcsonsivo, spectacularly sounding, cleanly 
handsome loudpsoakor is the ultimate 
bookshelf, Quito simply, the finest ,,, at 
any price.
The Price The Price
The trimlino floor-standing cabinet of the 
LS <1 is not only handsome, it is supremely 
lunctional. By providing more interior 
volume and by permitting the passive 
radiator to bo front mounted, important 
improvements in deep, fundamental bass 
output have boon realized, The slender 
pedestal improves bass response by 
raising the woofer oil the ground and 
most irnixiitantly, naturally and unob­
trusively pormits the Iwootor to radiate at 
car level...its optimum location.
Form and function. The ideal harmony. 
The Tempest LSa.
The low (roquoncy transducers used in the 
LS5 loudspeakers utilize a magnetic 
circuit that critically damps the drivers' 
moving assembly to make possible a flat 
(roquency over an extended range, 
Frequency response characteristics have 
been chosen lhat create a seamless 
transition between tl\o wooter and the 
high dclinition "Power Ring" Holl air- 
motion translormer, Tho result, clean, 
crisp bass without obscuring tho groat 
clarity and dotail o( the Heil 
midrange/twoolor.
ThoPrIco
The ESS Tempest LS8 loudspeakers 
combines superb sound quality, efficiency, 
and economy in a series of Heil air-motion 
transformer loudspeakers filling every 
sound reproduction requirement. Sur­
faced in stunning oak veneer, utilizes 
advanced Heil technology to deliver un­
surpassed sonic oxcollonco,
But hearing is believing. Liston to the now 
Tomfwst Series from ESS —• unmatched 
for porlormanco, elllcioncy, and economy; 
another generation ol Heil loudspeakers 








SOUND AS CLEAR AS LIGHT
emmemfraiiiaisiffl itimiwsimwwm
Walnut Cabinet optional 
And that means the 2216 gives you the same painstaking craftsmanship and quality material
that characterize every Marantz component.
ES3SSS£aira=£SS=SS
more expensive Marantz receivers.
Other features include defeatable ™ muting^mam a^nd remote^ slide^^pe balance
Inside and out the Model 2216 is every inch a Ma^ntz. Even sc^ we've managed to keep the
price down to what you might expect to pay for an ordinary receiver.
The Model 2216. Why settle for just any receiver when you can have a ^ ^
The Marantz Model 6300 is an . , »
electronically controlleddirectdriveurnmab^^
r to Provide^^U^ r^rd
and tone-arm lift at the end of play.
When Marantz introduces a medium-^
not more than0.15% Total Harmonic 
Distortion,.. or 30 Watts Per ^annel from 
20 -20,000 Hz into 8 ohms with not more 
lhan0,08%THD. .....





. FM Center Channel Tuning Meter
• AM/FM Signal Strength Meter
• Loudness Switch _
;^r£“S?S/cSFunc,ioa
^<?^0|95
More proof from Marantz
;Sine°?n\oroU°sfrom20-l^^^^^^^^
:E\S?LyFrMu,.ipla.
-Separate Delcnlod Bass. Treble, Mid-
.1 n'^^^nMsSwitcl, for Clearer low loveljistening^
Walnut Cabinet optional
• 12 dB Per Octave High Filter
• 12 dB Per Octave Low Filter
• FM Center Channel Tuning Meter
• AM/FM Signal Strength Meter . 
•Tape Copy Function and Tape Monitor
• FM Muting for easier listening
95'





HEAR TMt SOUND ______ _
sypEtrom:
# EXCITMG GAMES m OUE
f Mi ¥!®i® COUPm iil S¥$T1M1'
»4 games in one—Pong, (tm),
Super Pong (tm), Catch, Solitaire
• true Pong (tm) sound
• on screen digital scorekeeping
• automatic speed-up score keeping
• automatic speed-up system
• color (on color television)
8 attaches easily to any home TV 
' 8 plays on any size TV screen
This is another quality game from the people \who invented
the original coin-operated Pong (tm) video game.
While stocks last 
an incredible value 
at only
A Warner (^mmuntcahons Company
Bea flying ace, a race car champ, a tennis star, a space 
pioneer, a mathematical genius ... Atari makes it all happen 
with this exciting collection of Game Programs (tm) for the 
Atari Video ComputerSystem. (tm)
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5 Band Graphic Equalizer 
60 Watt Stereo Amplifier
The concept of graphic equalizer/amplifiers originated with 
their first design over two years ago. They are still the leader. By 
far the most compact equalizer/amplifier unit, it delivers a 
clean, crisp 60W RMS of stereo sound for practically distortion- 
free listening. The five bands of equalization permit finger tip 
control of full 12 dB cut or boost at 60, 250, 1000, 3500 and 
10000 Hz, The front-rear fader control contributes to the proper 
balancing of the speakers in a four speaker installation. The 
overall performance of the car stereo system ii.further enhanced 
by the volume control of the Model 310 which permits listening 
at.low levels with minimal distortion.
40 Watt Stereo Amplifier
The output of the CAR-FI Model 3100 amplifier is 
a crisp 40 Watts RMS. It is the ideal answer for high 
fidelity sound for smaller cars.
The 3100 amplifier has the most advanced power 
integrated circuits. It is also equipped with Circuit 
CuardiM, the microsecond electronic circuit breaker. 
This device virtually eliminates damage to the 
amplifier through accidental shorts or overloads.
The convenient plugdn feature allows easy * 
installation and interconnection with CAR-FI's 
rnodel 4000B threfe band equalizer.
16995
WHILE STOCKS LAST 




The 4-Hour Video Cassette Recorder
Wi‘rh what vou want - ■ whenever you want — with RCA’s new SetectaViMon 
Video Cassette Reco der - ,t does.t all: records the program you re watc mg 
^rnHs orit Digram wh.le you watclr another; even records a program while 
lo ". c a^ep or^away. And Jou get up to four hours continuous rccordingon
one Cc'^ss6it6.
INCLUDED! THESE "EXTRAS" AT NO EXTRA COST!
Remote pause control
with 20-foot cord so you can edit out 
unwanted material— hom the comfort 
of your chair.
Built-in digital clock/timer
can be set up to 24 hours in advance 
to record while you're asleep or away.
RCA video cassette
An RC.A VK125 2 riom video 




With these deluxe features:
RCA 20" ColorTrak .
featuring ChanneLock eiectronic tuning 
with Keyboard Control
* Tulte firr2"ch'a°r^'n'efsS LE,d'%S number read-out,
« 100% solid state XtendedLife chassis is designed for low power 
consumption, high efficiency and long life.
. Low power consumption; averages only 108 watts.
. Automatic Color Control and Fleshtone Correction.
Automatic Contrast/Color Tracking lets you adjust contrast, 
■ ......... ...... ...Ki., oontriAutomatic Contrasi/i^oioi i of thr^pcolor and brightness with one control instead of three.
Automatic Light Sensor adjusts picture fpr ehariges in, room.
p RCA Super AccuFifter Picture tube hrrs Unted'phosph-.,iO,.u..rc..
...d .vc-nm.uii.p.a,oorpUc,nr
Automatic color 












plus the reliability 
of solid state 
electronics.




long life and low 
power consumption 
artuallv uses less 








RCA'S NEW COLOUR CAMERAS ARE HERE NOW
j^S*S '4v''I^W!--^^^i^^-'
introduces four speaker systems 
good enough to match their 
remarkable new cassette decks.
;\ ,;:
-•■ ■'
'' .^;:v■/ ■ . ■ .
B.l.C. has combined linearity 
with efficiency in a way to 
maximize both ... and bringyou the 
most accurate and satisfying music 
at prices less than you'd expect.
When you combine linearity and 
efficiency, you have life-like sound 
that will satisfy even the most 
discriminating listener.
How did B.l.C. do it?
The patented Venturi enclosure 
has been significantly improved. 
The duct has been lengthened, 
retuned and acoustically damped. 
The result is a highly efficient, 
clean and tight response over an 
extended bass range.
They improved the crossover 
network configuration through 
computer calculation, with cir­
cuitry and component values
The new Venturi II 
design (right) t)oth 
acts as an acoustic 
transformer, to mul­
tiply bass energy, 
and as a lov/ pass 
filter to enhance the 
quality of the deep 
bass signal. Damp- 
ingmaterial... 
acts to improve 
transient response.
meticulously selected to avoid time 
and phase distortion.
They created our "transonic” 
grille to avoid edge reflections and 
diffraction.
They provided total protection 
to the speaker system by having a 
separate fuse for each driver in 
every speaker in the new B.l.C. 
series.
They have done all of this, and a 




The Model 11 sound and performance 
capabilities belie its compact 18 V'; x 11 x 9 
deep size (w/o grille). ■
The 8" high-excursion woofer and 
phenolic-ringed tweeter are newly designed 
components. Together with the Venturi-; 
coupled enclosure, they yield a musically 
balanced, high-definiTidn sound.
Sensitivity is ,^5 db: maximum sound 
;,pr«»sure:iiiyens 101-db; Up to 45 watts* of '
with walnut grain, i ' „
MODEL 22
The mid-range and treble components 
are the same high-performance units used 
in the Model 44, ensuring smooth, dean and 
articulate response. The 8'' woofer, with 
Dynel surround, high-temperature 
aluminized voice coil, heavy-duty rnagnet 
assembly and improved Venturi-coupled ‘ 
enslosure) ; '
; ; Up' to 60 watts’ of undistorted rnusic. , 
Lirnited-actipn Tonal Balance control, 
abinet .is .walnuTgrain vinyl oiTricoustically
MODEL 44
The Model 44 offers the uncolored, true- 
to-iife sound you want, and will handle up to 
75 watts* of undistorted music.
A 10” high-excursion woofer is.specially 
designed to function with the modified 
Venturi-coupled enclosure. A new 5” mid­
range with curvilinear cone and inverted 
dome covers the middle register, unin­
terrupted to 10^000. Hz, where a new super 
tsveeter vvith perforated sound dispersal 
screen carries on to beyond 20,000 Hz.
95
c2iC)fnGi:,4c.;Kt urciily cor.&trLictGd,.and..:c.irri iSnCd tr c j IVrtnnort "
MODEL 66
Hn;'; nard-sUrracea ■ vinyi;' -walnut 
grain. Brown-stretch-cloth grille.
95
The new Bl'C Modei66 can safely deliver 
100 watts of undistorted music power.
The 12” woofer has an oversized 
aluminized voice coil assembly for greater 
heat dissipation, and a precisely calculated 
suspension system and magnet structure to 
avoid ”bottoming” on massive percussive 
passages.
The 5" ;midrange, with lightweight: 
Nomex coil assembly and extra heavy- 
duty power capacity, is acoustically isolated,
f:,,.-ThG,.'.,.hi{3h,i.lorder,.,'harmonics of the 
miarange- spectrum, ahd'the' treuie-n'a.iec- 
instruments, are reproduced ; with ex-
xeptional 
articulation and 




INTRODUCES THE WORLD'S FIRST
CASSETTE DECKS
Recording engineers recognize 
that the way to obtain more 
professional results is to increase 
the speed at which tape is moved 
past the heads.
Until now, all conventional 
cassette decks have recorded and 
played back at 1 7/8 inches per 
second only. The new B'l C tape 
decks do this ... superbly. When 
used at 1 7/8 ips, they exceed 
virtually every existing per­
formance spec. At 3 Zn/\ ips, they 
establish new standards.
This faster tape speed results in 
dramatic improvements in 
frequency response, dynamic 
range, signal-to-noise, and wow 
and flutter, It also provides much 
quicker rewind and fast forward
times, automatically at either 
speed.
To achieve these new per­
formance standards we used a 
fresh approach to the electronics. 
The result — a group of new cir­
cuitry concepts which we have 
named "Broadband Electronics." 
These circuitry concepts lower 
residual noise and distortion. They 
enhance frequency response and 
stereo imaging. And — most im­
portant, these improvements are 
audible at either speed on all B’hC 
tape decks.
The result is sound that is 
cleaner and more detailed than 
you have ever heard from cassette 
tape,
The 1-1 is B id's "basic" model, It incorporates tho three performance toatures 
that sot these decks apart;
:T wo speed Operation
(1 7/8 and 3% ips)
? iDroadband Electronics 
f Thgh-spond Tape Handling
iliilijiiiilg
1 he Model 12 incoi poralos all ol Ihe T1 ',s lea hires plu
iExp.-indod Rango Peak Motors 
Peak Ovoiioad l.ovol Indicator 













Our S349.00 music system gives quality previously 
unavailable at this price. Our AM/FM receiver is 
the 10 watt per channel from R-1220 Superscope 
by Marantz with loudness compensation, , tape 
mpnitor circuit and separate bass/ treble controls.
The JVC SK41 Speakers are Ideal bookshelf 
speakers with incredible sound from a wood- 
finished three way speaker system, The B.l.p 940 ^ ;
it a Ctop-rotodu p.-ogruiTimaoie peiuunve lu.nraDie ,
with unique engineering. A low mass tone arm 
capable of tracking any cartridge. A B.l.C. 24 pole 
motor for smoother and more even flow of power 
than conventional 4 pole motors.
V\te sound better;
SUPERSGQPE
Why settle tor less than a MARANTZ when you want a 
sound system? Overall the frequencies you can hear, the 
2216 AM/FM receiver gives 16^ watts per channel of 
guaranteed power. All that povver. plus high filter to cut, 
out record and FM hiss, music from 5:sources, two, sets of
speakers, an optional walnut: cabinet
Shure cartridge — great' sound. All this .Marantz per- 
iormance goes to a pair of Superscope S212 speat^rs. 
The S2I2 speakers use a large 12" bass speaker and 2 
tweeter to give you all the music. Supplies are limited.
Hear it today — Marantz... sounds better.
JVC
V\te sound bettoc
At tho centre of our system, tho now Marantz 1630 AM/FM Stcioo
Rocolvor is a mod mm-powered receiver which delivers "high-powor
features In tho bargain. Tho Model 1 b3t)'s ('’alures
dctentcd bass, treble, and inid-rango control; 12db per^
tape monitor and tape copy luiiction and dual turning moteis,
plLdO wattspo, channel with not moiethan n«;> f <0 ”
1530 a porformor, An optional wood case is available lor a small charge^
To reproduce the full sound spectrum, tho now B.l.C. Model 22 speakers 
use tho new Venturi II design which allows sound repioduction accuracy 
while not lorloiting elticicncy,. All the details pn tho iiew B.l.C. spea ei 
sysloms SCO lacing
To play all your music acrairatoly your i "
OLA2 single play autoroluin lurntablo with the bliuic M J.)4r.p |.h aio
moSulhOf playinglirne and Imal dianges, ,
slatailily in conventional turnlables QUAI 1Z ;
lualions, The Shure M954ED is a tIoUixo '^'l’'V<oir|ii >i dy m ri^ 
builMn snapdowh stylus guard combining several of the high pci loima
design foaturosoHheShureV-l 5 typo VIh
95
I l»s aiiuiitelo ilarw syulci.n norm ''"'‘“'I
c;R4;’(I am/ FM sleroo lecoivoi lias 2D I ZD veaU.j RMo at Ioj^ than Oa 'n
total distortion. ThatTi verycloaii, The YP ZU belt clrWrjsomi auto t a lc
turntable Includes hingfKl cover and lop rated magnoiic cartridge. Match 
tlioso will! the NS-220 rock monitor 8" 2 way speakor syslorns .
varund IS eyceplional Top quality and top value, ROtta h 'rom 
audio and A A 0 SOUND. The. sysfoni oilers you .r lull D year warranty.
95





5' dlogonaily sphericoily cprwed
SyperscreenIf
FINALL'Y FyLL REALISM!
The revolutionary washable superscreen features a 
patent pending construction and optica! coating which 
provides durability, contrast, color purity, sharpness 
and side light rejection that is unique to all screen 
technologies. The superscreen has mastered the ancient 
law of reflection: it projects the brightest picture ob­
tainable under high ambient use,, then automatically 
adjusts the picture brightness into a widening viewing 
zone as your room darkens As your room darkens (less 
competition for the reflectance value of each row) more 
rows share the projector's light so the viewing zone 
. expands automatically. A ture innovation in screen 
^■(technology:
VISTA yiSiON makes 
sense ...and cents!
The costs of entertaining out of the home wilt 
continue to rise dramatically. No one can believe that 
restaurants, theatres, and lounges will charge less in 
the future! With this in mind entertaining in your 
home makes sense and saves your money.,
The answer to ultimate entertainment at home is 
VISTA VISION. The full S screen insures theatre-like 
performance every night. Use your Vista Vision as 
much as you like without any additional charge.
FOR:
*Megaiens For Best Focus 
*5’Curved ‘‘3D" Superscreen 
'■'Theatre like entertainment




The Price Is Right;
1 he new generation Trinitrons have a picture tube with precision ground 
phosphor and a super-reflective back coating, The result: 30% more 
brightness than previous Trinitrons.
There's a new super chassis, too, with a chroma integrated circuit for 
greater color fidelity, cooler operation and simple servicing.
And more, Raridom Direct Access Electronic Express Tuning combines 
ease of operation with high reliability. There are fewer moving parts, 
less wear, Remote control models lot you turn the set on or off and,adjust 




19" REMOTE CONTROL .. . . 739’®
21" REMOTE CONTROL,...... 869’®
LIMITTD QUANTITIES
it'iiiwitiia
r©e©i¥er : ■ (
I
f- ,r’.’ .r')',* ■'
■ ^ I I P '
There's a lot of great sound bouncing around in the air, and if you don't 
have a good receiver you're goingto miss out on it. Sony receivers let you 
catch it all. Their FET front-ends assure improved sensitivity and 
selectivity for noise-free, trouble-free listening. And with direct-coupled 
power output you can bet that your speakers will have a lot to say. So 







......  35+35 WAHS RMS...........
......  55 +55 WATTS RMS...........
,,,..85+85 WATTS RMS,.,.,..,











... .AM/FM TUNER ..............1 79’®
LIMITED QUANTITIES T
SEE THE SUPER BOWL LARGE AS LIFE
I HOUDflY
maxell
Buy 4 NEW, iMl C-90 Cassettes- 
Get the 12 Cassette Storage Box
both for only
Maxell LN, or Low-Noise, Cassettes 
use the same Maxell LN tape found in 
the open reel versions. That is, a tape 
made with all the strict attention to 
quality in every step of the way; and trans­
formed into the .150" width required for 
cassettes. Maxell LN is the lowest cost 
way to obtain the advantages of Maxell 
quality and performance in a cassette. It is designed to give full fidelity 
and rich, pleasing sound when used with any cassette recorder. Maxell 
LN tape is noted for extended frequency response and dynamic range, 
as well as for low noise (hence its name). You can be sure of excellent 
results on just about any kind of program material: interviews, slide 
narration, educational applications and music—either liye or dubbed.
Maxell UD Cassettes are Ultra-Dynamic, 
and the choice of many professional users 
for the optimal cassette recording. The 
tape employs a micro-fine coating of pure 
crystal gamma hematite for very wide range 
high fidelity. True, it does not have as full 
a dynamic range as the UD-XL, but it has 
the potential for recording all frequencies 
up to and beyond those presently on stereo 
records and FM broadcasts—more than enough for even the most 
critical users.
C60 Length at 2*9 C90 Length at
4^®
iT
Maxell's finest cassettes are the Maxell UD-XL series, 1 and II. UD 
stands for Ultra-Dynamic, and XL for superior ‘excellence". Both the 
1 and II use specially created ferric oxide magnetic material, yet each 
has its own unique performance characteristics. That means, for the first 
time, you can make a choice between two types of ultra-premium 












□PLL FM Demodulator in IC Form 
□ 11.6 dBF [2.1 uV] Sensitivity a nd 5 5 dB Selectivity 
□Twin Tuning Meters
□Wide 240 mm Frequency-Linear Tuning Dial
Here's a new JVC high-fidelity tuner to make an ideal 
mate for any of the new JA-S stereo integrated am­
plifiers, particularly the JA-Sl IG. Add a turntable and
JA - S11G Amplifier
i:i30 Watts per Channel, Minimum RMS,
Botlh Channels Driven, into 8 ohms, from 20 HZ to 20 
kHz vwlth no more than 0.1% Total Harmonic 
Distrotion
l lTwo-Dcck Dubbing ft Tape-2 Terminals on Front 
Panel
If you want an easy to operate amplifier with perfect 
performance, the JVC JA-SlIG is the one to hear.
a pair of speaker systems and your audio system is 
ready to thove you into an exciting musical adventure. 
Among the many first-class features of this well-built 
model are its big twin tuning meters.
14995
We've stripped off all the frills, retained only useful 
features like two-deck and two-speaker-pair con­
nection facilities. Moreover, since it’s a JVC, weve 
made double sure it meets super hi-fi performance 





I l3-Position Bias/nqualizer Switches 
1 lLowWowftFlultero(0.06%WRMS 
□Automatic Input Selector 
□Gear/Oil-Damped Cassette Ud 
□Tape Amount Scale
The KD-10 is priced even lower than other 
JVC decks, but still includes the lollowing 
leaturos; 5-l.ED Peak Indicator, a Timor 
Standby racility, Automatic Input Selector, 
JVC's electronic governor motor and more. 
In Imo with other, more expensive docks,
porlormanco parameters — such as a high 
signal fonotse ratio (5 5dB Irorn peak level, 
weiRhtod) -• guarantee long years of 
musical .enloymont, The KD-10 is a high 




. Bost-Duy rated auto roturn bolt drive turnfablo. 
Rasy to operate controls plus reliable performance 
make litis an ideal choice for a first system. Comes 
complete with a magnoiic cartridge, ‘




The Sound Guard Total Record Care 
System. It does more than just clean off 
everything from dust particles to oily 
fingerprints. It actually protects the 





A hear-thru sterephone that combines 
comfort with the incredible Sound of 
Koss. The HV/1 features a large 2-inch 
driver element thatfaithfully reproduces 





You hear all the 
exciting musical 
dynamics when you | 
record with Fuji
^ FX-I and FX-ll. Choose^
FX-I for great sounds on any recorders 
Or try FX-ll for results that beat Cr02 at “chrome” tape 
selector settings. Give yourself more dynamic music to(3s|| 




• Built-In Condenser Microphone
• Automatic Shut-Off 
•Automatic Recording Level (ARL) 
» Pushbutton Operation
• Locking Fast Forward and Rewind 
® Gue and Review
TEAC
SujDerscope C-106 Miniature Battery-
The A-103 was designed with the same philosophy and ad| 
vanced technology developed for more expensive models. For" 
example, its transport mechanism is the same type as that* 





Dolby noise reduction system featured on the A-103 is behind,f 







Ultra lightweight (4,0 oz.) Elastic 
headband tor best comfort. 
Adlustable ear-pieces. Full wideband 





The AUDIO WORKS Record Cleaner 
is hand crafted from American 
Walnut Hardwood and the finest 
cleaning fabric available. Each 
handle is hand sanded, oiled and 
rubbed. Each is unique in color and 
grain. The Record Cleaner may be 
used without any solution for light 
dust removal, but will give its best 
cleaning and static reduction with the 
use of Cleaning
Use AUDIO WORKS Cleaning ;i; 
Solution to properly treat the ; ■ 
cleaning surfaces of AUDIO-WORKS f >
products. Contains: Anti-static ; ,
Solution.
Mr
agents. Wetting agents to reduce ' i/l 
viscosity. Cleaning agents and 
Germicides to inhibit microscopic 
mold and bacteria growth. Treated 
surfaces will reduce dust clinging 
static and thoroughly remove debris,
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